
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2013; Application No. : T201350728 ;Finland 

2722873    30/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195374]
Metsä Fibre Oy
Revontulenpuisto 2 FI-02100 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper pulp and wood pulp.

5856



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000025943 ;Italy 

3245769    02/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273207]
Giellepi S.p.A.
Via Mascheroni, 4 I-20123 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Active ingredients for the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations and food supplements.

5857



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 1 
 

 

3248435    01/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273545]
SI Group, Inc.
2750 Balltown Road Schenectady NY 12309 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in natural and synthetic resins, polymers, plastics and elastomers for industrial use.

5858



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 18/03/2015; Application No. : T201500114 ;Finland 

3251821    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274236]
Kemira Oyj
Porkkalankatu 3 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals for industrial use; polymers for industrial use.

5859



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 3 
 

2714711    03/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1193453]
BEAUTYGE BEAUTY GROUP, S.L.
WTC Almeda - Tirso de Molina, 40 E-08940 Cornellá de Llobregat ES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair lotions, hair dyes, hair dyes, hair treatments, conditioners for hair, hair masks, shampoo.

5860



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 3 
 

2734192    11/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1199242]
ZHEJIANG NHU COMPANY LIMITED.
No.4 Jiangbei Road, Yulin District, Xinchang County Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair lotions; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; flavourings for beverages [essential oils]; essential oils; 
perfumery; cosmetics; toothpastes; incense; cosmetics for animals.
THE CHINESE CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS XIN HE CHENG means NEW PEACE 
ACCOMPLISH

5861



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003108211 ;United Kingdom 

3248946    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274337]
Avon Products, Inc.
World Headquarters, 777 Third Avenue New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated toilet preparations; toiletries; skin care preparations; skin moisturizers; body and beauty care 
preparations; powders, creams and lotions, all for the face, hands and body; cosmetic suntan preparations; soaps; 
shower and bath preparations; beauty masks; talcum powder; nail polish; nail polish remover; enamel for nails; false 
nails; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; eye makeup remover, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, lipstick, lip 
liner, lipgloss; make-up foundation; blusher; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton sticks for cosmetic 
purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; preparations for cleaning, moisturising, colouring and styling the hair; 
preparations for cleaning the teeth; shaving and aftershave preparations; perfumes, fragrances, toilet waters, cologne; 
deodorants for human beings; anti-perspirants for personal use (toiletries); essential oils (cosmetic).

5862



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 04/08/2015; Application No. : 2015-074270 ;Japan 

3249278    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274278]
MILBON CO., Ltd.
2-3-35, Zengenji-cho, Miyakojima-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 534-0015 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair care preparations; hair shampoos; hair rinses; shampoo-conditioners; hair treatment preparations; hair conditioners; 
hair tonics for cosmetic use; hair creams; hair oils; hair styling preparations; hair wax; hair mousse; hair sprays and hair 
gels; hair balms; hair bleaching preparations; hair coloring preparations; hair mascara; hair curling preparations; hair 
straightening preparations.

5863



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 3 
 

3249922    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273872]
VANITY GROUP PTY LTD
4-6 Meeks Rd MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Baby shampoo; dandruff treatments in the form of shampoos; hair shampoo; herbal anti-dandruff shampoo; herbal 
shampoo; medicated shampoos; shampoos; shampoos for human hair; conditioners for treating the hair; conditioners in 
the form of sprays for the scalp; hair conditioners; after-shave lotions; baby lotions; bath lotions, not medicated; 
cleansing lotions; eye lotions for cosmetic use; eye wrinkle lotions; facial lotions (cosmetic); hair lotions; hair protection 
lotions; hair setting lotion; hair strengthening treatment lotions; hair styling lotions; lotion for the eyes (non-medicated); 
lotions for cosmetic purposes; moisturising body lotion (cosmetic); moisturising skin lotions (cosmetic); nail treatment 
lotions (cosmetics); non-medicated face lotion; non-medicated hair lotions; non-medicated hand lotion; non-medicated 
lotions; non-medicated skin clarifying lotions; non-medicated skin lotions; skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin lotions 
(cosmetic); styling lotions for the hair; eye make up remover; eye moisturisers for cosmetic use; eye pads for cosmetic 
use; lotions for the removal of eye make-up; non-medicated creams for the eyes; serum (cosmetic preparations); anti-
wrinkle cream; creams for wrinkles; cleansing facial masks; facial care products (cosmetic); facial cleansers; facial 
creams (cosmetic); facial masks (cosmetic); facial moisturisers (cosmetic); facial packs for cosmetic purposes; facial 
preparations (cosmetic); facial scrubs (cosmetic); facial soaps; facial toners (cosmetic); facial washes (cosmetic); non-
medicated creams for facial scrubs; bar soap; body soaps; non-medicated soaps; perfumed soaps; shaving soap; soap; 
soaps in gel form; shaving creams; shaving foams; shaving gels; shaving lotions; body scrubs; beauty masks; cleaning 
masks for the face; cleansing masks; cleansing masks for the face; cosmetic masks; masks for the face (cosmetic); 
mouthwashes (gargles), not medical purposes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; non-medicated mouthwashes; 
baby body milks; body care preparations (non-medicated); body care products (non-medicated); body creams 
(cosmetics); body milks; body moisturisers; body oil; body oil spray; body sprays (non-medicated); non-medicated 
creams for the body; non-medicated gels for the body; oil for the body; oils for the body (cosmetics); non-medicated foot 
balms; non-medicated foot creams; aromatics (essential oils); blended essential oils; essential oils; essential oils for 
cosmetic purposes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils for use in cosmetics.

5864



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 4 
 

 

2712170    04/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193660]
Hangsterfer's Laboratories, Inc.
175 Ogden Road Mantua NJ 08051 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cutting fluids, namely, water soluble cutting and cooling compounds.

5865



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2013; Application No. : 1554025 ;Australia 

2706069    14/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190143]
Chun Ho Wong
PO Box K744 HAYMARKET NSW 1240 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Herbal dietary supplements; herbal medicine; herbal preparations for medicinal purposes; herbal remedies; medicinal 
oils; medicinal ointments; natural oils (medicinal); liniments; medicated massage oils; oils for pharmaceutical purposes; 
pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for animals; pharmaceutical products; medicinal food 
supplements; medicinal food supplements for animals; medicinal herbs; medicinal preparations; embrocations; medicinal 
embrocations.

5866



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071009 ;United States of America 

2733705    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201268]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment and/or alleviation of migraine; antimigraine triptans; 
sumatriptan.

5867



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071005 ;United States of America 

2733902    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201266]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment and/or alleviation of migraine; antimigraine triptans; 
sumatriptan.

5868



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

2762543    06/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206428]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill, Co. Cork (Ireland) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

5869



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 13/01/2015; Application No. : 252187 ;Ireland 

3240262    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272367]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

5870



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 014453161 ;European Union 

3248434    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273550]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology park Carrigtohill, Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hepatitis and HIV/AIDS; pharmaceutical 
preparations for use in the treatment of infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of liver, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, and oncological diseases and disorders; antivirals; pharmaceutical preparations for use in 
the treatment of inflammatory diseases and disorders.

5871



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 5 
 

 

3251289    01/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274594]
Forum Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
225 Second Avenue Waltham MA 02451 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment and prevention of central nervous system 
diseases and disorders; diagnostic agents, preparations and substances for medical purposes.

5872



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/10/2013; Application No. : 653971 ;Switzerland 

2746089    04/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202042]
Peka-Metall AG
Luzernerstrasse 20 CH-6295 Mosen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Guide device, mainly of metal, for furniture and cabinets, used for hanging and storing clothing.

5873



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 10/12/2013; Application No. : 012407681 ;European Union 

2721621    13/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1196858]
Sorgent.e Holding S.p.A.
Via Sorio, 120 I-35141 Padova Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical generation stations; engines, powertrains and generic machine parts; gas turbines; generating plant; 
generators; generators for wind turbines; generators of electricity; hydraulic turbines; hydrodynamic screws; inlet 
systems for gas turbines; power supply apparatus [generators]; pumps, compressors and fans; ram air turbines [other 
than for land vehicles]; steam turbines [other than for land vehicles]; turbines blades for power generation; turbine vanes 
being parts of gas turbine engines; turbines for power generation; turbines other than for land vehicles; wind turbines.

5874



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 7 
 

3248539    20/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273206]
Ebara Pumps Europe S.p.A.
Via Campo Sportivo, 30 I-38023 Cles (Trento) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pump impellers.

5875



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 20/03/2015; Application No. : 013857801 ;European Union 

3251690    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274197]
PS Automation GmbH Gesellschaft für Antriebstechnik
Philipp-Krämer-Ring 13 67098 Bad Dürkheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Driving motors other than for land vehicles, and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine 
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); actuators, namely parameterisable actuators and 
quarter-turn actuators, in particular electrical actuators for valves; hydraulic and pneumatic explosion-proof control 
apparatus and control devices; control apparatus and control devices with mechanical energy stores for emergency 
control functions.

5876



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-060192 ;Japan 

3252594    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274274]
ASAGOE MACHINE MFG. CO., LTD.
216, Seno, Minami-ku, Okayama-shi Okayama 706-0224 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automatic looms; packing machines.

5877



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No. : 2013-046813 ;Japan 

2697118    28/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188793]
TRA COMPANY LTD.
6-6, Kitahama Higashi, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0031 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries; electric wires and cables; parts and accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, 
loudspeakers, earphones, headphones; battery chargers; electric charging cables; electrical plugs, sockets and electric 
contacts for battery chargers; cases and covers for mobile phones and tablet computers; photographic instruments and 
apparatus, namely, tripods for cameras, self-timers for cameras.

5878



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No. : 2013-046814 ;Japan 

2706060    28/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190275]
TRA COMPANY LTD.
6-6, Kitahama Higashi, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0031 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries; electric wires and cables; parts and accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus, namely, 
loudspeakers, earphones, headphones; battery chargers; electric charging cables; electrical plugs, sockets and electric 
contacts for battery chargers; cases and covers for mobile phones and tablet computers; photographic instruments and 
apparatus, namely, tripods for cameras, self-timers for cameras.

5879



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

2722973    19/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195214]
Allwinner Technology Co., Ltd.
Unit 1, 4th Floor, Building 4 of the Production, and processing center, No 1 Software Road 519080 Zhuhai, Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer memory devices; computer peripheral devices; recorded computer software; integrated circuit cards (smart 
cards); wafers (silicon slices); monocrystalline silicon; printed circuits; integrated circuits; integrated circuit modules; 
semi-conductors.

5880



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

2732574    13/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201258]
The Apache Software Foundation
1901 Munsey Ave. Forest Hill MD 210502747 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data.

5881



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/08/2013; Application No. : 012033254 ;European Union 

2735651    22/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199892]
Wolfgang-Peter Geller
Mühlenweg 10 21376 Garlstorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Camera straps and bands, carrying straps and bands for film and video cameras, for photography apparatus and for other 
optical recording equipment; adapters and connection pieces for connecting film and video cameras or photography 
apparatus to carrying straps and bands.

5882



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

2735850    16/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1199611]
MODECOM HONG KONG LIMITED
Unit A, 9/F, Queen's Centre, 58-64 Queen's Road East, Wanchai, Hong Kong (China)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic and optical data carriers, computers 
and parts thereof, tablets, laptop computers, notebook computers, mobile telephones, monitors, screens, televisions, 
navigation apparatus, power supply units for computers, telephones, screens for mp3 and mp4 players, speakers, UPS 
apparatus, automobile power supply units for notebook computers, automobile voltage regulators, batteries, 
accumulators, chargers, network apparatus, namely routers, switches, network cards for computers, apparatus for 
wireless communication, cooling apparatus for computers, memory card readers, power strips for computers (hubs), 
remote controls for computers and multimedia apparatus, speakers, speaker sets, wireless audio modules, headphones, 
microphones, digital cameras and camcorders, car video recorders and web cameras, digital telephones, palmtops, power
strips with sockets, data processing equipment, housings for computers, computer mice, keyboards, bags for carrying 
computers, bags and cases for laptop computers, cases for navigation apparatus and tablets, pads for laptop computers, 
notebook computers and tablets.

5883



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

2739197    06/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1198598]
China Leadshine Technology Co.,LTD.
C & D, F/3, No. 2 Building, Nanyou Tian'an Industry Village, Dengliang Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; computer software recorded; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; precision measuring 
apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; disk drives for 
computers.

5884



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 06/09/2013; Application No. : 63336 ;Jamaica 

2748194    06/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203259]
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical apparatus and instruments sold as an integral component of mobile phones, namely, camera flashes; computer 
software for creating and displaying graphics, images, video and other multimedia content; computer software to operate 
still and video digital camera flashes.

5885



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

2751258    07/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203867]
MERIDIAN AUDIO LIMITED
Latham Road Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE29 6YE United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stereos for personal and commercial use, namely, personal stereos and stereo systems primarily comprised of stereo 
receivers, stereo amplifiers, stereo cables, equalizers, crossovers, audio speakers, digital audio players, and remote 
controls for stereo systems; mp3 players and digital audio players; wireless hand-held devices in the nature of remote 
controls for use in controlling a music system; remote controls for digital music systems; remote controls for controlling 
stereo systems and entertainment systems; remote controls for stereo systems and entertainment systems for use in 
playing, organising, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files, and media files; computer 
software for use in controlling digital music systems; computer hardware; computer peripherals; digital music players, 
digital storage devices, digital music controllers in the nature of remote controls for digital players, and wireless handheld
controllers; digital music players, digital music controllers, and wireless handheld controllers in the nature of remote 
controls for digital music players.

5886



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/12/2014; Application No. : 013582581 ;European Union 

3211041    11/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266714]
CooperVision International Holding Company, LP
Suite 2, Edghill House, Wildey Business Park St. Michael

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Contact lenses; ocular lenses; ophthalmic lenses; spectacles; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; lenses and lens 
blanks; contact lens containers and carrying cases; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

5887



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-040224 ;Japan 

3247134    01/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273415]
Broadleaf Co., Ltd.
13-14, Higashi-shinagawa 4-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 140-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; video frequency devices and apparatus; DVD players; DVD 
recorders; digital cameras; digital photo frames; video cameras; videodisc players; videotape recorders; parts and 
accessories of telecommunication machines and apparatus; lanyards for mobile telephones [straps]; electronic 
machines, apparatus and their parts; computers and their peripherals; computers; personal digital assistants; tablet 
terminal devices; computer programs; computer software (including software downloadable from the Internet); 
downloadable computer software; downloadable computer software programs; data carriers; digital data carriers.

5888



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

 

3248574    16/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272636]
Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe Obshchestvo "Kontsern Radioelektronnye Tehnologii"
ul. Goncharnaya, d. 20/1, str. 1 RU-109240 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Antennas; monitoring apparatus, electric; navigational instruments; observation instruments; computer operating 
programs, recorded; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; 
transmitters [telecommunication]; meteorological instruments; teaching apparatus; transmitting sets 
[telecommunication]; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; interfaces for computers; temperature 
indicators; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; alarms.

5889



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2015; Application No. : FO2015C000022 ;Italy 

3252512    22/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274198]
BIORETICS SRL
Viale Delle Nazioni, 67 I-47042 CESENATICO (FC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Programs, for computer [software downloaded]; computer programs recorded; computer, programs [downloadable 
software]; software [recorded programs].

5890



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 9 
 

3257100    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276062]
ANGLE North America, Inc.
University City Science Center, 3711 Market Street, 8th Floor Philadelphia PA 19104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific apparatus and instruments for separation, identification, or ablation of biological cells, in the nature of 
laboratory vessels, analyzers, pre-packed columns for use in separation and purification, and glassware.

5891



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 21/03/2013; Application No. : 2013-020397 ;Japan 

2698879    09/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1183008]
TOKAI MEDICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
1485 Aza-Sarayashiki, Taraga-cho, Kasugai-shi Aichi 486-0808 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balloon catheters; sheaths of catheters; catheters; cannulas; guide wires for medical purposes; stents for medical 
purposes; components and accessories for the catheters, guide wires and stents; suctions for blood; holders for suture; 
catguts for surgical purposes; materials for artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetic materials (except for dental 
purposes); gloves for medical purposes.

5892



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2013; Application No. : VR2013C000662 ;Italy 

2736320    23/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1201008]
TECRES S.P.A.
Via A. Doria, 6 I-37066 Sommacampagna (VR) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for mixing bone cement; devices for extrusion of bone cement; injection devices for pharmaceuticals; 
orthopaedic braces; apparatus for use in the repair of bones; instruments and apparatus for orthopedics; devices, 
instruments and apparatus for neurosurgery, vertebroplasty and cranioplasty.

5893



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071025 ;United States of America 

2745564    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203402]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices and instruments, namely, devices for nasal delivery of powder substances; powder delivery devices for 
nasal delivery of powder substances; nebulizer devices for nasal delivery of substances; intranasal delivery devices.

5894



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071044 ;United States of America 

2751131    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203750]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices and instruments, namely, devices for nasal delivery of powder substances; powder delivery devices for 
nasal delivery of powder substances; nebulizer devices for nasal delivery of substances; intranasal delivery devices.

5895



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 86071037 ;United States of America 

2751487    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203749]
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
20 Enterprise, Suite 200 Aliso Viejo CA 92656 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices and instruments, namely, devices for nasal delivery of powder substances; powder delivery devices for 
nasal delivery of powder substances; nebulizer devices for nasal delivery of substances; intranasal delivery devices.

5896



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2015; Application No. : 013725502 ;European Union 

3207309    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267159]
Arthrex GmbH
Erwin-Hielscher-Straße 9 81249 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical instruments and apparatus including autologous blood processing instruments.

5897



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2015; Application No. : 013725452 ;European Union 

3208406    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267161]
Arthrex GmbH
Erwin-Hielscher-Straße 9 81249 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical instruments and apparatus including autologous blood processing instruments.

5898



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 11 
 

2696669    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188764]
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1 River Road Schenectady, NY 12345 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric lamps.

5899



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2015; Application No. : 13951405 ;European Union 

3251820    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274222]
CLAY PAKY S.p.A.
Via Pastrengo, 3/B I-24068 Seriate Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and devices for lighting, stage lighting apparatus and devices, including flood light illumination, par 
illumination, strip lights, spotlights, ERS reflector spotlights, fresnel lanterns, movement spots, projectors and beam 
projectors (also with moving heads/fixtures) for stage lighting; filters for lighting apparatus and instruments, filters for 
use with lighting apparatus and devices, apparatus and instruments for effect lighting, including those with moving 
heads/fixtures, roller scanners, effect lighting devices inclusive stroboscope illumination; computer controlled lighting 
apparatus and devices, decorative lighting apparatus; LED (light emitting diode) luminaires, LED lighting appliances; HID 
(high-intensity discharge) luminaires, HID lighting appliances; halogen luminaires, halogen lighting appliances; lighting 
appliances for use e.g. in displays; commercial, lighting appliances for indoor and outdoor illumination for household, 
commercial, architectural and industrial applications, diffusion disk projectors for illumination purposes; architectural 
illumination appliances for floor, wall and ceiling installation; fluorescent luminaires; fibre optic illumination (light sources
for fibre optical light conductors); laser-based lighting appliances and light projectors; ventilation apparatus, including 
fans and ventilators in connection with smoke generators and/or generators for the production of artificial fog; parts and 
fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

5900



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 12 
 

 

2742985    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201623]
Ido Off Road Center Ltd
P.O.B. 1111 37100 Pardes Hana Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles.

5901



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 17

Priority claimed from 07/01/2015; Application No. : 15 4 146 609 ;France
3211074    02/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266740]
GECI
18 rue Joseph Marie Jacquard F-69780 MIONS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flexible pipes, not of metal; connectors, couplings and nozzles for pipes not of metal; connectors, couplings and nozzles 
for flexible pipes not of metal.

5902



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 18

3252646    24/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274525]
Lichfield Leather Limited
The Tithe Barn, Deans Lade Farm, Claypit Lane Lichfield, Staffordshire WS14 0AG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather, leather imitation and articles made therefrom, luggage, holdalls, bags, cases, of leather or leatherboard, 
handbags, wallets, purses, key cases, rucksacks, sports bags, walking sticks, umbrellas, parasols, leather and imitation 
leather bound containers, notecases, briefcases, credit card holders, coin purses, tray purses, luggage labels (tags), 
luggage label holders.

5903



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 21

Priority claimed from 17/09/2013; Application No. : 259113 ;Israel
2690970    27/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1185265]
Kampalook Limited
6 Hanehoshet Street, 6971070 Tel-Aviv (Israel) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brushes, combs for humans; brushes, combs for pets.

5904



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 24

2697296    09/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188208]
JUSHI GROUP CO., LTD.
Tongxiang Economic Development Zone, Tongxiang City 314500 Zhejiang China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fabric; fabrics for textile use; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; silk artworks; felt; towels of textile; bedspreads; loose 
covers for furniture; curtains of textile or plastic; washing mitts.

5905



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 28 
 

3248401    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273292]
JerkFit, LLC
15478 Sylvan St. Van Nuys CA 91411 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Athletic equipment, namely, guards for protecting the thumbs and fingers.

5906



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 11414-2015 ;Honduras 

3248559    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273219]
ZeniMax Media Inc.
1370 Piccard Dr. Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys, namely, collectibles and models.

5907



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 28 
 

 

3250604    14/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274547]
Russell Brands, LLC
One Fruit of the Loom Drive, Legal Department Bowling Green KY 42103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balance beams; exercise and gymnastic banners; gymnastic apparatus; gymnastic horizontal bars; gymnastic parallel 
bars; gymnastic training stools; gymnastic vaulting horses; horizontal bars; pommel horses; springboards; trampoline 
bounce board; trampolines.

5908



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 30 
 

2748516    11/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1203457]
ZHEJIANG NHU COMPANY LIMITED.
No.4 Jiangbei Road, Yulin District, Xinchang County Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sugar; non-medical nutrient capsules; mixed sweet rice porridge with mixed Chinese sweets; instant noodles; ice cream; 
condiments; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils.

5909



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2015; Application No. : 674315 ;Switzerland 

3248546    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273224]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, coffee extracts, coffee-based beverages and preparations; iced coffee; artificial coffee, artificial coffee extracts, 
artificial coffee-based beverages and preparations; chicory; tea, tea extracts, tea-based beverages and preparations; iced 
tea; malt-based preparations for human consumption; cocoa and cocoa-based beverages and preparations; chocolate, 
chocolate products, chocolate-based beverages and preparations; confectionery, sugar confectionery, candy; sugar; 
chewing gum not for medical use; natural sweeteners; bakery products, bread, yeast, pastries; biscuits, cakes, cookies, 
wafers, caramels, desserts (included in this class), puddings; edible ices, water ices, sherbets, frozen confectionery, 
frozen cakes, ice cream, frozen desserts, frozen yogurts, powders and binding agents (included in this class) for making 
edible ices and/or water ices and/or sherbets and/or frozen confectionery and/or frozen cakes and/or ice cream and/or 
frozen desserts and/or frozen yogurts; honey and honey substitutes; breakfast cereals, muesli, corn flakes, cereal bars, 
ready-to-eat cereals; cereal preparations; rice, pasta, noodles; food products based on rice, flour, barley or cereals, also 
in the form of cooked dishes; pizzas; sandwiches; oven-ready preparations of farinaceous paste and cake pastry; sauces, 
soya sauce; tomato ketchup; flavoring or seasoning products for food; spices for food, condiments, salad dressings, 
mayonnaise; mustard; vinegar.

5910



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 15/07/2015; Application No. : 2015-067307 ;Japan 

3251467    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274293]
NISSIN FOODS HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
1-1, 4-chome, Nishinakajima, Yodogawa-ku Osaka 532-8524 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat (Chinese-manjuh); hamburger 
sandwiches; pizzas; hot dog sandwiches; meat pies; seasonings; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; cereal 
preparations; noodles; fresh noodles; dried noodles; instant noodles; chilled noodles; frozen noodles: pasta; fresh pasta; 
dried pasta; instant pasta; chilled pasta; frozen pasta; rice-based prepared meals; frozen rice-based prepared meals; 
frozen noodle-based prepared meals; Chinese stuffed dumplings (gyoza, cooked); Chinese steamed dumplings (shumai, 
cooked); sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus (takoyaki); Japanese savory pancakes with chopped 
cabbage and meat or seafood (okonomiyaki); boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; 
ravioli; pasta sauce; noodle-based prepared meals; chilled noodle-based prepared meals; pasta-based prepared meals; 
chilled pasta-based prepared meals; frozen pasta-based prepared meals; dried cooked-rice; chilled rice-based prepared 
meals; cooked rice; instant rice; chilled cooked-rice; frozen cooked-rice.

5911



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 31 
 

2706328    06/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1190647]
De Ruiter Intellectual Property B.V.
Meerlandenweg 55 NL-1187 ZR AMSTELVEEN(Netherlands)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt.

5912



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 07/05/2015; Application No. : 014039606 ;European Union 

3240260    26/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271869]
BLUE WHALE
1205 avenue de Falguières F-82000 Montauban France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh fruit.

5913



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 33 
 

 

2717158    21/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191199]
BLACK FOREST DISTILLERS GMBH
Oberwiesachstrasse 3 72290 Loßburg-Betzweiler Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

5914



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2014; Application No. : UK00003044361 ;United Kingdom 

2748401    04/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203011]
Macdonald & Muir Limited
The Cube, 45 Leith Street, Edinburgh Scotland EH1 3AT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); in particular whisky, liqueurs and spirits.

5915



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 137324 ;Bulgaria 

3250810    19/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273784]
IVENA COMMERCE - VALENTIN SHOTEV ET
James Bourchier str. 116, fl.1 BG-1407 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine and alcoholic beverages.

5916



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 35 
 

2743422    06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1201419]
VICTORIA'S BASEMENT PTY LIMITED
89-93 Reserve Road ARTARMON NSW 2064 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wholesaling and retailing services; department store, specialty store and direct mail and online retailing services; 
organisation, promoting, and operation of consumer loyalty and incentive schemes and programs including customer 
loyalty reward programs; gift registry services including bridal and other occasional gift services; online gift registry 
services; retailing of gift hampers.

5917



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 38 
 

 

2721206    23/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1195142]
CenturyLink, Inc.
100 CenturyLink Drive Monroe LA 71203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals, and messages.

5918



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 39 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2015; Application No. : 2015/48134 ;Turkey 

3250964    08/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274487]
OPSIDO YÖNETIM DANISMANLIK VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI 
Setüstü Ömer Avni Mah. Inebolu Sok., No:67 Kabatas, Beyoglu Istanbul TR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land, sea and air transport services and rental of motor land, sea and air vehicles, travel tour arranging and organizing 
services, travel booking services, travel tickets reservation/booking services, courier services.

5919



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 39 
 

3251682    30/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274177]
Eurovan Deutschland GmbH
Neckarauerstraße 35/41 68199 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transport of persons, removal of goods and goods of all kinds, in particular furniture, office machines, data-processing 
installations, works of art and household effects, by road, rail, sea and air; packaging, collection and delivery of goods of 
all kinds, storage of goods, in particular furniture, car rental, courier services; advisory services related to removals.

5920



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 41 
 

2721667    17/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1197428]
FUJIAN PROVINCE JINJIANG CITY HAOSHA GARMENTS CO.,LTD.
Huashan Industrial Area, Shenhu Town, Jinjiang City Fujian Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, J.P.NAGAR 1ST PHASE BANGALORE-560 078.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Club services [entertainment or education]; gymnastic instruction; providing sports facilities; health club services [health 
and fitness training]; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; services of schools [education]; organization of sports 
competitions; arranging of beauty contests; rental of stadium facilities; entertainment.

5921



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2013; Application No. : 86149978 ;United States of 
America 

2734479    20/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201013]
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF HARVARD COLLEGE
124 Mt. Auburn Street, Suite 570-N Cambridge MA 02138 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing instruction and training in the field of business; educational services, namely, 
conducting distance learning instruction and training at the undergraduate, graduate, and post-graduate levels; 
educational services, namely, development and dissemination of online interactive exercises in the nature of educational 
exams, homework assignments, course material testing, and educational presentations in the field of business.

5922



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 41 
 

2742921    20/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1201819]
Klaus Nonnemacher
Albert-Braun-Str. 20 B 76189 Karlsruhe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; organising and conducting of sports 
events.

5923



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 42 
 

 

2734019    19/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199365]
PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF HARVARD COLLEGE
17 Quincy Street Cambridge, MA 02138 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AGGARWAL ASSOCIATES.
N - 17, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI - 110 014.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific research and development; biomimetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; bacteriological 
research; research and development of new products for others; physics research; biological research; technical 
research in the fields of biomimetics, microbiology, bacteriology, chemistry, chemical engineering, biology, physics, 
medical devices, genetics, genetic engineering, synthetic biology, systems biology, nanotechnology, nanomatericals, 
materials science, biomaterials, robotics, mechanical engineering, bioengineering, adapting materials, nanotherapeutics, 
3d bioprinting, and tissue engineering; research and development of medical devices; chemical engineering; scientific 
research and development in the field of genetics and genetic engineering; engineering; research relating to mechanical 
engineering; research in the field of nanotechnology and nanomaterials; synthetic biology research; robotics research; 
swarm algorithms research; bioengineering research; nanotherapeutics research; 3d bioprinting research; tissue 
engineering research.

5924



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 45 
 

3211040    12/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266713]
HMIP Pty Ltd
Level 6, 359 Queen St Brisbane QLD 4000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Legal services, namely, migration agent services (immigration and immigrant services); provision of legal services.

5925



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2013; Application No. : TO2013C001531 ;Italy 

2697120    06/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188619]
LEITNER S.p.A.
Via Brennero, 34 VIPITENO (BZ) IT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; engines (other than for land vehicles); couplings and transmissions (other than for 
land vehicles); machines for preparation of snow; accessories and spare parts for the said machines; machines for the 
production of snow; accessories and spare parts for the said machines; snow ploughs, shuttles.

Cl.12;Funicular railways, cable cars, sloping elevators, vehicles for ski slopes, ski-lifts, parts and accessories for the 
said products, not included in other classes, aerial cable transport systems, ski-lifts, chair-lifts, cableways, land cable 
transport systems, public and private rail transport systems, automatic tramways.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance, repair and assembly of cable systems, funicular railways, cable cars, sloping 
elevators, vehicles for ski slopes, snow ploughs, installation of telpher lines, ski-lifts, parts and accessories for the said 
products, not included in other classes, aerial cable transport systems, ski-lifts, chair-lifts, cableways, land cable 
transport systems, shuttles, public and private rail transport systems, automatic tramways; installation of telpher lines.

Cl.42;Design consultancy, consultancy on construction design and technical design assistance on projects for 
funicular railways, cable cars, sloping elevators, vehicles for ski slopes, snow ploughs, ski-lifts, parts and accessories for 
said products, not included in other classes, aerial cable transport systems, ski-lifts, chair-lifts, cableways, land cable 
transport systems, shuttles, public and private rail transport systems, automatic tramways.

5926



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/11/2013; Application No. : 2013-089063 ;Japan 

2708676    15/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191047]
AJINOMOTO CO., INC.
15-1, Kyobashi 1-Chome Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8315 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for industrial purposes; reagents for research purposes, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic reagents, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; labeling reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; reagent paper, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; fertilizers; artificial sweeteners.

Cl.5;reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; medical 
diagnostic reagents; labeling reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagent paper for medical or veterinary 
purposes.

5927



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

2708983    10/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191257]
AILERON PHARMACEUTICALS S.A.
c/o MULTIFIDUCIAIRE GENEVE S.A., 1, Carrefour de Rive CH-1200 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated preparations for skin hygiene, care and maintenance; personal hygiene goods; cosmetics; soaps; 
dentifrices; mouth washes not for medical use.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medicine; dietetic substances for medical use, food
for babies.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture material.

5928



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

2709106    31/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191061]
FrigorTec GmbH
Hummelau 1 88279 Amtzell Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for food industry.

Cl.11;Air-conditioning apparatus for crane cabs, crane controllers and heat operations; cooling preservation 
apparatus for foodstuffs.

Cl.40;Rental of air-conditioning apparatus.

5929



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/11/2013; Application No. : 2013-91192 ;Japan 

2715582    29/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193118]
ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
1-105 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8101 JP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed synthetic resin to clean up the cylinders of injection machines and extruders, and the internal parts 
of molds for thermoplastics; unprocessed synthetic resin, namely, polystyrene resin.

Cl.3;Cleaners to clean up the cylinders of injection machines and extruders, and the internal parts of molds for 
thermoplastics; cleaning preparations, not for industrial or medical use.

Cl.17;Semi-finished synthetic resin compounds for use to clean up the cylinders of injection machines and extruders, 
and the internal parts of molds for thermoplastics; semi-finished synthetic resins in the form of pellets, beads, rods, bars, 
pipes, tubes, boards, plates, sponges, foams, tapes, strips, foils, films, sheets and fibers.

5930



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/12/2013; Application No. : 86147531 ;United States of 
America 

2715909    23/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193046]
Lochinvar, LLC
300 Maddox Simpson Parkway Lebanon TN 37090 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic controls for heating boilers.

Cl.11;Furnaces, water heaters, hydronic heating boilers, pool heaters.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting classes and seminars in the field of water heater and boiler 
installation and repair.

5931



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2013; Application No. : 011678431 ;European Union 

2719167    15/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1194860]
Vinted Limited
Churchill House, 137-139 Brent Street, London NW4 4DJ (United Kingdom) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing online marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and services; providing evaluative feedback and 
ratings of sellers' goods and services, the value and prices of sellers' goods, buyers' and sellers' performance, delivery, 
and overall experience in connection therewith; providing a searchable online evaluation database for buyers and sellers; 
advertising and advertisement services; customer loyalty services and customer club services for commercial, 
promotional and advertising purposes; promoting the goods and services of others; retail services, interchange services 
of clothing, footwear, headgear, leather goods, haberdashery, accessories, provided also by means of of interactive web 
site, on-line service platform; business management, business administration of interactive web site for users applying a 
software application to search, review and rate internet content, people, companies, products, to order and purchase 
products, to award, buy, sell and exchange between users points, promotional items including coupons, rebates, 
discounts, gift certificates or special offerings on goods, buy products on a web site; arranging and conducting of flea 
markets, clothing swap events, fashion shows and events, stage events for commercial, promotional or advertising 
purposes.

Cl.38;Providing an online, interactive and electronic platforms for communication and exchange of data and 
information, especially contact information (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of 
the Common Regulations); online services, namely, providing access to information and messages on computer 
networks, especially on mobile devices; providing platforms, portals, chat rooms, chatlines and electronic forums on the 
Internet (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing 
a contact management and communication platform on the Internet for the exchange of information about people as well 
as to build and maintain friendships and acquaintances (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 
13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); email services, collecting, delivering and forwarding messages to Internet 
addresses (web messaging), and providing access to electronic transmission of photos, pictures and other information 
over the Internet; providing access to computer programs on data networks.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; providing social networking services for purposes of commentary, 
comparison, collaboration, consultation, evaluation, advice, discussion, research, notification, reporting, identification, 
information sharing, indexing, information location, entertainment, pleasure, or general interest; Internet-based social 
networking services; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; online social 
networking services.

5932



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 09/12/2013; Application No. : 86138589 ;United States of 
America 

2722134    30/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1196500]
DEMAND BRANDS, LLC
551 NW 77th Street, Suite 100 Boca Raton FL 33487 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair care preparations.

Cl.8;Hair care styling products, namely hair curling irons, hair flat irons, and accessories therefor.

Cl.11;Hair care styling products, namely hair dryers, hair dryer diffusers and accessories therefor.

5933



Trade Marks Journal No: 1775 ,   12/12/2016           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2013; Application No. : 302013038128.9/09 ;Germany 

2723628    20/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195384]
papagei.com GmbH
Lister Straße 17 30163 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials;
paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.

Cl.28;Games; toys; electronic games (including video games); video game machines adapted for use with an external 
display screen or monitor.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; cable television broadcasting.

5934



Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; videotape film production; 
correspondence courses; distance learning; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; providing online electronic 
publications, not downloadable; translation services; services of schools [education]; arranging and conducting of 
seminars, arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; rental of videotapes; gaming services in the Internet; game 
services provided online from a computer network.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software as a service (SaaS).

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; film, television and video licensing.
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2013; Application No. : 86030401 ;United States of 
America 

2727578    27/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1195559]
T-Radius Holdings, Inc.
9111 Jollyville Rd, Suite 112 Austin TX 78759 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing a website featuring enterprise and consumer product information, and ratings, reviews, user opinions,
and recommendations, all in the field of business and enterprise software, computer security and information technology 
products and information technology services for commercial purposes.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to participate in discussions 
regarding reviews, user opinions, and recommendations in the field of business and enterprise software, information 
technology products and information technology services; Providing a website featuring a search engine for product 
searching in the field of business and enterprise software, computer security and information technology products and 
information technology services.
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2729675    24/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195001]
33in INTERNATIONAL GROUP LLC,
ul. Novoostapovskaya, d. 6, kv. 81 RU-115088 Moskva Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Agates; diamonds; amulets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; bangles; watch straps; charms [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; 
key rings [trinkets or fobs]; brooches [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; alarm clocks; pins [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; ornamental 
pins; tie pins; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; busts of precious metal; jet, unwrought or semi-wrought; pearls 
[jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; copper tokens; tie clips; cufflinks; badges of precious metal; gold, unwrought or beaten; 
cloisonné jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]; works of art of precious metal; jewelry; jewelry of yellow amber; iridium; precious 
stones; semi-precious stones; spun silver [silver wire]; chokers; rings [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; boxes of precious metal; 
medals; lockets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; coins; threads of precious metal 
[jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; gold thread [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; silver thread [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; olivine [gems]; 
osmium; palladium; platinum [metal]; stopwatches; silver, unwrought or beaten; earrings; ingots of precious metals; 
alloys of precious metal; statues of precious metal; statuettes of precious metal; watch glasses; paste jewellery [costume 
jewelry (Am.)]; ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; shoe ornaments of precious metal; hat ornaments of precious metal; 
ornaments of jet; ivory [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; cases for watches [presentation]; chronographs [watches]; chains 
[jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; watch chains; watches; sundials; clocks and watches, electric; wristwatches; jewelry cases 
[caskets]; spinel [precious stones].

Cl.35;Commercial information agencies; advertising agencies; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; 
business auditing; employment agencies; computerized file management; accounting; invoicing; demonstration of 
goods; transcription; opinion polling; marketing studies; business information; commercial information and advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop]; business investigations; marketing research; personnel recruitment; business 
management and organization consultancy; personnel management consultancy; business organization consultancy; 
business management consultancy; professional business consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; 
business management of performing artists; news clipping services; updating of advertising material; word processing; 
secretarial services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; business appraisals; data search in computer files for 
others; sponsorship search; business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; economic forecasting; auctioneering; sales 
promotion for others; rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; publication of publicity
texts; typing; radio advertising; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; writing of publicity texts; 
advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television advertising; document 
reproduction; compilation of statistics; compilation of information into computer databases; business inquiries; 
systemization of information into computer databases; publicity columns preparation; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; administrative processing of purchase orders; public relations; modelling 
for advertising or sales promotion; price comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses]; outsourcing services [business assistance]; photocopying; business efficiency expert 
services.

Cl.38;News agencies; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing internet chatrooms; 
providing access to databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing 
telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and 
images; sending of telegrams; electronic mail; radio broadcasting; teleconferencing services.
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2013; Application No. : 86040647 ;United States of 
America 

2731887    06/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1198880]
GUARDTIME IP HOLDINGS LIMITED
Portcullis Trustnet Chambers P.O. Box 3444, Road Town Tortola

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; calculating 
machines, data processors; downloadable electronic publications, namely, books and magazines in the field of 
information technology; computer software for issuance, management and verification of digital certificates, signatures, 
document authentication markings, and timestamps; computer hardware.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing training in the field of information technology.

Cl.42;Scientific research and development; industrial research and analysis services in the field of information 
technology; rental of computer hardware and software; providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer 
network; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting of web sites; rental of web servers; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; issuance, management and verification of digital certificates, 
signatures, timestamps and document authentication markings over the Internet and other computer networks and 
providing technical and customer support in connection therewith; development, implementation, testing, analysis and 
consulting services in the fields of identification, certification, authentication, authorization and encryption systems for 
computers and computer networks; development, integration and operation of computer systems to support issuance 
and management of digital certificates, signatures, time stamps and document authentication markings; creation and 
implementation of procedures for issuance and management of digital certificates, signatures, time stamps and document
authentication markings.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2013; Application No. : 46740 ;Trinidad and Tobago 

2732245    14/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200337]
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Electronic transmission of data, audio, and video content via the Internet or other electronic communications 
networks; audio broadcasting; broadcasting or transmission of radio; streaming of audio content via a global computer 
network; internet broadcasting services; internet radio broadcasting services; radio broadcasting.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing information in the field of entertainment; distribution of audio 
programs; providing non-downloadable pre-recorded audio, video, and multimedia content via wired and wireless 
networks in the field of music, culture, film, television, games, sports, current events, and entertainment news; providing 
information, advice, news, reviews, and commentary in the fields of entertainment and cultural events.

Cl.42;Providing search engines for obtaining data via the internet and other electronic communications networks; 
creating indexes of online information, sites, and other resources available on global computer networks for others; 
providing a social networking website which features technology that enables users to upload and share images, audio, 
video and other multimedia content; providing a website featuring technology that allows users to be matched with each 
other for the transfer of music, video, and audio recordings via communication networks.
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2733615    21/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1199097]
Société anonyme de type ouvert "Shvabe"
oul. Vostotchnaya, 33b RU-620100 Ekaterinbourg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and science, including the optical, optronic, opto-mechanical sector; soluble glass 
(silicates); products for opacifying enamel or glass, products for preventing the tarnishing of glass; chemicals for 
removing polish from glass; enamel and glass-staining-chemicals.

Cl.7;Machines and tools including machines and tools for working glass; apparatus and tools for the production of 
glass articles; laser tools, parts and accessories for machine and tools.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; equipment for data processing and computers; software [recorded programs]; testing apparatus not 
for medical use; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electric monitoring apparatus; diffraction 
apparatus [microscopy]; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; projection apparatus; X-ray apparatus (not for 
medical purposes); blueprint apparatus, blinkers [luminous signals]; stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; 
aerometers; luminous beacons; signaling buoys; marking buoys; solar batteries; binoculars; electronic labels for goods; 
lens hoods; magnetic encoded identification bracelets; scales; video cameras; video telephones; photographic 
viewfinders; gas analysis apparatus; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; range finders; optical goods; 
detectors; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; light-emitting diodes [LED]; optical disks; 
DNA chips; electronic notice boards; signal bells; luminous or mechanical road signs; luminous signs; measures; 
pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; surveying 
instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; fiber-optic cables; optical 
lenses; magnifying glasses [optics]; lasers, not for medical purposes; monitors [computer programs]; surveyors' levels; 
leveling staffs [surveying instruments]; optical data media; weighing apparatus and instruments; life-saving devices; 
lenses (optics); eyepieces; spectacles [optics]; luminous signaling panels; transmitters of electronic signals; periscopes; 
printed circuit boards; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical use; distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring 
apparatus [photography]; time recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; navigational instruments; 
optical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; nautical apparatus and instruments; 
measuring apparatus; observation instruments; prisms [optics]; sighting telescopes for firearms; recorded computer 
programs; control panels [electricity]; radios; transmitters [telecommunication]; walkie-talkies, lighting regulators; 
automatic time switches; light conducting filaments [optical fibers], refractors; traffic-light apparatus [signaling devices]; 
optical glass; telescopes; theodolites; gages; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; optical 
character readers; anti-interference devices [electricity]; anti-theft warning apparatus; alarms (instruments); filters 
[photography]; optical filters; optical lamps; signal lanterns; cameras [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs 
[photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; exposure meters [light meters]; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; magnetic and optical data 
carriers, compact disks, DVDs, USB drives and other digital data media; sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; fire prevention installations; 
optical, optronic, optico-mechanical installations, apparatus and sets, other than for medical purposes; optronic 
installations for military use; optronic installations for airport ground services and for flight security; optronic 
installations for surface vessels and submarines; hydro-optical installations for underwater lighting; installations for 
outer space monitoring; physics and chemistry apparatus and instruments; meteorological instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for astronomy; thermovision apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments for building; optical apparatus 
and instruments for surveying and cartography; X-ray apparatus (not for medical purposes); television installations for 
conducting remote medical consultancy and teaching for use over any communication channel; biometric optical 
apparatus including installations for the identification of persons, software relating thereto; data bases and software used 
by biometric apparatus for identifying persons; apparatus and instruments for eyewear; apparatus and instruments for 
optical, radiological, electronic microscopy, nanoscopy, surface electron and scanning probe microscopy, ionic surface 
electron microscopy, telescopy, not for medical purposes, including for optical and chemical studies; optical viewing and 
recording apparatus; light conducting filaments (optical fibers); optical character readers; optical lamps; lasers and sets 
of lasers not for medical purposes; shooting and destructive laser simulators; optical laser installations; video-monitoring
installations; computer systems; Global Positioning Systems; electronic systems for anti-theft warning apparatus; 
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systems for creating and processing video images; electronic units for systems for control, alarms; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles; satellite navigation apparatus; telescopic sights and lasers for firearms and infantry; periscopes; optical 
exploration, recording and observations systems, apparatus and installation including night vision apparatus, night 
vision goggles, helmet masks for observer apparatus; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; 
autopilot devices for vehicles, including for military use; dispersing apparatus; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; 
refractometers; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; photometers; polarimeters; saccharometers; 
thermometers not for medical use; optical measuring instruments, including optical range finders, automatic sights, 
optical benches, optical quadrants, optical dividers, binocular heads, optical goods, optical parts and units, including 
spectacles, optical mirrors, optical reflectors, magnifying glasses, optical lenses, lenses (optics), prisms (optics), optical 
glasses; optical disks; binoculars; spectacles; spectacles for 3-D imaging; spectacles as accessories for computer users; 
contact lenses; telescopes; microscopes; projectors (except professional cinema apparatus); light filters; filters 
[photography]; fiber-optic cables and optical cables; light conducting filaments [optical fibers]; spy glasses; carry-cases 
for contact lenses, spectacles, cases for microscope slides; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and 
instruments; micrometer screws for optical instruments; anti-glare glasses; glass with conductive coating; peepholes 
[magnifying lenses] for doors; luminous or mechanical road signs; luminous signs, signboards, indicators, panels, 
dashboards; electronic publications, downloadable; magnetic or optical data media containing information, teaching or 
methodological equipment, instructions, drafts; downloadable ring tones for mobile telephones; downloadable image 
files; downloadable music files; animated cartoons; holograms; decorative magnets.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, blood analysis apparatus; anaesthetic apparatus; apparatus 
for artificial respiration; apparatus for the treatment of deafness; analysis apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic 
apparatus for medical use; resuscitation apparatus; physiotherapy apparatus; hearing aids for the deaf; vibromassage 
apparatus; defibrillators; incubators for medical purposes; incubators for babies; heart pacemakers; lasers for medical 
use; lamps for medical use; quartz lamps for medical use; ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes; intraocular 
prostheses [lenses] for surgical implantation; mattresses for medical use; ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes, 
sphygmomanometers; pulse meters; massage apparatus; esthetic massage apparatus; respirators for artificial 
respiration; stethoscopes; thermometers for medical use; filters for ultraviolet rays, for medical purposes; 
electrocardiographs; electrodes for medical use; surgical apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs; endoprostheses; 
artificial eyes and dentures; orthopedic products; suture materials; optical, optronic, optico-mechanical apparatus, 
systems, equipment and sets for medical purposes; apparatus and instruments for diagnosis for medical use, including 
ophthalmic diagnostic apparatus for examining the ocular fundus, installations for cardiac diagnosis; apparatus for use in 
ophthalmology, ophthalmometers; opthalmoscopes; X-ray apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; filters for 
ultraviolet rays, for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments for anesthesia; neonatal apparatus; devices, 
apparatus and instruments for optical, radiological, electronic nanoscopy and microscopy for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Sanitary installations and lighting apparatus; disinfectant apparatus; safety lamps; light bulbs for directional 
signals for vehicles; laboratory lamps; miners' lamps; chandeliers; luminous house numbers; stoves; lamp reflectors; 
vehicle reflectors; room lighting; lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; light-emitting 
diode [LED] lighting apparatus; anti-dazzle devices for automobiles, vehicles [lamp fittings]; diving lights; light diffusers; 
lamps; lighting installations for air vehicles; lamp glasses; sterilizers; vehicle headlights; lights for vehicles; lanterns for 
lighting; lighting systems for medical, including surgical, purposes; lamp glass; lighting apparatus for automobiles; filters 
[parts of household or industrial installations].

Cl.16;Printed matter and publications, including reviews, books, brochures, catalogs, manuals, instruction sheets; 
stationery; office articles (except furniture); teaching materials and visual means (except apparatus); stickers; bags, 
envelopes, pouches of paper, cardboard or plastic materials for packaging; postcards, envelopes.

Cl.19;Building glass; alabaster glass; insulating glass [building]; window glass, except glass for vehicle windows; 
plate glass [windows], for building; safety glass.

Cl.20;Mirrors; mirror tiles; silvered glass [mirrors]; crates.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; containers for household or kitchen use; 
glass jars [carboys]; heat-insulated containers; works of art made of glass; fiberglass thread, not for textile use; 
tableware; services [dishes]; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; plate glass [raw material]; opal glass; 
glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; enameled glass; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; 
fiberglass other than for insulation or textile use; molds [kitchen utensils]; special goods of glass, porcelain and 
earthenware; plate glass (raw material); fiberglass thread, not for textile use; vitreous silica fibers [fibres], not for textile 
use; opaline glass; glass wool other than for insulation; fiberglass other than for insulation or textile use.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; rental of advertising space; 
auditing; computerized file management; efficiency experts; demonstration of products; opinion polling; market study; 
business information; compilation of statistics; business investigations; market research; personnel recruitment, press 
review services; organization of exhibitions, trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; data search in computer 
files for others; commercial or industrial management assistance; auctioneering; online advertising on a computer 
network; advertising mail; business management of hotels; commercial information agencies; business inquiries; expert 
business reports; compilation of statistics; import-export agencies; organization of import-export transactions; cost price 
analysis; business management and organization consultancy; professional business consultancy; consulting, expertise, 
evaluation, studies on business and commercial operations; consulting and studies in the field of business, including 
business management and organization; public relations; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business 
appraisals; evaluation of goods with the exception of the evaluation of real estate, works of art, antiques, jewelry, medals, 
stamp collections; collection and systemisation of information into computer databases.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial analysis; issuance of 
credit cards; issue of tokens of value; capital investments; financial information; financial management; debit card 
services; credit card services; internet banking; real estate appraisals; electronic funds transfer; insurance brokerage; 
loans [financing]; leasing of real estate; rental of offices [real estate]; financial sponsorship; mortgage banking; apartment
house management; real estate management; financing services; investments; distribution of credit; guarantees; banking 
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and financial operations; financial studies and analysis; financial valuation services; consultancy and information relating 
to finance and investment; information on financial operations; studies in the field of financial operations; financial trust 
management; consulting and information on financial management; operations on tokens of value; management of 
tokens of value; settling operations with tokens of value; raising capital; securities brokerage; electronic funds transfer; 
safe deposit services.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; asphalting; restoration of used or partially destroyed machines; 
building sealing; airplane maintenance and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; repair of photographic 
apparatus; warehouse construction and repair; cleaning of buildings [interior]; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer hardware; installation, maintenance and repair of machinery; repair and maintenance of automobiles; 
installation, regulation and repair of optical, optronic, opto-mechanical apparatus, systems and sets; repair or 
maintenance of machines and apparatus for the production of glass; information on the installation, regulation and repair 
of optical, optronic, opto-mechanical apparatus, systems and sets; repair or maintenance of optical apparatus and 
machines; information on the repair or maintenance of optical apparatus and machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; engraving; material treatment information; metal casting; tin plating; magnetization; 
nickel plating; metal treating; window tinting treatment, being surface coating; soldering; burnishing by abrasion; 
laminating metal foils, on behalf of others; custom assembling of materials for others; glass-blowing; milling; chromium 
plating; processing glass, glassware, optical glass, including polishing, etching glass, optical glass; processing of optical 
lenses including coating, polishing of optical lenses; dyeing of glass; treatment of optical lenses in accordance with 
customer requirements; rental of machines and apparatus for manufacturing glassware; information relating to the rental 
of machines and apparatus for manufacturing glassware.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; lending libraries; nursery schools; sports 
club services [health and fitness training]; videotape editing; provision of non-downloadable online electronic 
publications; practical training [demonstration]; organization and conducting of conferences, seminars, symposiums; 
organization and conducting of training workshops; holiday camp services [entertainment]; organization of sports 
competitions; publication of texts other than advertising texts; radio entertainment; news reporters services; providing 
museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; translation services; photographic reporting; professional training; 
publication of books, texts other than advertising texts; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; 
arranging and conducting of forums, congresses and colloquiums; electronic desktop publishing; publication of 
electronic books and journals on-line; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; organization of prize-giving ceremonies.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; industrial design; graphic arts designing; computer virus protection services; technical project study; 
engineering; installation of software; testing of materials; research in the field of environmental protection; mechanical 
research; research and development of new products for others; technical research; updating of software; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; computer software maintenance; digitization of documents [scanning]; 
programming for computers; packaging design; scientific laboratory services; styling [industrial design]; surveying 
[engineering work]; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering; testing of optical, optronic 
and optico-mechanical apparatus, systems and sets; fundamental and applied research in the field of construction of 
laser and optronic apparatus; development of systems for the automation and protection of energetic objects; technology 
development in relation to medical equipment and technology, laser and optronic technical innovation, thermovision, 
optical, optronic and laser technology, other high-tech products for civil and military use.

Cl.45;Legal services; intellectual property consultancy; intellectual property watching services; licensing of software; 
intellectual property licensing; managing copyrights, intellectual property; security services for the protection of property 
and individuals including with the use of software and technical means; consultancy in the field of security; monitoring of 
burglar alarms.
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2734167    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201241]
Rachel Zoe, Inc.
1990 S. Bundy Dr., Suite 200, c/o Chapman Bird Grey & Tessler, Inc. Los Angeles CA 90025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Jewelry, namely, watches, necklaces, bracelets, earrings, rings, charms and pins.

Cl.18;Handbags.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, scarves, shawls, wraps, hats, gloves; clothing, namely, blazers, blouses, caftans, capes, capri 
pants, coats, dresses, faux fur coats and jackets, jump suits, knit bottoms, knit dresses, knit jackets, knit shirts, knit 
skirts, knit tops, leggings, overcoats, pants, shirts, skirts, sport coats, suits, sundresses, sweaters, sweatshirts, tank-
tops, t-shirts, vests; footwear.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2013; Application No. : 012225661 ;European Union 

2734315    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200558]
Reapit Limited 
67-74 Saffron Hill London EC1N 8QX GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software applications, programs and databases; computer software for database 
management; computer software in relation to real estate property management; computer software in relation to the sale 
and rental of property; computer software for use by businesses in the field of real estate sales, lettings and estate 
management; computer software for financial management and accountancy; computer software for use in marketing and 
sales; computer software in relation to the management of rented property; computer software applications in relation to 
rural estate management; computer software for use in website development; computer software in relation to the sale of 
stock by auction; computer software in relation to the sale of real estate by auction; computer software for global 
positioning (geographical location services); all of the aforesaid software applications also being integrated for use via 
mobile telephone applications; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.16;Printed matter; publications; training manuals; handbooks; brochures; photographs; instructional and teaching 
materials (except apparatus); publications and training manuals in relation to computer software programs; printed 
matter, publications and training manuals in connection with estate agency services, property management services and 
auctioneering services.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; business consultancy and advisory services; business project 
management services; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to auctioneering businesses; 
information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to sales and marketing; management and compilation of 
computerised databases; advertising; auctioneering services.

Cl.36;Real estate services; estate agency services; property management services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the management of real estate; information, consultancy and
advisory services in relation to the financial management of real estate and property management businesses; 
information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to property management; advice and consultancy in relation to 
the aforesaid services.

Cl.40;Manufacturing of computer programs.

Cl.41;Education; provision of training; training courses and tuition in relation to computer software programs; training
courses in relation to specialist computer software programs for businesses; training courses in relation to specialist 
computer software programs for real estate businesses, property management businesses and auctioneering services.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design and development of computer hardware and software; advisory and 
consultancy services in relation to computer software and hardware; installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
software programs and computer databases; technical advisory and support services in relation to computer programs 
and software applications; computer project management services; installation and customisation of computer 
applications software; application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting computer software applications of others; 
development, configuration and provision of bespoke computer software applications; website development services; 
website hosting services; provision of computer help-desk services; rental of computers; providing of technical advice 
relating to computers; planning and designing in connection with electronic data equipment, and inspecting and 
controlling of electronic data equipment; developing, improving and updating of computer programs; research and 
design services in relation to information technology; engineered-technical data processing.
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Priority claimed from 04/07/2013; Application No. : 651740 ;Switzerland 

2734377    03/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200370]
BLUEQUEST RESOURCES AG
Neuhofstrasse 4 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Wholesale Services, particularly for raw materials including metals; provision of business information; 
marketing study in the field of commerce in raw materials, particularly metals; consulting for concluding commercial 
transactions for others, preparation, conducting and conclusion of commercial contracts and transactions for others; 
business promotion services; import-export agencies; holding of trade fairs; supply services for industrial and 
commercial companies regarding their supply in raw materials, particularly metals [purchasing goods for other 
businesses]; cost price analysis; file management by means of computers; compilation and systematization of 
information to be loaded in a computerized database.

Cl.36;Financial services, namely pre-finance and loans, all relating the extraction, supply, trade, distribution and 
transport of raw materials, particularly metals; stock exchange trading in raw materials, particularly trading in connection 
with metals; financing; financing of commercial transactions; financial analysis and consultancy services; provision and 
distribution of financial information and indexes in the field of trading in raw materials, particularly metals; capital 
investment; financial assessment of raw materials, particularly metals; information and advice concerning all the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.39;Transport and storage of goods, particularly raw materials; logistics services concerning the transport and 
storage of goods, particularly raw materials, dispatch of raw materials; delivery of raw materials; freighting; provision of 
information and consultancy services for the transport of goods, particularly raw materials; transportation information.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2013; Application No. : 653599 ;Switzerland 

2734733    22/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200798]
LIST HOLDING AG
Berstelstrasse 24 CH-4422 Arisdorf Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and facilities using same for high-viscosity chemical technologies, industrial mixing and kneading 
machines including housings, spindles, kneading elements, kneading counter-elements, kneading machines, bearings, 
drives, feeding and discharging apparatus as well as dust collectors as components of said mixing and kneading 
machines.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy, development and engineering in the field of high-viscosity chemical technology for 
industrial goods, in particular in the field of heat exchange and materials transfer using mixing and kneading machines 
and related facilities, design of industrial machines and facilities.
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2013; Application No. : 302013059260.3/44 ;Germany 

2735851    07/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200635]
AMF Grundinvest GmbH
Blutenfeldplatz 76532 Baden-Baden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.44;Hospitals; health centers; pharmacists' services to make up prescriptions; pharmacy advice.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2013; Application No. : 653970 ;Switzerland 

2745571    04/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202041]
Peka-Metall AG
Luzernerstrasse 20 CH-6295 Mosen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Guide device, mainly of metal, for furniture and cabinets, drawers and shelves.

Cl.20;Drawers and shelves (furniture parts).
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2013; Application No. : 134014423 ;France 

2746246    12/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1202290]
SONIA RYKIEL CREATION ET DIFFUSION DE MODELES
175 boulevard Saint-Germain F-75006 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; precious 
metals and their alloys; coins; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch 
cases, bracelets, chains, springs or glasses; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious 
metals; cases or presentation cases for timepieces; medals; works of art of precious metal; tie clips; cuff links.

Cl.18;Goods of leather and imitations of leather, namely shopping bags, shoulder bags; handbags, backpacks, 
wheeled bags, bags for climbers, bags for campers, traveling bags, beach bags, school bags, shopping bags; bags or 
small bags (envelopes, pouches) for packaging (made of leather); vanity cases (empty); travel sets (leather goods), 
trunks, suitcases (carrying cases), suitcases, document holders, purses, wallets, coin purses, card cases (wallets), key 
cases (leather goods), umbrellas, beach umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, lingerie, scarves, belts, footwear (excluding orthopedic footwear), headgear.

Cl.35;Wholesale or retail sale, including via electronic means, of clothing, lingerie, footwear and hats, table linen, bed 
and household linen, jewelry products, jewelry and timepieces, watches, leather goods, umbrellas, perfumery products, 
cosmetics, scented candles, optical goods; presentation of products on all communication media, for retail purposes; 
shop window dressing; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of clothing, lingerie, footwear, hats, table linen, bed
linen, household linen, upholstery fabrics, jewelry products, jewelry and timepieces, watches, leather goods, spectacles, 
optical goods and spectacle frames (excluding the transport thereof) enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods via retail or wholesale stores, mail order catalogs or by electronic means.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 035 890.2/07 ;Germany 

2751361    02/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1204262]
MÜHLEN SOHN GMBH & CO. KG
Lindenstraße 16/1 89134 Blaustein Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.7;Machines for transportation and conveying as well as mechanical transport and conveyor belts, machines used 
for the production or the treatment of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, woven fabrics, textile goods, yarns, threads 
and plastics; machine tools; machines for cleaning, in particular brush cleaning machines; packaging machines; printing 
machines, printing presses, labeling machines, sewing machines; machine parts namely belt guide device, bands, flexible 
hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits, straps and coverings especially of vegetable, mineral, animal, metallic and/or 
synthetic materials.

Cl.16;Paper, board (cardboard) and goods made from these materials, in particular corrugated board, printing paper, 
copy paper, packaging and containers made of paper and cardboard; adhesives for stationery.
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Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods not included in other classes, in particular belts and bands.

Cl.37;Services of repair, maintenance and installation of machines for transportation and conveying, machines used 
for the production or the treatment of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, woven fabrics, textile goods, yarns, threads 
and plastics, machine tools, machines for cleaning, packaging machines, printing machines, printing presses, labelling 
machines, sewing machines as well as mechanical transport and conveyor belts including their parts, in particular bands, 
flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings as parts of machines; assembly, disassembly and reassembly of 
machine parts in the scope of repair, maintenance and installation of machines for transportation and conveying, 
machines used for the production or the treatment of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, woven fabrics, textile goods, 
yarns, threads and plastics, machine tools, machines for cleaning, packaging machines, printing machines, printing 
presses, labelling machines, sewing machines as well as mechanical transport and conveyor belts including their parts, 
in particular assembly, disassembly and reassembly of bands, flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings 
as parts of machines; rendering of instruction information for the assembly, disassembly and reassembly of machine 
parts in the scope of repair, maintenance and installation of machines for transportation and conveying, machines used 
for the production or the treatment of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, woven fabrics, textile goods, yarns, threads 
and plastics, machine tools, machines for cleaning, packaging machines, printing machines, printing presses, labelling 
machines, sewing machines as well as mechanical transport and conveyor belts including their parts, in particular 
assembly, disassembly and reassembly of bands, flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings as parts of 
machines; cleaning of machines as well as of bands, flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings as parts of 
machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials in particular treatment of bands, flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and 
coverings made of vegetable, mineral, animal, metallic and/or synthetic materials; contract manufacturing of bands, 
flexible hoses, belts, cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings of vegetable, mineral, animal, metallic and/or synthetic materials 
for third parties.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; technical advice in the field of 
setting up, operation, repair and the distribution of corrugated board machines; technical advice in the field of assembly, 
disassembly and reassembly of machine parts in the scope of repair, maintenance and installation of machines for 
transportation and conveying, machines used for the production or the treatment of paper, cardboard, corrugated board, 
woven fabrics, textile goods, yarns, threads and plastics, machine tools, machines for cleaning, packaging machines, 
printing machines, printing presses, labeling machines, sewing machines as well as mechanical transport and conveyor 
belts including their parts, in particular for the assembly, disassembly and reassembly of bands, flexible hoses, belts, 
cloths, fabrics, plaits and coverings as parts of machines.
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Priority claimed from 17/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 003 366.3/07 ;Germany 

2758004    14/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1204532]
DÜRR AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Carl-Benz-Strasse 34 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buildings of metal; tanks of metal; vats of metal; containers of metal [storage, transport]; nozzles of metal; paint 
spraying booths, of metal; latticework of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; pipes of 
metal; pipework of metal; pipe muffs of metal; collars of metal for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; steel 
buildings; buildings, transportable, of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; manifolds of metal for 
pipelines.

Cl.7;Catalytic converters; separators; driving motors other than for land vehicles; transmission shafts, other than for 
land vehicles; belt conveyors; drilling machines; brushes [parts of machines]; steam/oil separators; condensers [steam] 
[parts of machines]; steam engines; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; joints [parts of engines]; pneumatic 
transporters; compressed air machines; compressed air engines; compressed air pumps; electromechanical machines 
for chemical industry; elevators [lifts]; degreasers [machines]; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; 
painting machines; spray guns for paint; filters [parts of machines or engines]; filtering machines; belts for conveyors; 
conveyors [machines]; milling machines; filling machines; blowing machines; blowing machines for the compression, 
exhaustion and transport of gases; gear boxes other than for land vehicles; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 
elevating apparatus; jacks [machines]; high pressure washers; lifting apparatus; hydraulic controls for machines, motors 
and engines; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; compressors [machines]; compressors for refrigerators; condensing 
installations; couplings other than for land vehicles; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; bearings [parts of 
machines]; air condensers; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; machines for woodworking; machines for 
processing plastics; machines for metalworking; feeders [parts of machines]; motors, other than for land vehicles; 
pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or 
motors]; regulators [parts of machines]; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; robots [machines]; suction 
machines for industrial purposes; valves [parts of machines]; sieves [machines or parts of machines]; sorting machines 
for industry; dust exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
spin driers [not heated]; turbines other than for land vehicles; transmission components [except for land vehicles]; heat 
exchangers [parts of machines]; washing apparatus; electric washing machines; water separators; water heaters [parts of 
machines]; tools [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; machine tools; centrifugal machines; pulverisers
[machines].

Cl.9;Alarms; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; connections for electric lines; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; balancing apparatus; computer 
peripheral devices; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software, recorded; data processing 
apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; dosage dispensers; revolution counters; electric installations 
for the remote control of industrial operations; electric sensors; remote control apparatus; interfaces for computers; 
boiler control instruments; regulating apparatus, electric; couplings, electric; ducts [electricity]; air analysis apparatus; 
solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; material testing instruments and machines; measuring apparatus; measuring 
instruments; monitors [computer hardware]; optical apparatus and instruments; ozonisers [ozonators]; apparatus and 
instruments for physics; commutators; electric apparatus for commutation; distribution consoles [electricity]; signals, 
luminous or mechanical; temperature indicators; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; monitoring 
apparatus, electric; protection devices for personal use against accidents; weighing apparatus and instruments; heat 
regulating apparatus; water level indicators; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, 
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; time 
switches, automatic.

Cl.11;Air valves for steam heating installations; brackets for gas burners; lighting apparatus and installations; 
burners; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; steam generating installations; steam boilers, other than parts of 
machines; steam accumulators; disinfectant apparatus; deodorising apparatus, not for personal use; distillation 
apparatus; pressure water tanks; filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; gas burners; gas boilers; gas 
condensers, other than parts of machines; gas purification apparatus; hot air apparatus; heating apparatus, electric; 
heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating boilers; hot air ovens; heating apparatus; heating 
installations; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; air conditioning installations; cooling installations and 
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machines; refrigerators; refrigerating containers; air reheaters; filters for air conditioning; air filtering installations; air 
cooling apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; air dryers; ventilation [air-conditioning] apparatus; level 
controlling valves in tanks; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating 
installations; taps [cocks, spigots] for pipes; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; safety accessories 
for water or gas apparatus and pipes; thermostatic valves [parts of heating installations]; drying apparatus and 
installations; fans [air-conditioning]; incinerators; evaporators; heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat 
exchangers, not parts of machines; hot water heating installations; water softening apparatus and installations; water 
filtering apparatus; cooling installations for water; water conduits installations; water purification installations; water 
purifying apparatus and machines; water sterilizers.

Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail.

Cl.37;Repair information; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; installation services; heating equipment 
installation and repair; air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; boiler 
cleaning and repair.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; computer software design; computer system design; engineering; technical 
testing services; creation of programs for data processing; surveying; technical research; mechanical research; industrial 
analysis and research services; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation of computer software; 
calibration and functional testing of measuring apparatus; construction drafting; quality control testing; quality control; 
research and development of new products for others; technical consultancy in the field of cleaning technology and in the
field of surface treatment technology; technical project studies; maintenance of computer software.
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Esfahan Steel Company (ESCO)
No.178, Saadi Boulevard Esfahan 8175614461 Iran

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ironmongery namely steel and metal in all forms.

Cl.35;Export services for ironmongery namely steel and metal in all forms.

Cl.40;Metal casting, melting of metals, metal and steel rolling services.
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Priority claimed from 26/11/2014; Application No. : 2014-099724 ;Japan 

3208446    25/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267099]
TOSHIBA MACHINE CO., LTD.
2-2, Uchisaiwaicho 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8503 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Plastic processing machines and apparatus; injection moulding machines; extrusion moulding machines; 
metalworking machines and tools; foundry machines; casting machines; molds [parts of machines]; die-casting mould; 
apparatus for machining for metalworking; milling machines; boring machines for metalworking; grinding machines for 
metalworking; metal forming machines; processing machines and apparatus for moulding composite materials; 
processing machines and apparatus for moulding CFRP materials; processing machines and apparatus for moulding 
GFRP materials; moulding equipment for moulding composite materials; moulding equipment for moulding CFRP 
materials; moulding equipment for moulding GFRP materials.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair and maintenance of injection 
moulding machines; repair and maintenance of extrusion moulding machines; repair and maintenance of metalworking 
machines and tools; repair and maintenance of metal forming machines; repair and maintenance of processing machines 
and apparatus for moulding composite materials; repair and maintenance of processing machines and apparatus for 
moulding CFRP materials; repair and maintenance of processing machines and apparatus for moulding GFRP materials; 
repair and maintenance of moulding equipment for moulding composite materials; repair and maintenance of moulding 
equipment for moulding CFRP materials; repair and maintenance of moulding equipment for moulding GFRP materials; 
installation of plastic processing machines and apparatus; installation of injection moulding machines; installation of 
extrusion moulding machines; installation of metalworking machines and tools; installation of metal forming machines; 
installation of processing machines and apparatus for moulding composite materials; installation of processing machines 
and apparatus for moulding CFRP materials; installation of processing machines and apparatus for moulding GFRP 
materials; installation of moulding equipment for moulding composite materials; installation of moulding equipment for 
moulding CFRP materials; installation of moulding equipment for moulding GFRP materials.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 006 933 ;Germany 

3209683    02/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267045]
Genius GmbH
Im Dachsstück 8 65549 Limburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools [hand operated]; hand-operated household or kitchen utensils, included in class 8; cutlery; forks and 
spoons; side arms; razors; stropping instruments; cutting implements; vegetable shredders; cheese slicers, non-electric; 
knives, non-electric; knife sharpeners, non electric; rasps.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; pans; frying pans; dripping pans; pots; pot 
lids; non electric steaming apparatus for cooking; non electric pressure cookers; kitchen utensils; baking tins; cooking 
grates; griddles (cooking utensils); ceramics for household purpose; saucepans; insulated containers; non-electric frying 
pans; cookery molds; cooking utensils; cake moulds; saucepans (earthenware); non-electric woks; non-electric cooking 
apparatus; cutting boards for the kitchen; dishware; covers for dishes; sifters (household utensils); cutting devices for 
household purposes; food cutting devices; graters (household utensils); graters (household articles), cookie cutters; 
hand operated noodle machines; hand operated machines for squeezing; rolling pins, domestic; pastry cutters; baskets 
for domestic use, bowls (basins]; cooking pot sets; grinders for domestic and kitchen purposes, non electric; mixers for 
kitchen and household purposes, non-electric; molds [kitchen utensils]; trays for domestic and kitchen purposes.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2015; Application No. : 013684287 ;European Union 

3211071    15/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266739]
Phase Holographic Imaging PHI AB
Scheelevägen 22 SE-223 63 LUND Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded data files containing test results from microscopes and cytometers; software for calculation and 
transformation of data from microscopes and cytometers into images, numeric test results, calculating tables and 
diagrams; holographic images.

Cl.16;Diagrams and calculating tables.

Cl.42;Evaluation of test results from microscopes and cytometers.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : 2014742983 ;Russian Federation 

3224419    15/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269769]
EGC Global CO Limited
Aigialousis 74 and, Nicou Pattichi 37, 2nd floor, office No.203 CY-3071 Limassol Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetic and optical data media including those containing audio and video recordings; sound recording disks; 
audio disks; videodisks; downloadable electronic publications; printed matter, periodicals, being digital downloadable 
from the Internet; spectacles; binoculars; spectacle frames; fine chains for spectacles; spectacle cases; special 
protective cases and covers for computers; DVD cases; cases for telephones; CD racks; covers for mobile phones; 
special cases for photographic apparatus and instruments and video equipment; portable telephones; leather cases for 
mobile telephones and tablet computers; cases for mobile telephones and tablet computers; accessories for mobile 
telephones included in class 9; decorative magnets.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, goods made of these materials not included in other classes; animal skins; trunks 
[luggage]; suitcases; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars for animals; clothing for 
animals; business card cases; wallets; bags; traveling bags; haversacks; backpacks; purses; vanity cases, not fitted; hat 
boxes of leather; leather or leather-board boxes; cases of leather or leatherboard; travel sets [leatherware]; sling bags for 
carrying infants; garment bags for travel; beach bags; all-purpose sports bags; bags for campers; key cases; umbrella 
covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; underwear.

Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; radio advertising; television advertising; business 
management; business administration; sales promotion for others; sales promotions at point of purchase or sale, for 
others; retail store services; promoting the goods and services of others over the Internet; online retail store services for 
cosmetic and beauty products; on-line retail store services for clothing, footwear, bags, headgear; online retail store 
services for jewelry articles; on-line retail store services; organization of exhibitions, trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; publication of advertising texts; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on all 
communication media, for retail sale; administrative processing of purchase orders; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; outsourcing services [business assistance]; compilation and 
systematization of information into computer databases.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2015; Application No. : MI2015C000332 ;Italy 

3241186    29/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271551]
ISTITUTO MARANGONI S.r.l.
Via Verri Pietro, 4 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter, magazines, newspapers, books, catalogues; paper patterns, patterns for 
making clothes; embroidery designs (patterns); bookbinding materials; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery 
or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organization of fashion shows 
for promotional purposes; arranging of exhibitions for business or advertising purposes; modeling services for 
advertising or sales promotion; employment recruiting services; sponsorship search; market studies; public relations 
services.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training; teaching services; tuition, organization of series of lessons, seminars, 
conferences, symposium and conventions especially in the field of fashion, industrial design, marketing and business 
management; vocational guidance (education or training advice); organization of fashion shows for entertainment 
purposes; sporting activities; cultural activities, especially in the field of fashion and industrial design.

Cl.42;Graphic design; fashion design; design services for packaging; dress design services; industrial design; design 
of interior decor; design of building interiors; design of products; jewellery design services; design of new products; art 
work design; graphic art design and design of multimedia products.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2014; Application No. : 86352767 ;United States of 
America 

3242511    26/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271840]
Accenture Global Services Ltd 
3 Grand Plaza, Upper Grand Canal Street Dublin 4 IE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Database management for others of databases comprised of multi-media data provided by entertainment and 
travel touring agencies, entertainment companies and leisure activity providing organizations accessed through multiple 
types of wireless mobile devices.

Cl.38;Mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment media content.

Cl.41;Operation of robotic cameras, video equipment and/or audio equipment for production of Internet 
teleconferencing, teleconferencing, television programs and streamed radio programs.

Cl.42;Application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing and maintaining applications, software and
web sites in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access and remote data 
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; application 
service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for the collection of data and information in 
the fields of television entertainment, customer loyalty, marketing, advertising, coupons, sales and customer purchases; 
computer services, namely, integration of computer software into multiple systems and networks; computer software 
development in the field of mobile applications; developing and managing application software for delivery of multi-media 
content provided by entertainment and travel touring agencies, entertainment companies and leisure activity providing 
organizations for use on multiple types of wireless mobile devices; hosting customer-defined generated content and 
content of others automatically selected and customized based on the known or estimated geographical location of an 
Internet, mobile telephone or other wired or wireless digital network based customer; consulting services in the field of 
software as a service (SAAS); scientific research services for others in the field of sensory perceptions; scientific and 
technological services, namely, research and design in the field of computer software and hardware and information 
technology systems; industrial research in the field of computer software and hardware and information technology 
systems; design and development of computer hardware and software; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, 
hosting software for use by others in commercial settings for providing an interface between software applications and 
web browsers and backend databases associated with customized operating systems and customized legacy systems; 
computer services, namely, research and development of computer software and hardware and information technology 
systems for pervasive computing applications.
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Priority claimed from 25/07/2013; Application No. : 86019535 ;United States of 
America 

3243315    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1174993]
Aeropostale Procurement Company, Inc.
112 W. 34th Street, 22nd Floor New York NY 10120 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;All-purpose athletic bags, backpacks, beach bags, handbags, messenger bags, shoulder bags, sport bags, tote 
bags, cosmetic bags sold empty and wallets.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, tank tops, knit shirts, yoga shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, 
sweatpants, pants, yoga pants, tracksuits, shorts, socks, sleepwear, loungewear and underwear; footwear, namely, flip 
flops and slippers; and headgear, namely, hats and caps.

Cl.35;Retail store services and on-line retail store services featuring all items of clothing and wearing apparel, 
footwear, headgear, personal care products, fragrance, cosmetics, jewelry, backpacks, bags and wallets.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 675949 ;Switzerland 

3244109    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271793]
Wolfgang Goese
Im Stadtwald 3 CH-9400 Rorschach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh 
fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.

Cl.36;Capital investment for others; financial asset management and investment of capital; financial consulting in the 
field of wealth management, financial services in the fields of wealth management and asset management for residential, 
professional and institutional customers, fiduciary management of paper securities, funds and other assets, inheritance 
consulting, asset management and administration, wealth and financial management, wealth and financial management 
for others.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services; health care and beauty care for human beings and animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2015; Application No. : 15 4180488 ;France 

3244125    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271809]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; implants for 
pharmaceutical use, namely implants (living tissues), biological implants or medical implants; implantable medicines; 
dietetic substances for medical use; dietetic substances for veterinary use; food for babies; dietetic preparations and 
food supplements; food supplements for animals; plasters, materials for dressings; compresses; teeth filling material; 
dental impression materials; disinfectants; fungicides; herbicides.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; applicators for medicines; medical implants; artificial surgical implants; 
holders for medical use; applicators for pharmaceutical preparations; pumps for medical use for administering 
pharmaceutical products contained in receptacles; infusion pumps for administering medicines; injection devices for 
pharmaceutical products; surgical apparatus and instruments; cases fitted for medical instruments; suture materials; 
scalpels; knives for surgical purposes; surgical knives; scissors for surgery; knives for surgical use; cases fitted for use 
by doctors; containers especially made for medical waste; receptacles for applying medicines.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2015; Application No. : 86511464 ;United States of 
America 

3244689    28/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273157]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for displaying, processing and uploading to the internet information concerning healthcare 
and fitness; computer software for controlling and managing personal and family health and fitness information; 
computer software for use by healthcare providers for developing application software and device drivers to work as part 
of a healthcare information sharing system; computer software for collecting, storing, editing, organizing, modifying, 
reviewing, analyzing, transmitting and sharing of data and information in the fields of healthcare, social care, medicine 
and prescribing of medicines including patient records, clinical care information, facilities information, health provider 
administration and human resources information, inventory information and accounting and financial information; 
computer network interface software for use by healthcare providers to facilitate documentation, storage and analysis of 
patients' health and healthcare records.

Cl.42;Software as a service featuring software for displaying, processing and uploading to the internet information 
concerning healthcare and fitness; providing on-line non-downloadable software for the control and management of 
personal healthcare and fitness information via a website; software as a service featuring software for controlling and 
managing personal and family health and fitness information; software as a service featuring software for use by 
healthcare providers for developing application software and device drivers to work as part of a healthcare information 
sharing system; software as a service featuring software for collecting, storing, editing, organizing, modifying, reviewing, 
analyzing, transmitting and sharing of data and information in the fields of healthcare, social care, medicine and 
prescribing of medicines including patient records, clinical care information, facilities information, health provider 
administration and human resources information, inventory information and accounting and financial information; 
software as a service featuring computer network interface software for use by healthcare providers to facilitate 
documentation, storage and analysis of patients' health and healthcare records; electronic storage of files, documents 
and databases.

Cl.44;Providing online information in the field of healthcare.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 011 849 ;Germany 

3245766    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273263]
EVOC Sports GmbH
Tegernseer Landstraße 37A 81541 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protective helmets for sports; glasses for sports; sunglasses.

Cl.12;Baskets adapted for cycles; panniers adapted for cycles.

Cl.18;Rucksacks; travelling trunks; purses; travelling bags.

Cl.25;Trousers; sweater; tee-shirts; hooded jackets; cagoules and anoraks; stockings; caps; skull caps.

Cl.28;Snowboards; elbow guards; knee guards; shin guards; protective paddings; vests with protectors for use in 
sports; trousers with protectors for use in sports.
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Priority claimed from 11/05/2015; Application No. : FI2015C000640 ;Italy 

3245786    28/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273189]
Laviosa Chimica Mineraria S.p.A.
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 21 I-57123 Livorno (LI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bentonite; bentonite-based preparations; chemicals used in industry; chemicals used in agriculture; chemicals for
the development of biotechnology products; chemicals for papermaking; chemical products for the manufacture of 
paints; chemicals for water purification; chemical products for the treatment of hazardous waste; chemicals for the 
correction of the lands; chemical products for soil improvement; chemicals for protection against diseases of the 
vineyards; chemicals used in oil drilling; chemicals used in wine production; chemical products for the treatment of waste
water for industrial purposes; chemical products for the treatment of waste water for industrial use; chemical additives for
drilling muds; chemical additives used in the manufacturing industry; chemical additives for drilling fluids or oil drilling; 
chemical additives for the manufacture of food; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; chemical 
additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products; chemical additives used as binders for food granules; 
additives for foundries; additives for the ceramics industry; additives for the paper industry; additives for the industry of 
processing of wines and beverages (fruit juices, vinegars, etc.); additives for paints; additives for building products; 
additives for detergents in liquid and solid form; additives for the treatment of waste water; additives for animal feed; 
additives for bitumen emulsions; additives for the processing of leather; additives for graphite; additives for the treatment 
of alimentary oils; additives for the industry of plastic and elastomeric material; waterproofing bentonite geosynthetic 
barriers for the building industry; waterproofing bentonite geosynthetic barriers for landfills; additives for the realization 
of geological barriers; additives for the waterproofing of hydraulic structures; additives for absorption of hydrocarbons; 
additives for drilling muds; additives for both superficial and deep drilling; additives for the construction of tunnels and 
microtunnel; additives for backfill grouting; additives for filling for geothermal probes; additives for earthing compound 
and grouting for screeds; additives for the realization of plastic diaphragms; additives for the realization of fingers, piles 
and micropiles; additives for the realization of structural diaphragm.

Cl.31;Cat litter; animal litter.
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Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 039 431 ;Germany 

3245795    26/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273144]
Covestro Deutschland AG 
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 60 51373 Leverkusen DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.17;Rubber; gutta-percha; gum; mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and 
insulating materials; semi-finished polycarbonate plastic products; flexible pipes, not of metal; extruded plastics in the 
form of boards and sheets for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of rods for use in manufacture; plastic 
bars; plastic sheets.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building and construction materials; plastic foils, sheets, rods, slabs, pipes and shaped sections of 
plastic as building and construction materials; gypsum; cement; cement slabs; fireclay; bitumen; translucent plastic 
slabs for building; coatings (building materials); non-metal tiles; building timber; artificial stone; non-metal gutter pipes; 
plastic tubes for building; plastic strips for building; building glass; binding agents for making stones; non-metallic rigid 
pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings.

Cl.40;Information relating to the treatment of materials; treatment of chemicals [recycling]; chemical treatment of 
textiles; provision of information relating to chemical processing; extrusion of plastics; moulding of synthetic products; 
waterproofing of fabrics; recycling of plastics; treatment of plastic materials in the production of plastic mouldings; 
material treatment information; applying finishes and coatings to textiles; processing of chemicals; processing of rubber; 
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processing of plastics; rental of chemical processing machines; vulcanization [material treatment].

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services.
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Priority claimed from 11/08/2014; Application No. : 1640053 ;Australia 

3245799    06/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272650]
Bespoke IT Pty Ltd as the trustee for the Walters Family Trust
PO Box 1130 EAST VICTORIA PARK WA 6981 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware; computer software; computer installations; computer modules; computer 
interfaces; computer network installations; computer networks servers; computer programs; instruction programs and 
materials in electronic format for use with computers; security apparatus for computers and computer software; storage 
apparatus for computer programs; data processing equipment; computer databases; computer peripherals; printers.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware, software, systems and peripherals; computer programming; 
installation, repair and maintenance of computer software and systems; information technology (IT) programming 
services; computer consultancy and advisory services; computer security services; computerised data storage services; 
computer hosting services, including hosting of websites, email facilities and databases; rental of computer hardware, 
software, systems and peripherals; administration of mail servers; advisory and consultancy services relating to 
computer hardware, software, systems and peripherals.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : 013798707 ;European Union 

3246738    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273065]
Omya AG
Baslerstrasse 42 CH-4665 Oftringen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; calcium 
carbonate; calcium sulfate; magnesium carbonate; fertilisers; fertilising preparations; fertilizers in liquid form for use in 
agriculture; soil conditioners; mixture of chemicals and natural materials for use as fertilizers; chemical additives and/or 
binders for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Irrigation sprinklers; sprinkler machines for agricultural irrigation; irrigation systems.

Cl.37;Land irrigation; irrigation devices installation.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of chemical products for use in industry, agriculture, horticulture and/or forestry.

Cl.44;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry services; area and surface spreading of fertilizers, soil conditioners and 
other agricultural chemicals.
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3246743    04/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273022]
Lapmaster Wolters GmbH
Büsumer Str. 96 24768 Rendsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring preparations; abrasive preparations; polishing 
preparations and lapping preparations; lapping compounds and abrasive compounds, included in this class for the 
exclusive use for lapping machines, honing machines, fine grinding machines and polishing machines; polishing, lapping 
and abrasive preparations in powder form, paste form or liquid; polishing cloth as abrading medium.

Cl.7;Machines for material processing and machines for material treatment and machine tools; machines for metal 
treating, glass working, ceramic processing, plastics processing, semiconductor processing and woodworking and 
machine tools; motors (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles); precision fine-grinding, lapping, polishing and deburring machines for the metal, electronics, ceramic, glass 
and semiconductor industries; functional components for the aforesaid machines, included in this class; abrasive belts 
for machines; dressing tools for machines; fittings for the aforesaid machines and machine tools, in particular lapping, 
fine grinding and polishing discs, carrier wheels, lapping mandrels, lapping rings and polishing rolls, included in this 
class; spare parts for the aforesaid machines and machine tools included in this class.
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3248402    16/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272655]
Toca Boca AB
Kungstensgatan 23 B SE-113 90 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer games; video games software; computer software for computer games and video games; computer 
software downloaded or downloadable; downloaded software publications; interactive entertainment software; data 
recorded electronically from the internet; data recorded in machine readable form from the internet; discs, tapes, 
cartridges, cds and other magnetic, electronic or optical media, all with games software or video games.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; electronic games apparatus; apparatus for audiovisual games on computer hardware 
platforms (not for use with television receivers), hand-held computer games equipment; home video game machines and 
hand-held video game machines; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; board games; electronic game machines; 
equipment sold as a unit for playing card games (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of 
the Common Regulations); electronic hand-held game units; game equipment sold as a unit for playing aboard game, a 
card game (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); stand-
alone video output games machines; electronic amusement apparatus, electronic game apparatus; parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the form of electronic, computer and video games provided by means of the internet 
and other remote communications device; non downloadable electronic games provided by means of the internet; 
organising of games; providing online games (not downloadable) via a global computer network; education and 
entertainment services in the form of films, television films, digital films and motion pictures; production, editing and 
production of films, television films, digital films and motion pictures, radio and television programmes; entertainment 
services in the form of electronic, computer and video games provided by means of the internet, mobile phone and other 
remote communications device.
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3248403    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273247]
KERNAU POLSKA Spólka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia
ul. Danielewicza nr 6/14 PL-37-100 Lancut Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Kitchen appliances, stand-alone and built-in types; washing machines for crockery; electric cleaning equipment 
and devices; electric vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner bags; floor polishing machines; steam cleaning machines; parts 
to the listed goods included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for steam generating; cooking appliances; air cooling apparatus; apparatus for drying; apparatus for 
ventilating; sanitary water fittings; apparatus for sanitary purposes; air conditioning installations; electrical boilers; mixer 
taps for water pipes; refrigerators; cooling apparatus; spot lamps; gas and electric ranges; microwave ovens [cooking 
apparatus]; sockets for electric lights; hot plates [for household purposes]; ovens; extractor hoods for kitchens; sinks; 
freezers; parts to the listed goods included in this class.

Cl.21;Non-electric kitchen appliances; sponges; brush goods; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; non-electric floor 
polishers; dishes not of precious metal; glassware for household purposes; porcelain ware; ceramics for household 
purposes; toilet utensils; containers for household not of precious metal; parts to the listed goods included in this class.

Cl.35;Services consisting in sales of various non-food products in specialised shops and/or wholesale shops, also 
through the internet, as regards industrial goods, household goods, construction materials, furniture and parts to the said 
goods; intermediation in trading the listed goods; arranging of trade fairs; exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; sales promotion; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; 
demonstration of goods and services; sales promotion for others.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2015; Application No. : 013735048 ;European Union 

3248514    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273201]
BONDIOLI & PAVESI S.p.a.
Via 23 Aprile, 35/a I-46029 SUZZARA (Mantova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Shaft supports (of metal); shaft protectors (of metal); metal building materials; drawn metal tubes for drive shafts.

Cl.7;Drive shafts; transmission chains not for land vehicles; cardan joints; shaft joints (machines); geared joints for 
machines; transmission joints for machines; heat exchangers (machine parts); ball-bearings; bearings for transmission 
shafts; pumps; valves for pumps; radiators for vehicles; couplings, not for land vehicles; farming machines; farming 
tools, not hand-operated; machine shafts; transmission shafts, not for land vehicles; gear shifts/gear boxes, not for land 
vehicles; hydraulic controls for machines and engines/motors; control devices for machines or engines/motors; bearings 
(machine parts); roller bearings; needle bearings; reduction gears, not for land vehicles; clutches, not for land vehicles; 
joints (engine/motor parts); hydraulic controls for machines and engines/motors; hydraulic engines/motors; gears, not for 
land vehicles; pumps (machines); pumps (machine or engine/motor parts); cooling radiators for engines/motors; 
freewheels other than for land vehicles; heat exchangers (machine parts); transmissions for machines; transmission 
mechanisms for vehicles other than land vehicles; valves (machine parts); engines/motors, other than for land vehicles; 
gear shifts/gear boxes other than for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Clutches for land vehicles; joints for land vehicles; drive motors for land vehicles; freewheels for land vehicles; 
gear boxes for land vehicles; gears for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; transmission shafts for land 
vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; axles and drive shafts for motor vehicles; shaft joints for land vehicles; geared 
joints for land vehicles; transmission joints for land vehicles; geared motors and pumps for land vehicles; axial piston 
pumps; control valves for land vehicles; cartridge valves for land vehicles; in-line valves for land vehicles; gear 
shifts/gear boxes for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 12/03/2015; Application No. : 013817821 ;European Union 

3248535    13/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273204]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Wittelsbacherplatz 2 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hard- and software, in particular for the collection, analysis and visualisation of data; computer hard- 
and software, in particular for process management, security management and condition monitoring of machines and 
electric installations, and production and automation methods; computer hard- and software, in particular for energy 
management; sensor; recording discs; control cabinets.

Cl.42;Technical advice and consultancy in the field of computer programming; technical monitoring, in particular 
monitoring and diagnosis relating to condition monitoring of installations and machines, and production and automation 
methods; remote control and technical regulation of machines and apparatus; development, creation and rental of 
software and computer programs; rental of internet and intranet servers; technical consultancy relating to ensuring cost 
efficiency and quality of supply in electric energy supply networks; IT consultancy services.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2014; Application No. : 302014054537.3/37 ;Germany 

3248576    10/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1273111]
BayWa AG
Arabellastrasse 4 81925 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, in 
particular preparations for preserving flowers, chemicals for protection against disease patterns in agriculture and 
forestry as well as in viniculture, fruit, hop growing, vegetable gardening and horticulture, antifreeze, impregnator, 
preservatives, preservatives for seeds, salts (not for conservation of foodstuffs); unprocessed artificial resins, 
unprocessed plastics; manures, in particular flower soil, soil improver, compost, soil culture, phosphates, peat; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering preparations; soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.2;Paints; varnishes; lacquers, in particular lacquers for silos; preservatives against rust; preservatives against 
deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists.

Cl.3;Substances for laundry use; bleaching preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; scouring 
preparations; abrasive preparations; soaps, perfumery, essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, in particular rapeseed oils and engine oils plant-based; lubricants, in particular as well 
plant-based; fuels and heating fuels (including motor spirit), in particular such as plant-based (including bio diesel, in 
particular rapeseed-based), and products of plant or animal origin of all kinds, prepared or preserved, to use for feeding 
into modules to generate electricity or heat, and illuminations; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; dietary supplements for humans; dietary 
supplements for animals; plasters; materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth; dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin (including insecticide and preparations for expulsing insects, other insecticides, 
preparations for destroying slugs, preparations for destroying mice and rat poison, mothproofing agent and moth paper, 
preparations for destroying parasites); fungicides, herbicides (including herbicides and pesticides).

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; ores; metal building materials, in particular of steel, (including barrels, poles, 
posts, slats, building boards, metal structures, such as scaffolding, grills, bars, palings, frames for buildings, supporting 
structures for buildings); transportable buildings of metal, (including chicken coops, horse stables, horse stands, cages 
and aviaries, stairs and stair railings); materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common 
metal, in particular binding wire, wire nettings, wire of iron and copper (respectively for agricultural purposes); 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; windows of aluminum, window handles, window 
bars, shutters, doors, garage doors, roof tiles, fences, mailboxes (each of metal).

Cl.7;Machines, used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, including machinery for gardening processing and 
maintenance, and for the production and conversion of renewable energy and systems composed thereof, namely 
hydroelectric power plants, biogas and biomass plants, pumps as parts of geothermal or solar thermal plants, insofar as 
included in this class, wind power plants, wind turbines and other machines powered by wind, insofar as included in this 
class, and parts and accessories of such wind power plants, in particular rotor blades, rotors, rotor consoles, blade hubs, 
machine housings and machine bases of metal for fastening or anchoring of machinery, insofar as included in this class, 
as well as agricultural machinery and mechanical agricultural implements (other than hand-operated) for distributing 
material, fertilizing, seeding, for plant protection, tillage, mowing or sweeping; motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles), in particular power generation from renewable sources, in particular in combination with combined heat and 
power plants, machines and motors to generate gas and heat (waste heat), insofar as included in this class, internal 
combustion engine with coupled heat exchanger to generate power and heat as complete unit (combined heat and power 
unit); power generates, machines and motors to generate gas; pumps for heating installations; machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural, horticulture and forestry implements other than hand-
operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines; machine tools.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements, in particular used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, such as garden tools and 
equipment for the destruction of plant parasites (hand-operated); cutlery, pruning knifes, blades, pruning shears and 
secateurs; side arms; razors.
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Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, in particular sensors as part of or as an accessory 
(insofar as included in this class) of agricultural machinery and mechanical farming equipment; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular 
electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for regulation, controlling and monitoring of solar, biogas, biomass, 
fuel cells, wind and hydropower as well as geothermal plants and solar thermal plants as well as electronic regulation, 
controlling and monitoring equipment, apparatus and instruments or on-board computers as part or accessory (insofar as 
included in this class) of agricultural machinery and mechanical farming equipment; solar collectors to generate power; 
fuel cells; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; recording 
discs; compact discs; DVDs; digital recording media; satellite transmitter and satellite receiver; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; data processing equipment; computers; software for 
regulation, controlling and monitoring of solar, biogas, biomass, fuel cells, wind and hydropower as well as geothermal 
plants and solar thermal plants; computer software, including computer programs and computer operating programs, in 
particular software application.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs; artificial eyes; artificial 
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, in particular tiles, boilers and heaters, heater armatures, pre-combustion chambers for liquid or 
gaseous combustible, heating equipment, as well as parts of aforementioned goods (insofar as included in this class), 
steam generators (except parts of machines), gas generators, heater apparatus and heaters, parts of aforementioned 
goods and sublimates and fitting parts for the aforementioned goods, insofar as included in this class, hot water 
apparatus, boilers, gas boilers, heating installation; cooling tanks, air conditioners as well as sanitary facilities, in 
particular fermentation tanks (fermenters) of biogas plants, explosive gas pre-combustion chambers, geothermal and 
solar thermal plants, solar collectors (heating) and solar ovens, heat pumps, heat recovery machines, heat storage tanks, 
heat exchangers, hot water heating plants.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, in particular motors for farm vehicles, clutches and 
power transmission mechanisms for farm vehicles, horse-drawn carriages and horse trailers.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition; projectiles; explosives; fireworks.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; finery; precious stones; horological instruments; chronometric 
instruments.

Cl.15;Musical instruments.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters; office requisites (except furniture); instructional and 
teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging, not included in other classes; printers' type; 
printing blocks.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; damping material, 
packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, (not of metal); joint dimension for drywalls.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas; parasols; walking 
sticks; whips; harness and saddlery, in particular bridle for horses.

Cl.19;Building materials (not of metal), in particular cement, plaster, concrete, gypsum; non-metallic rigid pipes for 
building; asphalt; pitch; bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; towers and tower segments for wind energy plants
(not of metal); monuments (not of metal); stalls (not of metal); windows (not of metal); shutters (not of metal); doors (not 
of metal); garage doors (not of metal); parquet and parquet boards (not of metal); laminate of wood; laminate (not of 
metal); floor tiles; roof tiles (not of metal); cobble and natural stone; fences (not of metal).

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, 
amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials or of plastics, namely works of art, figures, 
statues, statuettes, furnishings, fastening material, containers (of wood, horn, bones or reed), shelters and beddings for 
animals, broomsticks (not of metal), beddings, baskets, dowel, window bars (not of metal), garden furniture, handles (not 
of metal), boxes and crates (not of metal), pallets, blinds, cable ties, ladders and mobile stairs, shelves, lockers (not of 
metal), tons and barrels, door, gate and window fitters; mail boxes (not of metal and not of masonry).

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers, in particular mouse traps and insect traps; combs; sponges; 
brushes (except paint brushes), in particular horse brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel 
wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware insofar as 
included in this class.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks, insofar as included in this class, in particular net 
yarn, lacing thread for agricultural purposes; padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous 
textile materials.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles; textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular work clothes, footwear; headgear.
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Cl.26;Lace; embroidery; ribbons and braid; buttons; hooks and eyes; pins and needles; artificial flowers.

Cl.27;Carpets; rugs; mats and matting, linoleum; materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-textile).

Cl.28;Games; playthings; gymnastic articles not included in other classes; sporting articles not included in other 
classes; decorations for Christmas trees.

Cl.29;Meat; fish; poultry; game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; 
jams; compotes; eggs; milk; milk products; edible oils; edible fats.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice; tapioca; sago; flour; preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry; 
confectionery; ices; sugar; honey; treacle; yeast; baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; 
ice.

Cl.31;Grains; agricultural products insofar as included in this class; horticultural products insofar as included in this 
class; forestry products insofar as included in class this; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables, in particular potatoes; 
seed grain and other seeds; agricultural and horticultural seeds, in particular flower and vegetable seeds; natural plants; 
natural flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt and hop; lawn.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral waters; aerated waters; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for making 
beverages; other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers), in particular wine.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing (including marketing research), in particular advertising and marketing research for 
regenerative energy concepts and new technology in the field of environment and energy; business management and 
economic advice, in particular for franchise concepts and in the context of functionality as a franchisor, economic advice 
of and advertising and public relation for such businesses; business administration and administration of foreign 
business interest relating to business, economic and organizational advice for management, control and monitoring of 
business, economic planning and advice in the field of energy and heating supply; management consultancy, in particular 
economic business management for others, in the field of energy supply, arranging for contracts concerning the 
acquisition and disposal of goods, including live animals, and providing of relevant services, including central arranging 
of assortment of goods (except their transport) and presenting goods for others, purchasing of goods, including live 
animals, for others, services in wholesale, retail or mail order of the aforementioned goods of classes 1 to 34, including by
electronic media means, in particular via Internet and/or as an online offer of wholesale, retail and mail order via EDV ("e-
commerce") services and/or via teleshopping programmes; automatic commercial services via computer, online 
commercial services, computer services, namely advice and services for Internet-based distribution of goods and 
services; office functions.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs, in particular services of fraight brokers, arranging of commodity forward 
agreements; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.37;Building construction, in particular installation of silo and manure tanks, biogas plants, halls and stalls in 
particular for agriculture and forestry, single family houses and multifamily houses, construction of heaters and 
ventilation, construction of plants for safety nets in case of hail regarding fruit-growing, installing of piping, construction 
of plants to generate renewable energy, of systems and machines in the field of renewable energy as well as their parts, 
giving information regarding the construction of wind power plants and of plants generating renewable energy, including 
such plants carried out with biomass, biogas, geothermal energy, solar thermal plants as well as hydroelectric power 
plants, management of construction works relating to wind power plants and relating to plants generating renewable 
energy, including such plants carried out with biomass, biogas, geothermal energy, solar thermal plants as well as 
hydroelectric power plants; installation services, namely installation of sanitary facilities, plants generating heat, plants 
transporting heat and plants distributing heat as well as combined heat and power plants as well as combined heat and 
power units, including measuring equipment, as well as plants generating renewable energy, of systems and machines in 
the field of renewable energy as well as their parts; repair, namely repairing agricultural, forestry und horticultural 
machines, old building renovation by repair work at buildings, installation, maintenance, maintenance work and repair 
work to improve technical equipment and facilities, implementation of electro technical work, work regarding heaters, 
climate and ventilation in the form of installation, maintenance, maintenance work; repair, maintenance work and 
maintenance of heating, ventilating and air conditioning plants as well as by plants generating renewable energy, of 
systems and machines in the field of renewable energy as well as its parts.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, in particular providing electronic communication network in the Internet for all kinds of 
goods and services, providing access to a computer network, providing access of information on the Internet, of Internet 
access, of connection of telecommunications to a computer network, of platforms and portals in the Internet and intranet, 
providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services, email services; forwarding and collecting of all kinds of 
messages of Internet addresses (web-messaging), data transmission via satellite; information as to telecommunications; 
electronic communication of information (telecommunications); wire services, routing services and connection services 
for telecommunication; mobile services; services of press agencies; collecting and delivering of messages and/or of all 
kinds of press report (press agency); rental of telephone apparatus, radio communication apparatus, mobile phone 
apparatus, wireless fax apparatus, modems.

Cl.39;Transport, in particular shipping of goods, carrier services as well as stock keeper services, transport, 
distribution, storage of heating fuel, fuel and energy (in particular electricity, gas, heat, biomass, solar energy, wind 
energy, heat energy and water), transport and distribution of heat, information and advice regarding transport, distribution
and delivery of energy and heat, energy supply services (transport) and energy distribution services regarding electricity, 
gas, water and steam for others; rental of heat transportation plants and heat distribution plants; packaging and storage 
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of goods, in particular services relating to storing of goods in a store house or another building with regard to their 
conservation or storage; travel arrangement.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials for generating energy, including electricity and heat, as well as energy carriers made of 
renewable energy sources; rental of heat generating plants and of plants generating gas, water, electricity and water 
vapour.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting activities; cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, in particular technical advice for 
franchise concepts, technical advice regarding planning and management of such a business, technological services and 
technical advice in the context of exploitation, application and use of regenerative energy, ecological energy advice, 
advice in the field of energy saving, engineer services, in particular in the field of energy supply, measurement and 
control technology as well as heating technology, including conducting surveys and technical projects in the field of 
energy technology, renewable energy, in particular solar energy, water energy and wind energy, biomass, biogas, 
geothermal energy as well as solar thermal plants, technical advice relating to presentation, installation, operation, 
administration and monitoring of plants generating renewable energy, including plants like solar energy plants, water and 
wind energy plants, biomass, biogas, geothermal energy as well as solar thermal plants, technical planning of energy 
supply concepts for others, including drafting of stations which network and convert renewable energy; drafting of wires 
for the transport of renewable energy, technical information for operators of plants generating renewable energy, 
technical planning and advice in the field of energy and heat supply, technical development of apparatus, construction 
planning, technical monitoring of heat production plants, heat transportation plants and heat distribution plants as well as 
combined heat and power plants as well as combined heat and power units, including measurement equipment, technical 
planning and monitoring of silo and manure tanks, halls and stalls, including biogas plants; drafting and development of 
software used in relation to control plants generating renewable energy, including plants like solar energy plants, water 
and wind energy plants, biomass, biogas, geothermal energy as well as solar thermal plants; industrial analysis and 
research services; drafting and development of computer hardware and software, in particular drafting and development 
of software used in relation to control plants generating renewable energy, including plants like solar energy plants, water 
and wind energy plants, biomass, biogas, geothermal energy as well as solar thermal plants, drafting, development, 
design, establishing, installation and updating (maintenance) of computer software, in particular software application 
(including so called apps), computer systems (software) and websites, hosting, in particular hosting of websites and of 
other digital contents in the Internet, services of an application service provider (ASP) (including hosting); electronic data 
storage in the context of distribution of liquid, granular and pulverulent material on agricultural areas and the treatment of 
agricultural areas; implementation of technical tests by heating, ventilating and air conditioning plants as well as by 
plants generating renewable energy, of systems and machines in the field of renewable energy as well as its parts.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; services for temporary accommodation.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic care for human beings; beauty care for human beings; hygienic 
care for animals; beauty care for animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, agricultural advice regarding the 
use of seeds, manure and agricultural pesticide, use and choice of machines; rental of machines for agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry, agricultural advice regarding the use of regenerative energy, in particular while cultivating 
plants to generate power fuel and fuel, agricultural advice regarding climate and environmental safety of agricultural 
cultivation.

Cl.45;Legal services, in particular granting of licenses, including such for industrial property rights and for franchise 
concepts; security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in industry; artificial resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed; adhesives for use 
in industry.

Cl.17;Latex [rubber]; guttapercha; mica; extruded plastics [semi-finished products]; sealing materials; packing 
materials; insulating materials; polycarbonate plastic products (semi-finished); flexible tubes, not of metal; plastic sheets; 
plastic rods; plastic bars; plastic films.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for data security, encryption, secure backups and secure digital content distribution; 
computer programs for internet messaging; computer programs for marketing and promotional purposes; computer 
programs for data analysis and behaviour profiling; computer programs for message encryption; computer programs for 
message analysis and filtration; electrical and optical data processing equipment, namely optical scanners and fiber optic 
communication links; apparatus and instruments for the retrieval, storage, input, output, processing, display and 
transmission of data, in the nature of micro-processors and semi-conducting memory units; computer programs for 
managing, monitoring, tracking, enacting or facilitating electronic payments and transfers of financial instruments, real 
property, stocks and shares; computer programs for managing, monitoring, tracking, enacting or facilitating multi-
institution, regional, national or international clearing and settlement of payments, checks, wires, teletypewriter, and 
physical or electronic exchanges, namely, clearing house and continuous linked settlement functions; computer 
programs for foreign exchange transactions, namely inter-institution clearing and settlement and continuous linked 
settlement; computer programs for selection of, managing, monitoring and controlling access to, security of, routing 
through, and traffic over, communications networks for voice, data or signalling; computer programs for tracking and 
monitoring financial transactions for regulatory compliance namely, anti money laundering and foreign asset control; 
computer programs for integration of telephony apparatus, network service information, data communications networks, 
databases, and human interaction for use in call centers, customer relationship management, direct marketing and 
customer support operations; computer programs for accumulation of historic transaction data, integration with 
demographic databases, and collation with third party data for online analysis, trending, market or business modelling 
and reporting for business and operations; computer programs for use as a data collection, organization and display tool 
in the fields of asset and personnel management; computer programs for optimized work scheduling and tracking 
computer programs for enterprise resource management, tracking and control; computer programs for supply chain 
management, tracking and control; computer programs for quality assurance and control; computer programs for 
business process operational management and control, and enterprise wide data collation, trending and reporting, for 
translation or transliteration of data between human languages, between systems languages, and between database 
technologies; computer programs for estimating, managing, monitoring and controlling risk in business or commercial 
transactions or operations, financial transactions, calculation and management of derivatives, and insurance, assurance 
and actuarial operations; computer programs for use in and to enable electronic commerce, mobile electronic commerce, 
financial transactions and payments through e-commerce and mobile e-commerce, online auctions and online arbitrage 
of goods, services, real property, commercial paper, stocks, shares and bonds; computer programs for management, 
control, monitoring, reporting, tracking, pricing, reconciling, positioning and resolving any trading in stocks, shares, 
bonds and commodities such as in a stock exchange, brokerage, commodities mart, whether real or virtual/electronic; 
computer programs for preparation of reports in different medias, namely, text, graphics, aural and brail; computer 
programs for creating and presenting computer simulations and real time demonstrations and presentations of business 
and financial processes and activities, for use in education, training, teaching and research; computer programs for 
monitoring and controlling physical security of and access to, any facility, person, entity, thing or creature; computer 
programs for military, civilian and business use for planning, handling and implementation of personnel, materials and 
facilities computer programs for navigation, location determination, and use of location information in applications, 
services or business processes; computer programs for use in and to enable data retrieval; computer software for 
application and database integration; microprocessors; semi-conductor memory chips for computers; blank magnetic 
computer tapes, blank discs for computers; blank audio cassette tapes; printers, software for printer computer 
integration; video monitors; computer peripherals, namely keyboards, mainframe and interface cards for data processing 
equipment in the form of printed circuits; computer hardware and software for use in telecommunications, information 
processing and the transmission of voice, video, audio and data over a global computer network, a wireline network or a 
wireless network, and related instruction manuals; voice, fax, picture, e-mail, video, multimedia and 3g multimedia 
messaging, unified messaging, short message service (sms) and enhanced services telecommunications apparatus and 
computer software therefor; computer software for use as an information switch in voice and information processing 
systems to provide information to subscribers from news agencies, databases, business intranets and a global computer 
network; voice messaging and information processing telecommunications apparatus and computer software therefor, 
including a voice services platform and a central management platform used in an intelligent network including intelligent 
peripherals, service nodes and network interactive voice response; computer hardware and software sold to 
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telecommunications service providers for integrating different types of information/content, including pc, web, video and 
telecommunications, to provide a single service offering; computer hardware and software for telecommunications 
service providers to enable creation of telephony-based communities which can be linked to a global computer network 
and integrated with existing global computer network instant messaging communities; computer hardware and software 
sold to telecommunications service providers such as dsl, cable television and satellite service providers, for integrating 
different types of information/content, including broadband applications and content such as pc, web, video, 
telecommunications, video-on-demand and games-on-demand; computer hardware and software to provide e-mail to 
speech conversion, fax to e-mail conversion, purchasing capability via mobile hand sets, text to speech processing, 
speech recognition capability, personal information management (pim) tools, such as e-mail, calendar, contacts and tasks 
via mobile hand sets; computer hardware and software to provide voice controlled capabilities for browsing, dedicating, 
interacting and buying music via a mobile handset, voice activated dialing, voice controlled access to unified messaging, 
voice controlled access to e-mail, voice browsing, voice controlled access to voice mail, personal and system address 
books, and prepaid services.

Cl.35;Business consultations in the field of computers, computer hardware, computer software and computer 
systems, telephony and data communications and networking; providing business advice relating to the selection and 
use of computers, computer hardware, computer software, computer systems, communications networks for telephony or
data transfer; data processing services; business data analysis; payroll preparation services; human resource 
management; personnel consultancy services; business process reengineering; mergers and acquisitions consultation 
relating to technology companies; providing business advice on the use of advanced computer and communications 
technologies and their integration with current or future computer and communications systems; provision of temporary 
staffing, staff augmentation and human capital management outsourcing; business process consulting related to 
software applications; outsourcing services related to software applications; business process outsourcing; outsourcing 
services concerning business management and administration, customer administration services and accounting and 
settlement services; outsourcing services relating to computers and computer network systems; outsourcing in the field 
of management of computer software applications; market research and behavioural analysis services; advertising, 
marketing and promotional services; customer relationship management services; consultancy services in relation to all 
the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; cable, satellite, television, radio and internet broadcasting services; provision of 
access to the internet; communication services by means of radio waves, telephone, mobile radio, the internet, the 
worldwide web, facsimile, electronic mail; electronic message collection and transmission services; computer aided 
transmission, broadcast and reception of sound, data or images; paging services (radio, telephone or other means of 
electronic communication); internet and intranet communication and provision of access services; operation of earth-to-
satellite television transmitters for transmission of signals to satellite; provision of communication facilities via 
telephones, computer terminals, fibre optic networks, wire; communication and transmission of multi-media information 
in the form of text, audio, video or animation and interactive services for facilitating the viewing of text, audio, video or 
animation; providing access to mobile telephone ring tones via a wireless network; mobile telephone communication 
services including text and voice messages, and providing access to downloadable videos, games, ring tones, data files, 
programs (logos, screen savers, icons) and music; videotext services, viewdata services; screen based text transmission 
services; providing access to digital music of all styles, types and genres and spoken audio material of all styles, types 
and genres via websites on the internet or any other communications network; transmission of digital music of all styles, 
types and genres and spoken audio material of all styles, types and genres by communications; provision of 
communication access services; computer-aided transmission of messages, images and sounds; transmission of 
information relating to music, podcasts, providing access to really simple syndication (rss) feeds; digital audio 
broadcasting; providing access to online web logs [blogs], online forums, chat rooms and electronic bulletin board 
services [telecommunications]; providing access to an internet discussion website; transmission of radio and television 
programmes; transmission of information relating to online shopping services; interactive services for facilitating the 
recordal of programmes automatically initiated on the basis of customer viewing habits/preferences chat room services 
for social networking; delivery of audio, video, and multimedia content by means of global computer and communication 
networks; providing multiple-user access to a global computer information network; providing online forums, chat rooms 
and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the fields of social, educational, political, 
cultural, and general interest; consultancy services in relation to all the aforesaid; providing multiple-user access to a 
global computer information network for the transfer and dissemination of information on marketing voice messaging and 
related information processing telecommunications apparatus, computer software therefor, and services.

Cl.42;Data encryption services; scientific, technical and security research; provision of services relating to secure 
processing of information; design and maintenance of databases, software and documentation; data security services; 
data management on servers; database design and development; providing consultations and advice concerning 
computers, computer systems, computer programming and computer software and hardware; computer software design 
for others; technical consultation and research in the field of computers and available computer services; installation, 
maintenance and repair of computer software for electronic data processing apparatus and instruments, 
telecommunications apparatus and instruments, communications apparatus and instruments and satellite apparatus and 
instruments; leasing and renting computer hardware and software; providing an online non-downloadable search engine 
for the retrieval of data and business information; providing electronic verification of on-line orders of digital content and 
generating electronic permission codes which allow users to access digital content; technological consultancy in the field
of navigation technologies and global positioning technologies; providing consultation and advice concerning computer 
network compatibility and the presence and availability of users, devices, systems, applications and capabilities; software 
implementation services; software application management services, namely, designing, integrating, and maintaining of 
software applications for others; designing and consulting in the field of computer hardware and software for use in 
telecommunications, information processing and the transmission of voice, video, audio and data over a global computer 
network, a wireline network or a wireless network, electronic voice messaging and information processing systems; 
analysis and diagnosis of voice messaging systems and associated telecommunications systems consultancy services in 
relation to all the aforesaid.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; knitwear (clothing); underwear [lingerie]; underwear; pajamas; dressing gowns (robes); sweaters; tee-
shirts; skirts; dresses; trousers; jackets; coats; raincoats; shirts; neckties; scarves; sashes for wear; veils (clothing); 
shawls; belts (clothing); money belts (clothing); gloves (clothing); suspenders; headgear, hats, caps; headbands 
(clothing); shower caps; footwear articles; socks, stockings, tights; footwear (except orthopedic footwear), slippers, 
boots; beach shoes, ski boots; footwear for sports; bathing trunks and costumes; bathing caps, bathing suits; clothing 
for sports (other than for diving); layettes [clothing]; hand-knitted clothing for children; bibs, not of paper; masquerade 
costumes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; educational toys; mats for games; novelties for parties, dances (party favors), toy masks; swings; 
balls and play balloons; rocking horses (toys); swimming pools (sports or play articles); marbles and counters [disks] for 
games; plush toys; dolls and dolls' houses; puppets; dolls' clothes; figurines (toys); parlor games; chess games; building 
games; spinning tops (toys); mobiles (toys); vehicles (toys); apparatus for games; amusement and game apparatus for 
use with an external display screen or monitor; portable games with liquid crystal displays; arcade video game machines; 
scooters; roller skates; skateboards; kites; gymnastic and sporting articles (excluding swimming articles, clothing, mats 
and footwear); rackets; dart boards, darts; surfboards; skating boots with skates attached (combined); ice skates; roller 
skates; skateboards; kites; Christmas tree decorations (excluding illumination articles and confectionery).

Cl.35;Advertising; publication of advertising texts; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 
samples); bill-posting; business operation assistance to industrial or commercial companies; business management; 
advertising assistance; publication of advertising texts; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, 
samples); bill-posting; business operation assistance to industrial or commercial companies; business management; 
business management assistance, business appraisals; business consultancy, information or inquiries; organization and 
management of shopping centers (business management assistance); professional business consultancy; office 
functions, secretarial services; accounting; rental of office apparatus and machines (excluding rental of 
telecommunication apparatus and computers); rental of vending machines; arranging newspaper subscription servicess; 
electronic newspaper subscription services; telephone subscription services; arranging subscriptions to a mobile 
telephone service or to a radio paging service; services for subscribing to telecommunication services, a global 
telecommunication network (the Internet) or private access networks (intranets), a provider of computer 
telecommunications network or data transmissions network access; arranging subscriptions to a database or multimedia 
server center; arranging subscriptions to telematic services, to data transmission services by telematic means; 
subscription to a supplier of access to a computer network for telecommunication or data transmission; subscriptions to 
television or radio programs, to videograms, sound recordings, audiovisual programs; subscriptions to computer 
databases; import-export agencies; commercial information agencies; cost price analysis; market studies; market 
research; opinion polling; price comparison services; compilation of statistics; public relations; demonstration of goods; 
presentation of goods on all communication media for retail purposes namely sales promotion; commercial information 
and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); administrative processing of purchase orders; organization of 
exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; computerized file management; collection and 
systematization of data in a central file; data search in computer files (for others); document reproduction; the bringing 
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together for the benefit of others (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase 
those goods, and retail services or wholesale sales, mail-order sales, retail sale or wholesale via the Internet or via any 
electronic distance marketing methods for the following goods: bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use, soaps, perfumes, toilet water, deodorants for personal use (perfumery), cosmetics, hair care products, toiletries, 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, foodstuffs and lacteal flour for babies, filled first-aid boxes, dietetic 
substances, beverages and foodstuffs for medical use, preparations for the treatment of burns, sunscreen products 
(sunburn ointments), cotton wool, breast-nursing pads, sterilizing preparations, deodorants other than for personal use, 
air purifying preparations, anti-insect products, forks, spoons, other than for fishing and for medicines, scissors, knives, 
electro-mechanical apparatus for the preparation of foodstuffs and beverages, electric apparatus for recording, 
transmission, reproduction of sound or images, data processing equipment, computers, computer peripheral devices, 
computer software, electronic diaries, apparatus for games adapted for use with television receivers only, an external 
display screen or monitor, video game cartridges, protective helmets, protection devices for personal use against 
accidents, telephones, bags, covers and cases for mobile telephones and telephone equipment, spectacles, feeding 
bottles, feeding bottle teats, babies' pacifiers (teats), breast-feeding teats made of latex or silicone, teething rings, nursing 
appliances, breast pumps, ear picks, nasal aspirator devices, spoons for administering medicine, droppers for medical 
use, thermometers for medical use, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam production, cooking, refrigerating, drying, 
ventilating, air-conditioning, disinfecting, water supply, apparatus and machines for purifying air, electric fans for 
personal use, water treatment apparatus, sterilizers, electric heaters for feeding bottles, bicycles, goods handling carts, 
blinds (sun-blinds) for automobiles, safety seats for children for vehicles, pushchairs, scooters, jewelry, watches and 
watch bands, key rings (trinkets or fobs), musical instruments and component parts of musical instruments, paper, 
cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed or for stationery), cardboard articles, bags, small bags and sheets of paper or 
plastic material, photographs, stationery, artists' materials, files, albums, almanacs, periodicals, books, pamphlets, 
writing or drawing books, calendars, lithographs, engravings, paintings (pictures), maps, posters, newspapers, transfers, 
greeting cards, postcards, trunks, suitcases and small cases, umbrellas, sun umbrellas, parasols, bags, handbags, beach 
bags, travel boxes and bags, vanity cases, bags and net bags for shopping, backpacks, bags for sports (other than those 
adapted to the products for which they are intended), bags with wheels, garment bags (for travel), purses, school bags, 
sling bags for carrying infants, furniture, display stands, mirrors (looking glasses), frames (except for building), works of 
art of wood, wax, plaster, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, baskets, not of metal, playpens for babies, bassinettes, 
infant walkers, bedding, except linen, cushions, beds, bed bases, pillows, bolsters, mattresses, non-electric utensils and 
containers for the kitchen, tableware, thermally insulated containers for food, vacuum bottles, non-electric heaters for 
feeding bottles, brushes for cleaning containers, non-electric portable coolers, soap dispensers, chamber pots, toilet 
cases, cosmetic utensils, perfume sprayers and vaporizers, portable baths for babies, not of metal, works of art of 
porcelain, terra-cotta or glass, hammocks, bed and household linen, table linen, bath linen (except clothing), mosquito 
nets, clothing, gloves, belts for clothing, suspenders, hats, footwear, socks, stockings, tights, footwear (except 
orthopedic footwear), boots, inner soles, slippers, beach shoes, ski boots, sports shoes, caps (headwear), bathing suits 
and trunks, clothing for sports (excluding diving clothing), sleep masks, haberdashery (except threads and yarns), hair 
ornaments, hair bands and hair-nets, hair pins and grips, barrettes, mats, games, toys, gymnastic and sporting articles 
(with the exception of swimming articles, clothing, footwear and mats), preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and 
vegetables, fruit pulp and salads, vegetable salads, canned meat, fish, fruits and vegetables, jams, marmalades, 
compotes, jellies for food, soups, milk products, edible oils and fats, cocoa, chocolate, beverages based on cocoa or 
chocolate, confectionery, pastry, edible ices, honey, trees, fresh fruits and vegetables, shrubs, natural plants and flowers, 
Christmas trees, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.41;Education; training; training, arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, organization 
of exhibitions for educational purposes, relating to the protection and rights of children, education of children, child 
psychology, child care, sustainable development and environmental compliance; entertainment; amusement parks; 
provision of recreational facilities; sporting activities; club services (entertainment or education); cultural activities; 
editing of books, of magazines; publication of texts other than advertising texts; lending libraries; electronic publication 
of books and periodicals on-line; provision of electronic publications on line (not downloadable); electronic library 
services for providing electronic information, audio or video information and data, games and entertainment; game 
services provided online (from a computer network); videotape editing; production of shows; production of films other 
than advertising films; organization of competitions concerning education or entertainment; organization and conducting 
of colloquiums, conferences, conventions; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of 
seats for shows for entertainment, sporting and cultural events; ticket agency services (entertainment); operating of 
lotteries; information on educational or entertainment events; entertainment on radio and television; photography; 
photographic reporting; news reporters services; videotaping; videotape editing; organization and conducting of online 
conferences; providing (making available) digital music (non-downloadable) from the Internet; providing (making 
available) digital music (non-downloadable) from Internet websites (files in MP3 format).
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Proposed to be Used
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Cl.7;Agricultural machines; shredding machines; cutters [machines]; milling machines; tilling machines for 
agricultural use; harvesting machines; bio shredders [machines]; garden shredders, electric; wood chipping machines; 
garden chippers, electric; log splitting machines; aerators [machines]; lawn sweepers [machines]; lawnmowers, electric; 
lawnmowers [machines]; air compressors; olive harvesters [machines]; electric olive harvesters; pneumatic olive 
harvesters; harvesters for agricultural use; scissors, electric; pneumatic shears; electronic shears; saws [machines]; 
electronic saws; chain saws; chain saws, electric; pruning machines; electronic pruners; defoliators [machines]; binding 
apparatus for hay; electronic tying machines; electronic flower removing machines; power blowers for lawn debris; 
electronic blowers; hedge trimmers [machines]; string trimmers for garden use; blades [parts of machines]; air-operated 
power tools; reels, electric, for garden hoses; reapers; sowers [machines]; agricultural implements other than hand-
operated; beating machines; beating apparatus for beating olives and the like; mulchers [machines]; subsoilers 
[machines]; drum mowers [machines]; ride-on lawn mowers; mechanical lawn mowers; chisels for machines; ramie 
debarking machines; saw blades [parts of machines]; power tillers; garden tilling machines; machines for shredding 
horticultural waste; tractor-towed harvesters; agricultural seed planting machines; tractor-towed broadcast seeders; seed 
drills for agricultural machines; broadcast seeders; tractor-towed hay rakes; tractor-towed rollers; blade holders [parts of 
machines]; blades for earth moving machines; pruning tools [parts of machines]; telescopic rods [parts of machines]; 
lopping shears; gardening machine tools; leaf removing machines; bushings [parts of machines]; electric multitool 
cutting machines; flower removing machines; shredders [machines] for industrial use; electric wood sawing machines; 
wood drilling machines; wood grinding machines; wood sawing machines; lawn aerators [machines]; lawn scarifiers 
[machines]; drums [parts of machines]; tractor-towed mowers; timber harvesting machinery; shears, electric; hedge 
shears, electric; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; sheaf-binding machines; automatic tyre removing 
and installing devices; shaker hooks [parts of machines]; reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses; gear cutters [machine 
tools]; beaters, electric; blowing machines; lawn edge trimmers [machines]; motorized cultivators; electric motors for 
machines; exhausts for motors and engines; filters for engines and motors; hydraulic engines and motors; tractor-towed 
harrows; tractor-towed hay balers; tractor-towed reapers; tractor-towed plows; truck lifts; truck cranes; agricultural 
elevators; harrows; diggers [machines]; tedding machines; reapers and threshers; milking machines; fodder presses; 
threshing machines; root slicers [machines]; ploughs; hair clipping machines for animals; chaff cutters; turnip cutters 
[machines]; stable mills; forage drying machines; windrowing machines; winnowers; grain husking machines; weeding 
machines; stable cleaning machines; turf removing ploughs; stable box scrapers; round balers; mower conditioners; bale 
wrappers; forage harvesters; fertilizer spreaders; feed mills; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; trimming machines; 
cultivators [machines]; earth moving machines; raking machines; mechanized livestock feeders; fans for the 
compression, sucking and carrying of grain; green removing machines; withering machines; power lawn shredders; 
docking machines; earthworking machines; bush removers; sowing machines; ploughshares; windrowers for agricultural 
machines; self-propelled garden chippers; tractor garden chippers; aerators being garden machines; lawnmowers for 
two-wheel tractors; pneumatic chain saws; reciprocating saws, electric; electronic brush cutters; flail mowers; drum 
mowers; forestry mulchers.

Cl.8;Agricultural implements, hand-operated; hand-operated implements; scissors; pruning shears; saws [hand tools]; 
saws for cutting branches; hacksaws; blades [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; scissor blades; manually 
operated grease guns; spanners [hand tools]; branch cutters [hand tools]; hand tools for beating olives and the like; tree 
pruners; shears; lawn clippers [hand instruments]; fruit pickers [hand tools]; shear blades; blades for hand saws; tillers, 
hand-operated; rakes [hand tools]; lawn rakes, hand-operated; pruning knives; pruning scissors; pruning saws [hand 
tools]; blades for shears; gardening shears; multipurpose shears; shaker hooks [parts of hand tools]; garden tools, hand-
operated; gardening trowels.

Cl.9;Batteries; lithium batteries; battery chargers; couplings, electric; power cables; gloves for protection against 
accidents; electrical power supplies; electronic power controllers; electronic power supplies; electronic power 
converters; safety devices for portable electric tools; accumulators [batteries]; ignition batteries; solar batteries; feeder 
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cables; pressure gauges; amplifying tubes; vacuum tubes; switch boxes; electric wires; wire connectors [electricity]; 
electric relays; detectors; flow meters; pressure indicators; pressure sensors; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure 
recording apparatus; remote controls; connections for electric lines; connections, electric; plugs, sockets and other 
contacts [electric connections]; control panels [electricity]; regulating apparatus, electric; junction sleeves for electric 
cables; junction boxes [electricity]; cables, electric; accumulators, electric; transformers [electricity]; magnetic wires; 
galena crystals [detectors]; amplifiers; remote control apparatus; printed circuits; optical fibers [fibres] [light conducting 
filaments].
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : 1306044 ;Benelux 

3249046    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273876]
Sam Vincent Rohn
Nieuwe Hemweg 6A NL-1013 BG Amsterdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Nutritional supplement meal replacement bars for boosting energy; meal replacements on the basis of the 
products in class 30; carbohydrate-based nutritional drink mix for use as a meal replacement.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, coffee; rice, tapioca, sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and 
confectionery, ices; sugar; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces; spices; ice.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2015; Application No. : 521122 ;Czech Republic 

3249360    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274088]
TESCAN ORSAY HOLDING, a.s.
Libušina trída 863/21 CZ-623 00 Brno Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical devices and machine tools for the manufacture of semiconductor parts, displays, data storage 
components, and objects for scientific research use, namely, electron and ion columns, namely, focused electron beam 
columns for electron lithography, electron beam microscopy and analysis, focused ion beam columns for ion lithography, 
imaging, and ion milling, secondary ion mass spectrometry; accessories for the above mentioned electrical devices and 
machine tools for use in the manufacture of semiconductor parts, displays, data storage components, and objects for 
scientific research use, such as, sample preparation equipment, namely equipment for preparation of samples to be 
machined or analysed by some of the above mentioned devices and machine tools.

Cl.9;Microscopes, namely, electron microscopes, scanning electron microscopes, transmission electron microscopes, 
ion microscopes, raman microscopes, atomic force microscopes, holographic microscopes; scientific apparatus, namely 
electron sources for microscopes; scientific apparatus in the nature of ion sources for microscopes, namely, liquid-metal 
ion sources and plasma sources; focused ion beam tools and electron beam tools, namely, instruments for material 
deposition and removal and for imaging, analysis, and measurement of materials in the fields of microscopy and 
nanotechnology; optical apparatus, namely, electron beam lithography device; scientific instruments, namely, particle 
analyzers and classification instruments in the field of mineralogy; spectrometry scientific apparatus and instruments, 
namely, time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry systems, X-ray and visible light spectrometry systems; lasers for 
nonmedical purposes; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical prisms, optical lenses, optical fibres, optical 
cables, optical mirrors; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; measuring instruments, namely, micrometer gauges; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, namely, electron and ion detectors for electron and ion beam systems, electron 
detectors, secondary ions detectors, back scattered electron detectors, X-ray detectors, cathodoluminiscence detectors; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid scientific instruments namely, diffraction apparatus and diffraction detectors for 
microscopes, electron multipliers, photo multipliers, amplifiers, gas injection systems, electron flood guns, stages and 
nanomanipulators for microscopes, decontaminators, vacuum systems and gauges; microscopic system navigational 
software, namely, software that enhances the navigational, functional capability of microscopic, analytic, lithographic and 
spectroscopic components separately and/or in integrated systems; application software and operation system software 
for operation of all the foregoing equipment separately and/or in integrated systems, namely, software for use in 
microscopic imaging, milling, deposition and analysis; image processing software.

Cl.37;Service, maintenance and repair of microscopes, namely, electron microscopes, scanning electron 
microscopes, transmission electron microscopes, ion microscopes, raman microscopes, atomic force microscopes, 
holographic microscopes; service, maintenance and repair of scientific apparatus, namely, electron sources for 
microscopes, ion sources for microscopes, namely, liquid-metal ion sources and plasma sources; service, maintenance 
and repair of focused ion beam tools and electron beam tools, namely, instruments for material deposition and removal 
and for imaging, analysis, and measurement of materials in the fields of microscopy and nanotechnology; service, 
maintenance and repair of electron beam lithography apparatus; service, maintenance and repair of particle analyzers and 
classification instruments in the field of mineralogy; service, maintenance and repair of spectrometry systems, namely, 
time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry systems, X-ray and visible light spectrometry systems; service, 
maintenance and repair of lasers and optical apparatus and instruments, namely, optical prisms, optical lenses, optical 
fibres, optical cables, optical mirrors; service, maintenance and repair of diaphragms for scientific apparatus; service, 
maintenance and repair of measuring instruments, namely, micrometer gauges; service, maintenance and repair of 
detectors for electron and ion beam systems, electron detectors, secondary ions detectors, back scattered electron 
detectors, X-ray detectors, cathodoluminiscence detectors; service, maintenance and repair of diffraction apparatus and 
diffraction detectors for microscopes, electron multiplier tubes, photo multipliers, amplifiers, gas injection systems, 
electron flood guns, stages and nanomanipulators for microscopes, decontaminators, vacuum systems and gauges.

Cl.42;Design, development and research services of the charged particle optical systems, namely electron 
microscopes, scanning electron microscopes, transmission electron microscopes, ion microscopes, raman microscopes, 
atomic force microscopes, holographic microscopes.
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Priority claimed from 09/12/2014; Application No. : 670220 ;Switzerland 

3249362    08/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274096]
GIORGIO ARMANI S.P.A., Milan, Swiss Branch Mendrisio
Via Penate 4 CH-6850 Mendrisio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; perfumes; make-up products; personal deodorants and antiperspirants; essential oils for personal 
use; soaps; bath oils; bubble bath; bath creams; shower soaps; shaving creams; beauty creams; vanishing creams; skin 
lotions for cosmetic use; sun tan lotion for the body; after-shave lotions; hair lotions; body milks; sun-tanning oils, sun 
milks; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; eyebrow pencils; eyeliners; mascara; face powders; lipsticks, cleansing
milk; hair care preparations; shampoos; henna; hair creams; hair sprays; nail polish; cosmetic kits.

Cl.9;Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases, chains and cords for glasses and 
spectacles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; covers for multimedia players; covers for mobile telephones; 
covers for DVDs; covers for CDs; covers for computer cables; covers for audio reproduction devices; covers for 
palmtops; covers for electronic agendas; covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras.

Cl.14;Clocks and watches; chronometers and chronographs [watches]; earrings; rings [jewelry]; necklaces [jewelry]; 
bracelets; ornamental pins made of precious metals; shoe ornaments of precious metal; boxes of precious metal; pins 
[jewelry]; tie clips; cuff links; watch straps.

Cl.18;Handbags; traveling bags; briefcases (leather goods); leather briefcases; credit card holders of leather; wallets; 
leather document briefcases; leather key cases; purses (coin purses); suitcases; empty bags for cosmetic products; 
sports bags included in this class; shoulder bags for ladies; leather shopping bags; school bags; garment bags for travel; 
shoe bags for travel; beach bags; diaper bags; backpacks; Boston bags; traveling trunks; barrel bags; overnight bags; 
carry-on bags; satchels; evening purses [handbags]; vanity cases; fur-skins; cases and boxes made of leather; leather 
bags for packaging; leather straps; umbrellas; leather leashes.

Cl.25;Coats; jackets; trousers; skirts; tops (clothing); raincoats; overcoats; belts (clothing); suspenders for clothing; 
suits; stuff jackets; pullovers; jeans; dresses; pelerines; parkas; shirts; tee-shirts; cardigans; underwear; baby-dolls 
being nightwear; dressing gowns (bathrobes); swimming wear; negligees (underwear); bathing suits; dressing gowns 
(robes); shawls; sashes for wear; bolo ties; neckties; sweatshirts; undershirts; polo shirts; teddies (undergarments); 
shorts; stockings; socks; shoes; bedroom slippers; overshoes; galoshes; clogs (wooden shoes); shoe soles; uppers for 
footwear; boots; ski boots; half-boots; esparto shoes or sandals; sandals; bath sandals; gloves (clothing); mittens; hats 
and berets; visors (headwear).

Cl.28;Machines, apparatus and devices for sports games, sports and physical exercise; video game machines; bags 
and rucksacks adapted for sports equipment; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and 
confectionery; toys; gloves (for games) and gloves for use in playing sports; plush toys; skis; snowboards; dolls' clothes; 
accessories for dolls.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of cosmetics, perfumes, make-up preparations, personal 
deodorants and antiperspirants, essential oils for personal use, soaps, bath oils, bath foam, bath cream, shower foam, 
shaving creams, beauty creams, day creams, skin lotions for cosmetic use, body milk, lotions, sun oils, sun milks, tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions, eyebrow pencils, eye liners, mascara, face powder, lipsticks, cleansing milk, hair care 
preparations, shampoos, henna, hair cream, hair spray, nail polish, cosmetic kits, spectacles, sunglasses, lenses and 
frames therefor, contact lenses, cords, chains and cases for spectacles, and parts and accessories, covers for media 
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players, covers for mobile telephones, covers for DVDs, covers for CDs, cable covers, covers for computer apparatus for 
reproduction of sound, covers for palmtops, covers for electronic agendas, cases for cameras and video cameras, cases 
for watches, chronographs (watches and clocks) and chronometers, earrings, rings (jewelry), necklaces (jewelry), 
bracelets, ornamental pins made of precious metal, shoe ornaments of precious metal, boxes of precious metal, pins 
(jewelry), tie clips, cuff links, watch straps, handbags, traveling bags, briefcases (leather goods), leather briefcases, 
leather credit card holders, wallets, leather briefcases, leather key cases, suitcases, purses, cosmetic bags sold empty, 
sports bags included in this class, bags for sports equipment, shoulder bags for women, leather shopping bags, school 
bags, garment bags for travel, shoe bags for travel, beach bags, diaper bags, backpacks, Boston bags, trunks for travel, 
duffel bags, overnight cases, carry-on bags, hand bags, evening bags, vanity cases, fur-skins (animal skins), boxes and 
cases of leather, bags of leather for packaging, bands of leather, umbrellas, leather leashes, jackets, coats, trousers, 
skirts, tops (clothing), overcoats, raincoats, belts, braces for clothing, suits, stuff jackets, pullovers, dresses, jeans, 
gloves (clothing), parkas, shirts, t-shirts, cardigans, underwear, baby doll pajamas, bathrobes, bath clothing, negligees, 
bathing suits, dressing gowns, shawls, scarves, ties, t-shirts, ties, polo shirts, t-shirts, bodysuits (leotards), stockings, 
socks, shorts, shoes, slippers, overshoes, wooden shoes (footwear, galoshes), footwear soles, footwear uppers, boots, 
ski boots, esparto shoes or sandals, sandals, half-boots, bath sandals, gloves (clothing), mittens, hats, berets, cap visors 
(headgear), machines, apparatus and devices for sports games, sports and physical exercise, video game machines, bags 
and rucksacks for sports articles, decorations for Christmas trees except illumination articles and confectionery, toys, 
gloves (for games) and sports gloves, plush toys, snowboards, skis (snowboards), doll clothing, doll accessories, 
excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods.

Cl.41;Organization of conventions, conferences, congresses, exhibitions and fairs for cultural, entertainment and 
sports purposes; club services [entertainment or education]; teaching; providing of training services, entertainment, 
sporting activities.
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Priority claimed from 23/03/2015; Application No. : 1680933 ;Australia 

3249552    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274723]
TopMeApp Pty Ltd
L2, 50 York St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for the control of telecommunication apparatus; computer programs for the control of 
telecommunication instruments; computer programs for use in telecommunications; computer software; network 
applications being computer programs; telecommunications apparatus for transmitting data for use with computers; 
wireless communication apparatus; instruments (electric and electronic) for the control of machines; application 
software; carriers adapted for mobile phones; mobile data apparatus; call charging apparatus for use with 
telecommunications apparatus; digital telecommunications apparatus; mobile telecommunications apparatus; data 
transfer apparatus; electronic remote data transfer apparatus.

Cl.36;Credit card services; debit card services; electronic payment services; financial services; issuing of vouchers; 
issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in relation to the supply of benefits for customer loyalty and frequent buyer 
schemes; issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in relation to the supply of benefits for frequent flyer schemes; payment 
of bills and accounts for others.

Cl.38;Mobile telephone communication services; cellular telecommunications services; data transmission services 
over telecommunications networks.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : BO2014C001658 ;Italy 

3249571    22/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273808]
COESIA SPA
Via Battindarno, 91 I-40133 BOLOGNA (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for making containers, in particular bottles, and parts therefor, machines for decanting liquids into 
containers, in particular bottles, packaging machines, in particular for foodstuffs and consumer goods, including 
packaging machines for cigarettes and cigars, canning devices, plastic film wrapping machines, packaging machines for 
handkerchiefs of paper, devices for filling bags with fine-cut tobacco; conveyors, in particular belt and roller conveyors, 
chain conveyors, overhead conveyors to transport packaging materials, any conveyor for the packaging industry or 
relating to packaging machines; robots for the loading and unloading of packaging containers, pallets, conveyors, 
packaging machines; gear boxes, geared motors, couplings other than for land vehicles; parts for the aforesaid 
machines, devices and units (included in class 7), in particular shafts, axles, journals, levers, gear wheels, pull wheels, 
tobacco scales for devices to pack tobacco in bags; valves, vacuum pumps, compressed air pumps, control and 
monitoring apparatus for the aforesaid machines, devices and groups; rigid tubes of metal used as machine parts, plates 
and frames for foundations, hydraulic and pneumatic telescopic cylinders, machines for the manufacture of goods to 
smoke, in particular cigarettes; machines for the manufacture of cigarettes, cigars and cigarette filters, tow treatment 
machines to prepare filter tow for the manufacture of filters for goods to smoke, automatic wrapping and packaging 
machines for goods in general, metal-working machine tools; machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for the 
filling of containers with liquids and powders, including bottle filling machines, corking machines, labelling machines, 
conveyers, boxing machines, pallet wrapping machines, bagging machines, palletisers; machines for the production of 
gears; machine tools for the working of metals, plastics, fibrous and composite materials.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration, commercial or industrial business management assistance, 
business management consultancy.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of the aforesaid machines, including machines for making containers, 
machines for decanting liquids into containers, packaging machines, canning devices, machines for production of 
smokers' articles, in particular cigarettes, cigars and filters for cigarettes, automated packaging and wrapping machines 
for goods in general, machine tools for metalworking, machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for filling 
containers for liquids and powders, machine tools for production of gears, machine tools for metalworking, for 
processing plastics, fibrous materials and composite materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research; 
mechanical research.
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2015; Application No. : 525310 ;Sweden 

3249644    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274098]
SSAB Technology AB
Box 70 SE-101 21 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metals; common metals; common metal alloys; raw metal and semi-finished metal; unprocessed and semi-
processed materials of metal; metal hardware; metal structures; metal plates; base metals; base metal alloys; metal 
building materials; portable and transportable buildings of metal; bars of metal; round bars of metal; metal profiles; half 
arrow profiles in metal; wires of metal; hard facing wires of metal; bolts of metal; hard metal; metal tubes; chutes of metal 
[other than parts of machines]; screws of metal; steel; steel products for the industries of mining, quarries and sand, 
construction, cement and concrete, coal and energy, metal works, recycling, agriculture, transport, vehicles (trains, 
buses, trucks), forestry and fishing; steel products for lifting, transport, mining, agricultural, train and bus applications; 
welding steel; steel alloys; steel sheets; steel fabrications; steel buildings; structural steels; plated steels; structural steel 
work; steel building materials; modular prefabricated steel framing; steel drums; steel bars; wear steel products for 
mobile cranes, skylifts, aerial platforms, work platforms, loader cranes, telehandlers, concrete pump cranes, cargo 
handlers, semi trailers, mining machines, forestry machines, tippers, trailers, front loaders, front loader attachments, 
sprayers, trains, buses, light trucks, buckets, containers, dozers, shovels, balers, harvesters and knives; metallic 
containers; steel containers; hard faced chromium carbide overlay plates (CCO plates); pins (hardware); molds of metal; 
wear pads of metal; cabins of metal; metal frames; under frames of metal; basket frames of metal; floor plates of metal; 
back plates of metal; side plates of metal; lip plates of metal; basket plates of metal; metal profiles; top profiles of metal; 
walls of metal; end walls of metal; side walls of metal; front walls of metal; gates of metal; tailgates of metal; metal hinges;
metal brackets; boxes of common metal; crash boxes of metal [other than vehicles].

Cl.7;Machine tools; tools (parts of machines); components for machine tools; agricultural, earthmoving, construction 
and mining equipment and machines; agricultural implements other than hand-operated; components for agricultural 
machines; moving and handling equipment; material handling and transportation machines; machines and machine tools 
for treatment of material and manufacturing; fastening and joining tools and equipment [machines]; material production 
and processing machines; cutting, drilling, abrading, sharpening and surface treatment equipment [machines]; 
excavators; bulldozers; mining excavators; buckets for earth moving mahcines; agricultural buckets; excavator buckets; 
trailer buckets; bucket teeth and bucket protection systems; bucket conveyor; tractor loaders; front loaders; front loaders 
for tractors; front loader attachments; front loader arms; loader arms, cross members, fixing brackets, adapters, bucket 
plates, back plates, side plates, top profiles, lip plates for front loaders and front loader attachments; mining machines; 
machine frames, loader, loader cabins, roof supports, loader arms, loader cross members, frames, upper frame, crawler 
frame, base assemblies, front links, rear links, caving shields, canopies for mining machines; underground loaders 
(machines); mining excavators; hydraulic roof supports longwall mining machines; grouser (tractor) bars; cranes; mobile 
cranes; telescopic booms, crane frames, outriggers, boom tubes, crane frames, cross beams, stabilizer extensions, 
crawler frames and outrigger legs for mobile cranes and crawler cranes; terrain cranes; truck cranes; booms, telescopic 
booms, frames, boom tubes, cross beams, stabilizer extensions and legs for mobile cranes; boom tubes, knuckle booms, 
scissor beams, crane frames, cross beams, stabilizer extensions, stabilizer legs, platform floors and guard rails for 
skylifts, aerial platforms and work platforms; crawler cranes; lattice booms and telescopic booms for crawler cranes; 
compact crawler cranes; loader cranes; columns, booms, telescopic extensions, stabilizer extensions, stabilizer legs for 
loader cranes; concrete pump cranes; truck mounted and trailer mounted mobile pumps; stationary pumps; concrete 
placing booms; machine frames; truck mounted booms, stationary booms, placing boom frames, cross beams, stabilizer 
extensions and legs for concrete pump cranes; crane components; components for heavy lift and transport devices and 
cranes; booms; booms, frames and enclosures for machines that handle lumber, paper and paperboard, cardboard, 
construction materials, mining and oil drilling; grapples; mobile grapples; platform lifts; boom lifts; telescopic boom lifts; 
scissor lift; steamrollers; road rollers; ploughs; housings (parts of machines); mills (machines); protective covers (parts 
of machines); guards (part of machines); blades (parts of machines); waste compacting machines; trash compactors; 
protective plates (parts of machines); wheel loader scales; shredders [machines]; machine knives; knives (parts of 
machines); granulator knives; prismatic knives; hammer mills; sieves (machines or parts of machines); conveyor belts; 
chain conveyors; hydraulic rock hammers; compressors for machines; hydraulic hoists; engines (except for land 
vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); wind turbines; cutting edges; 
crushers (machines); wear segments for crushers; crusher parts; dozers; shovels [parts of machines]; hoppers [machine 
s]; feeders [parts of machines]; pulverisers [machines]; mixers [machines]; mills [machines]; cyclones; shears 
[machines]; balers for industrial or agricultural use; drums [parts of machines]; liners; harvesters; pavers [machines]; 
heavy lift machinery; washing machines; cabins for lifting; welded and assembly ready components for lifting and 
transportation devices; thick wall welded tubular components being parts of machines for process and offshore industry; 
ceramic liners; telehandlers; rotating telehandlers; non-rotating telehandlers; heavy duty telehandlers; telehandler 
booms; boom tubes, outrigger beams and legs, grapples, forks and buckets for telehandlers; cargo handling machines; 
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cargo handlers; attachments to cargo handlers; inner booms, outer booms, fixtures, cross beams, spreader beams, lift 
legs, grabs, mast profiles for cargo handlers; telescopic booms; spreaders [machines]; grabs [parts of machines]; reach 
stackers; container handlers; roof support machines; sprayers [machines] for use in agriculture; self-propelled sprayers; 
crop sprayers; sprayer chassis; sprayer booms; longitudinal members, cross members, boom frames, top members, 
bottom members, web members for sprayers; forestry machines; harvesting booms, harvester heads, harvester frames, 
harvester cabins, loader cranes, forwarder frames, forwarder bunks, forwarder cabins, columns, booms, telescopic 
extensions, head frames, local reinforcements, frames, bunks, load stakes for forestry machines; forestry harvesters; 
forestry forwarders.

Cl.12;Vehicles for underground mining and construction; wagons; trucks; light trucks; structural parts for light 
trucks; fork lift trucks; loaders [fork-lift trucks]; underground loaders (trucks); automobile chassis; tipping bodies for 
lorries (trucks); tippers [lorries]; tipper bodies; agricultural tippers; dumpers; dumper bodies for trucks; tractors; train 
cars; garbage trucks; automotive components, dumpers, tippers and special-steel components in vehicles; weight saving 
and crash safety components for automotive industry; transportation tanks; trailers; trailer chassis; agricultural trailers; 
floor plates, sidewalls, front walls, tailgates, hinges, side members, cross members suspension brackets, drawbars for 
tippers and trailers; semi-trailers; longitudinal beams, transversal beams, suspension brackets, bulkheads, platforms, 
side rails, bumpers, stake pockets, landing gears, stakes, timber bunks, folding loading ramps, web plates, flanges, web 
stiffeners, box sections, king pin boxes, suspension brackets, deck plates, rear bumpers, side bumpers, stake pockets, 
landing gears, stakes, loading ramps for semi-trailers; flatbed trailers; box trailers; low bed trailers; timber trailers; tipper 
trailers; bulk trailers; tank trailers; car carriage trailers; drawbars for trailers; trains [vehicles]; passenger trains; cargo 
wagons; hopper wagons; coil wagons; structural parts for trains; crash absorbers for vehicles; vehicle seats; seat 
frames; side plates, underframes, crash boxes, seat frames, basket plates, stiffeners, basket frames, underframes, coil 
cradles, end wall, load securing arms for passenger trains and cargo wagons; buses; structural parts for buses; 
outriggers for vehicles; dredgers.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2015; Application No. : 2015/14549 ;Turkey 

3249655    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274154]
SIMEKS TIBBI SISTEMLER SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Kultur Mah. Suna Sk, No:7 Besiktas Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Instruments and furniture especially made for medical, dental and veterinary purposes; storage and organizing 
units for use with inventory management of medicine and medical materials, all for use with medical, dental and 
veterinary purposes; containers and cabinets with adjustable or particular heat level for medical, dental or veterinary use.

Cl.20;Furniture including in this class.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 521127 ;Czech Republic 

3249668    27/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273759]
STERCH-INTERNATIONAL s.r.o.
Hodolany 569 CZ-779 00 Olomouc Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Propulsions and their accessories for engines and devices except engines for vehicles; servo drives, electric 
drives, gears and gear system for machines and machine equipment excluding vehicles; machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); aeroplane engines, aeronautical engines, electric motors except 
engines for vehicles; equipment and machine tools for manufacture of aeroplane engines; machine tools and equipment 
for manufacturing of machine parts; machines and machine tools, especially for automatic robotic stations; turning, 
milling, laser, cutting, pressing and auxiliary appliances (as parts of machine tools) for manufacturing.

Cl.9;Gauging apparatus for aircraft industry.

Cl.11;Regulating and safety equipment and their accessories as for water apparatus, for gas and oil apparatus and 
pipes, all above for use in industry.

Cl.37;Service, repairs and maintenance of machines and equipment mentioned in classes 7, 9 and 11.

Cl.40;Mechanical processing and treatment of metallic and plastic materials, metal treating, tool-making, engine 
fitting, surface treatment and welding of metals, custom metalworking, laser metal working, metal working by moulding, 
machining, cutting, refining, bending.

Cl.42;Research and development in mechanical engineering; research and development in aircraft industry, military 
industry and nuclear industry; designing and planning in mechanical engineering; designing and planning in aircraft 
industry, military industry and nuclear industry; consulting services for machines and machine tools in mechanical 
engineering, aircraft industry and military industry; industrial design for servo drives and control engineering in water-
supply engineering, petrochemical industry and processing industry; design and development of robotic stations for 
assembly, welding and handling.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 1300594 ;Benelux 

3249669    22/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273770]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for measuring, detecting and monitoring, scientific apparatus and instruments namely 
indicators for antimicrobials and monitoring instruments, in particular analysis apparatus and instruments not for medical 
purposes; apparatus and instruments for scientific research and laboratories; software for use with the aforesaid 
apparatus and instruments as well as for use with in class 10 mentioned apparatus and instruments.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for measuring, detecting and monitoring, medical apparatus and 
instruments namely indicators and monitoring instruments for antimicrobials, in particular analysis apparatus and 
instruments.
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Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 1711639 ;Australia 

3250623    14/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274599]
Plantic Technologies Limited
51 Burns Road Altona VIC 3018 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed plastics, plastics in the form of chips, flakes, granules or pellets for further processing by industry.

Cl.16;Polymer based packaging materials.

Cl.17;Polymers in extruded and injection moulded form; goods made from polymers not included in other classes.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 86574842 ;United States of 
America 

3250710    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274662]
Flatirons Solutions, Inc.
17671 Cowan, Suite 200 Irvine CA 926146078 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for ensuring regulatory compliance in the fields of aerospace, flight operations, airline 
maintenance and repair, oil, gas, alternative energy, marine, rail, and military logistics; computer software for use in 
creation and publication of electronic data, creation of three-dimensional data models, and creation and management of a 
technical library; computer software for content and data management in the fields of aerospace, flight operations, airline 
maintenance and repair, oil, gas, alternative energy, marine, rail, and military logistics; computer software for content 
lifecycle management, namely, software to manage the creation, classification, retrieval, distribution, publication, 
retention, and destruction of information in electronic form.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for ensuring regulatory compliance in the fields of 
aerospace, flight operations, airline maintenance and repair, oil, gas, alternative energy, marine, rail, and military 
logistics; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in creation and publication of electronic data, 
creation of three-dimensional data models, and creation and management of a technical library; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for content and data management in the fields of aerospace, flight operations, airline 
maintenance and repair, oil, gas, alternative energy, marine, rail, and military logistics; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for content lifecycle management, namely, software to manage the creation, classification, 
retrieval, distribution, publication, retention, and destruction of information in electronic form.
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3250796    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274322]
CARPYZ S.A.S.
Jean Jacques Rousseau, 215 F-92136 Issy les Moulineaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines].

Cl.12;Electric vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water and rail.

Cl.42;Engineering.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2015; Application No. : VR2015C000052 ;Italy 

3250804    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274151]
AQUAFIL S.P.A.
Via Linfano, 9 I-38062 ARCO (TN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Fabric; non-woven textile fabrics; hand towels of textile; foulard [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; cloth; furnishing 
fabrics; elastic woven material; nylon fabric; table linen of textile; labels of cloth; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; 
banners and flags of textile; tapestries of textile; adhesive fabric for application by heat; chemical fiber fabrics; mixed 
fiber fabrics; synthetic fiber fabrics; semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; fabric for footwear; lingerie fabric; fabrics for interior 
decoration; curtain fabrics; shower curtains of textile or plastic; textile material; towels of textile; curtain holders of textile 
material; face towels of textile; table linen, not of paper; fabrics for textile use; nylon flags; bed covers; tulle; mosquito 
nets; bath towels; sleeping bag liners; curtains; shower curtains; hat linings, of textile, in the piece; handkerchiefs [not of 
paper]; bath mitts; textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers.

Cl.25;Leotards and tights for women, men and children of nylon, cotton or other textile fibers; waterproof clothing; 
dresses; chemises; girdles; bath robes; bathing suits; bathing caps; bath slippers; bath sandals; hats and caps; 
underwear; thermal underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; braces for clothing [suspenders]; galoshes; baby bunting 
[clothing]; sweat-absorbent stockings; sports socks; socks and stockings; breeches for wear; bathing trunks; shirts; 
sport shirts; nightgowns; sports singlets; long-sleeved vests; hats; caps; bonnets; sports caps and hats; coats; 
blousons; fishing vests; belts [clothing]; tights; neckties; scarfs; pocket squares; kerchiefs [clothing]; gaiters; jackets 
[clothing]; wind-resistant jackets; jackets for motorcyclists; padded jackets; waterproof jackets; men's and women's 
jackets, coats, trousers, vests; gymnastic shoes; tracksuits; clothing for gymnastics; overalls; skirts; gloves [clothing]; 
bicycle gloves; riding gloves; gloves for motorcyclists; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; waterproof boots for fishing; 
trousers; rain pants; sports trousers; stretch pants; crew neck sweaters; turtleneck sweaters; maillots [hosiery]; sports 
jerseys; sweaters; boxer shorts; wet suits for surface watersports; wetsuit gloves; neck warmers; shoes; sashes for wear; 
shawls; shawls and stoles; trouser straps; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; combinations [clothing]; work overalls; 
snowsuits; footwear, except orthopedic footwear; climbing footwear; athletic footwear; riding shoes; footwear for 
snowboarding; clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 01355 ;Denmark 

3250805    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274145]
Einar A/S
Palsgaardvej 10 DK-7130 Juelsminde Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Emulsifiers; emulsifiers in the form of surface-active chemical agents; emulsifiers, including surface-active 
chemical agents, for mixing with colour pigments used for the production of master batches, compounds and 
composites, all the aforesaid for the production of polymers; emulsifiers, including surface-active chemical agents, for 
mixing with ingredients, including cementitious powder, fibrous materials, glass fibres and powered carbon, for the 
production of master batches, compounds and composites, all the aforesaid for the production of polymers; emulsifiers, 
including surface-active chemical agents, for industrial purposes, including for use in the plastics industry; chemical 
emulsifiers; polymeric emulsifiers; reinforced polymers; cationic polymers; chemical additives for polymers; chemical 
compounds for use in the manufacture of polymers; chemical substances for modifying the properties of polymers; 
polymers for use in the preparation of cements; polymers for industrial use; unprocessed synthetic polymers; water 
absorbing polymers; hydrosoluble polymers; water soluble polymers for industrial use; polymers for use in the 
manufacture of floor finishes; polymers for use in the manufacture of floor sealers; dispersing agents.

Cl.2;Dispersion paints; polymer colours; colouring products for addition to polymeric material; concentrated mixtures, 
including colour batches, used for colouring plastics; concentrated mixtures consisting of pigments and carrier 
polymers, in solid or liquid form, used for colouring plastics; concentrated mixtures consisting of pigments and/or 
additives, encapsulated into carrier resins, in solid or liquid form, used for colouring plastics; concentrated mixtures 
consisting of pigments and/or additives and/or carrier polymers, in solid or liquid form, used for colouring plastics; 
concentrated mixtures consisting of pigments and/or additives and/or carrier polymers, encapsulated into carrier resins, 
in solid or liquid form, used for colouring plastics; composites for colouring plastics; composites consisting of fibrous 
materials, including plant cellulose, and of polymers and additives to improve performance when colouring plastics; 
composites consisting of ingredients in powder or fibrous form, including wood, glass, carbon or cement, and of 
polymers as well as emulsifiers to improve performance when colouring plastics.

Cl.16;Plastic materials for packaging; plastic film for packaging; food wrapping plastic film; packaging wrappers of 
plastic; plastic wrap; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization.
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3251144    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1242189]
UEDA MOTORCYCLE PARTS CO.,LTD.
2-9-18, Nishitanabe-cho, Abeno-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 545-0014 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pistons [parts of engines]; pistons for engines; pistons for vehicle engines; pistons for land vehicle engines; 
pistons for cylinders as parts of engines; pistons rings as parts of engines; pistons segments as parts of engines; 
connecting rods as parts of engines; connecting rods as parts of engines for land vehicle; exhaust gas recirculation 
[EGR] valves for motors and engines; positive crankcase ventilation [PCV] valves for motors and engines; control cables 
for non-electric prime movers not for land vehicles, engines or motors.

Cl.12;Axle bearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; chains for bicycles, cycles; transmission 
chains for land vehicles; brake cables for motorcycles; clutch cables for motorcycles.
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Priority claimed from 05/10/2015; Application No. : 14644025 ;European Union 

3251464    06/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273891]
DIMAC S.r.l.
S.S. 10 per Voghera, 93/5/D Reg. Villoria I-15057 Tortona (Alessandria) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for control, measurement and selection.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for control; control devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, 
indicators and controllers; electric and electronic components; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; 
software and operating systems.
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3251483    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274323]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for use in industry.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; dyestuffs; mordants; 
raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
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3251654    09/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273774]
FreshFood Holdings Pte Limited
402 North Bridge Road, #05-00 Jun Xin Building Singapore 188722 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.

Cl.43;Providing of food and drink including coffee shop services, restaurant services, cafe and cafeteria services.
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3251673    21/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273821]
Catan GmbH
Schulgasse 43 64380 Roßdorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video game programs (computer software); video games in the form of saved software; game software for 
computers; game software for use with computers; game software for computers; gaming software; software for video 
games; software for games on video gaming hardware; software for electronic games; software for computer games; 
programs for electronic games; programs for computer games (software); data carriers with programs, readable by 
machines; machine readable information carriers; machine readable data carriers; machine readable computer programs 
for use of reproducing music; interactive entertainment software for use with computers; interactive computer gaming 
software; computer operating programs saved in digital form; downloadable programs for electronic games; 
downloadable interactive software for video games; downloadable interactive software for computer games; 
downloadable computer software from the worldwide computer information net; saved computer gaming software; saved 
computer programs; DVDs; computer game software for use in mobile phones; computer gaming software; computer 
gaming programs (software); computer gaming programs; computer gaming cartridges (computer software); computer 
software gaming programs; computer software for video games; computer software for games; computer programs for 
games; computer programs for saved games; computer programs, downloadable; computer operating programs; 
computer games programs; compact disks; cds; pre-recorded media; pre-recorded data carriers for use with computers; 
pre-recorded cds; digital books, downloadable from the internet; from the internet downloadable computer game 
programs (software); computer gaming software, downloadable from the internet; recorded data; video games saved on 
cartridges (computer software).

Cl.16;Billboards from paper or cardboard; billboards from cardboard; boxes made from cardboard; wrapping boxes 
from cardboard; cardboard boxes; strategy books for card games; gaming notes; novels; advertising posters; notes for 
writing down game points (printed matter); cards for writing down game points; sheets for writing down game points; 
characters made from paper; brochures for games; booklets; pads for taking notes; pads (paper and writing); containers 
from cardboard for packing; manuals for computer games.

Cl.28;Counters for games; dice; dice for games; dice cups; soft toys; game dice; tokens and dice (for games); game 
cards and card games; game cards; games; puzzles, plush toys; miniatures for games; card games; wooden games; 
parlour game; electronic games; Christmas ornaments; Christmas tree ornaments; Christmas tree decoration (except 
edible and for purpose of illumination); Christmas tree decoration; Christmas tree tag; board game collections, board 
games.
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2014; Application No. : BO2014C001669 ;Italy 

3251747    23/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273806]
COESIA S.P.A.
Via Battindarno, 91 I-40133 BOLOGNA (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for making containers, in particular bottles, and parts therefor, machines for decanting liquids into 
containers, in particular bottles, packaging machines, in particular for foodstuffs and consumer goods, including 
packaging machines for cigarettes and cigars, canning devices, plastic film wrapping machines, packaging machines for 
handkerchiefs of paper, devices for filling bags with fine-cut tobacco; conveyors, in particular belt and roller conveyors, 
chain conveyors, overhead conveyors to transport packaging materials, any conveyor for the packaging industry or 
relating to packaging machines; robots for the loading and unloading of packaging containers, pallets, conveyors, 
packaging machines; gear boxes, geared motors, couplings other than for land vehicles; parts for the aforesaid 
machines, devices and units (included in class 7), in particular shafts, axles, journals, levers, gear wheels, pull wheels, 
tobacco scales for devices to pack tobacco in bags; valves, vacuum pumps, compressed air pumps, control and 
monitoring apparatus for the aforesaid machines, devices and groups; rigid tubes of metal used as machine parts, plates 
and frames for foundations, hydraulic and pneumatic telescopic cylinders, machines for the manufacture of goods to 
smoke, in particular cigarettes; machines for the manufacture of cigarettes, cigars and cigarette filters, tow treatment 
machines to prepare filter tow for the manufacture of filters for goods to smoke, automatic wrapping and packaging 
machines for goods in general, metal-working machine tools; machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for the 
filling of containers with liquids and powders, including bottle filling machines, corking machines, labelling machines, 
conveyers, boxing machines, pallet wrapping machines, bagging machines, palletisers; machines for the production of 
gears; machine tools for the working of metals, plastics, fibrous and composite materials.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration, commercial or industrial business management assistance, 
business management consultancy.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of the aforesaid machines, including machines for making containers, 
machines for decanting liquids into containers, packaging machines, canning devices, machines for production of 
smokers' articles, in particular cigarettes, cigars and filters for cigarettes, automated packaging and wrapping machines 
for goods in general, machine tools for metalworking, machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for filling 
containers for liquids and powders, machine tools for production of gears, machine tools for metalworking, for 
processing plastics, fibrous materials and composite materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research; 
mechanical research.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2015; Application No. : 86742103 ;United States of 
America 

3251758    01/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274214]
Federal Express Corporation
3620 Hacks Cross Road, Bldg. B, 3rd Fl. Memphis TN 38125 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Customs clearance services; customs brokerage services, namely commodity classification, calculation, quote 
and guarantee of duties, taxes and transportation costs; currency exchange services; insurance services for shipment of 
goods of others; merchant services, namely payment transaction processing services; financial transaction services, 
namely financial settlement services for the purchase of goods and the shipping therefor.

Cl.39;Shipping and delivery services, namely pick-up, transportation, storage, tracking and delivery of packages by air
and land.

Cl.45;Fraud detection services in the field of payment for purchase and shipment of goods.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : BO2014C001659 ;Italy 

3251852    22/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273807]
COESIA S.P.A.
Via Battindarno, 91 I-40133 BOLOGNA (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for making containers, in particular bottles, and parts therefor, machines for decanting liquids into 
containers, in particular bottles, packaging machines, in particular for foodstuffs and consumer goods, including 
packaging machines for cigarettes and cigars, canning devices, plastic film wrapping machines, packaging machines for 
handkerchiefs of paper, devices for filling bags with fine-cut tobacco; conveyors, in particular belt and roller conveyors, 
chain conveyors, overhead conveyors to transport packaging materials, any conveyor for the packaging industry or 
relating to packaging machines; robots for the loading and unloading of packaging containers, pallets, conveyors, 
packaging machines; gear boxes, geared motors, couplings other than for land vehicles; parts for the aforesaid 
machines, devices and units (included in class 7), in particular shafts, axles, journals, levers, gear wheels, pull wheels, 
tobacco scales for devices to pack tobacco in bags; valves, vacuum pumps, compressed air pumps, control and 
monitoring apparatus for the aforesaid machines, devices and groups; rigid tubes of metal used as machine parts, plates 
and frames for foundations, hydraulic and pneumatic telescopic cylinders, machines for the manufacture of goods to 
smoke, in particular cigarettes; machines for the manufacture of cigarettes, cigars and cigarette filters, tow treatment 
machines to prepare filter tow for the manufacture of filters for goods to smoke, automatic wrapping and packaging 
machines for goods in general, metal-working machine tools; machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for the 
filling of containers with liquids and powders, including bottle filling machines, corking machines, labelling machines, 
conveyers, boxing machines, pallet wrapping machines, bagging machines, palletisers; machines for the production of 
gears; machine tools for the working of metals, plastics, fibrous and composite materials.

Cl.35;Business management, business administration, commercial or industrial business management assistance, 
business management consultancy.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of the aforesaid machines, including machines for making containers, 
machines for decanting liquids into containers, packaging machines, canning devices, machines for production of 
smokers' articles, in particular cigarettes, cigars and filters for cigarettes, automated packaging and wrapping machines 
for goods in general, machine tools for metalworking, machines of all kinds for the bottling industry and for filling 
containers for liquids and powders, machine tools for production of gears, machine tools for metalworking, for 
processing plastics, fibrous materials and composite materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research; 
mechanical research.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2015; Application No. : 2015-012491 ;Japan 

3252183    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274272]
GOLDWIN INC.
210, Kiyosawa, Oyabe-shi Toyama-ken 932-0112 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; bags; pouches; purses; backpacks; rucksacks; pocket wallets; handbags; key cases; all purpose sport 
bags; vanity cases sold empty.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; suits; jackets; skirts; trousers; coats; shirts; pyjamas; underwear; underpants; 
undershirts; pants; brassieres; camisoles; socks; stockings; tights; scarves; headwear; gloves; garters; sock 
suspenders; suspenders; waistbands; belts for clothing; ski suits; snowboard jackets; ski gloves; snowboard gloves; 
inner soles; clothing for sports; sports shoes; ski boots; snowboard boots.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; gloves for games; bags specially adapted for sports equipment; protective pads for use in sports.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 1683954 ;Australia 

3252361    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273826]
CIMIC Group Limited
472 Pacific Highway St Leonards NSW 2065 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software including computer software for use in downloading, transmitting, 
receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, playing, storing and organising data including audio and video data; 
downloadable digital applications and apps; electronic newsletters; electronic magazines; electronic publications; 
electronic publications (downloadable); electronic publications including those sold and distributed online; printed 
publications in electronically readable form; printed publications in machine readable form; publications in computer 
readable form; publications in machine readable form; publications downloaded in electronic form from the internet; 
computer programs including interactive computer programs; pre-recorded media, including videos; electrical apparatus, 
appliances, equipment and instruments in this class.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printed matter, including booklets, books, magazines, 
manuals, newspapers, brochures, fact sheets, posters, pamphlets and periodicals; stationery; instructional and teaching 
materials (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management, consultancy, information and advisory services; business administration; 
business project management; commercial, retail and industrial management services; industrial management 
assistance; cost accounting; cost price analysis; marketing and promotional services; retailing and wholesaling services; 
data-processing and retrieval services; organisation of housing and real estate displays and exhibitions for promotion or 
advertising purposes; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.

Cl.36;Insurance and financial services, including insurance advisory, consultancy and underwriting services, 
investment services; real estate affairs; capital investments; commercial property investment services; property 
investment services; financing of investments; financial, monetary, real estate and insurance services including but not 
limited to managing funds, finances, investments, investment portfolios and/or assets including real estate assets; 
financial management services; financial compliance services; risk management services; valuation services; risk 
advisory services; investment services, including but not limited to investments in direct and indirect 
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commercial/industrial real estate portfolios; investment management services; funds management services; asset 
management services; management and investment services in relation to securities and equities; debt management 
services, debt raising and structuring services, lending services; funding and financial structuring and financial advisory 
services in relation to joint venture and business acquisitions and mergers; property based financial services; property 
based financial products; property investment banking services; property management services; property asset 
management services; wholesale and retail investment management services; capital raising services; debt and 
transaction restructuring; property development services; real estate management services; real estate agency services; 
the development and management of commercial/industrial real estate assets; management of listed and unlisted 
property trusts or specialised funds; real estate services; buying, selling and leasing real estate; tenant management 
services; property management services for others; financing services; financial advisory services; consultancy and 
financial planning services; financial analysis and reporting services; provision of information and portfolio tracking 
services in relation to finance, investment and real estate; advisory, support, information and consultancy services 
relating to the foregoing.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance and installation services; cleaning services in this class; providing 
information on construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation; advisory services in the fields of 
construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation; building and construction supervision; scaffolding; mining 
extraction; quarrying services; telephone installation and repair; construction project management; property 
development, renovation and maintenance services including the development, renovation and maintenance of shopping 
centres, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; project 
management including project management of shopping centres, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential 
buildings and other real estate developments; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the 
foregoing.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication by computer networks and optic networks; computer aided transmission 
of messages and images; electronic mail; data communications; provision of electronic communications facilities; 
advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; engineering services; construction planning and project management; architectural services; industrial design; 
computer programming; design, implementation, evaluation, modification and maintenance of computer software; 
computer hardware consultancy services; data storage services; prospecting and exploration services in relation to 
minerals and petroleum; geophysical exploration, analysis and surveys; scientific and industrial research and 
development services; surveying; technical project studies; materials testing; prospecting and exploration services in 
relation to minerals; advisory, support, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.
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3252500    15/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273795]
CASUAL DREAMS, S.L.U.
Estrada Peinador Os Valos, 127 E-36415 LOUREDO MOS (Pontevedra) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery, soaps and fragrances; toiletries, namely talcum powder for toilet purposes, oils for toilet purposes; 
toilet waters; cleansing milks; eau de Cologne; flower extracts (perfumery); potpourris [fragrances]; oils for skin care and 
for perfumery; cosmetics, creams and pomades for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic rouges; pencils for cosmetic use and 
eyelashes; lotions for cosmetic use, beauty masks; cosmetic preparations for skin care and tanning purposes; make-up 
products; false eyelashes and nails; lipstick; decorative patterns for cosmetic use; cosmetic kits; cosmetic preparations 
for baths; hair lotions; hair-waving preparations; shampoos; hair colorants and dyes; hair spray and nail polish; nail care 
products; dentifrices; deodorants for personal use (perfumery); depilatory products; sanitary products which are 
personal hygiene products; non-medicated products for facial treatments; make-up removing products; shaving 
products; after-shave lotions; sachets for perfuming linen; nail polish removing agents; bath salts for medical use; 
tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; home fragrances, incense and scented wood.

Cl.9;Spectacles, spectacle supports, cords and chains for spectacles, spectacle cases, cases and pouches for mobile 
telephones.

Cl.14;Precious metals, namely gold, silver, platinum; precious metals and their alloys, namely rings, medallions, 
brooches, necklaces, neck chains, bracelets, figurines, ornamental pins, tie pins, cuff links, jewelry, precious stones, 
clocks, watches.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, namely bags, wallets, billfolds, suitcases, briefcases, card cases, purses, 
briefcases, vanity bags and cases, beach bags, rucksacks, traveling bags, umbrellas.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; bed and table linen; table runners; bed covers; curtains 
of textile or plastic materials; bedspreads and foot muffs; duvets (down coverlets); labels of cloth; linings (cloths); covers 
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for cushions and pillows, toilet gloves; bed and travel blankets; tablecloths; handkerchiefs of textile; bath linen (except 
clothing); household linen; sheets; sleeping bag sheets, table mats not of paper; napkins; textiles covered with designs 
for embroidery; cloth; towels of textile; face towels of textile.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely shirts, T-shirts, teddies, jackets, trousers, sarongs, foulards, neck scarves, shawls, vests, 
neckerchiefs, belts, gloves; footwear, namely flip flops, sports shoes, espadrilles and sandals; headgear, namely hats, 
caps, visors.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; shop window dressing; 
demonstration of goods; editing of advertising texts; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization services for exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion (for others); assistance in 
connection with the operation of commercial companies as franchises; assistance in business operations consisting in 
the management of orders via global communication networks; assistance in business operations by means of issuing 
and administering purchase cards; modeling services for advertising or sales promotion, promotion and management 
services for shopping centers; retail sales in stores or via global communication networks of clothing and clothing 
accessories, cosmetic and perfumery goods, leather goods, jewelry, textiles.
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3252549    09/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274235]
delfortgroup AG
Fabrikstrasse 20 A-4050 Traun Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and board; newsprint, magazine paper, printing paper, thin base paper, release base paper, fine paper 
including writing and drawing paper, copying paper, offset paper, label paper, envelope paper, paper for use in the 
graphic arts industry; leaflets for printing and folding; kraft papers, corrugated papers, laminated papers; paper for 
making bags and sacks; wrapping paper, packaging paper, packaging board, paperboard and cardboard, liquid packaging 
board, paper and board boxes and bags and/or in combination with plastic or foils; plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); plastic films for packaging and wrapping, thermoplastic films for packaging and wrapping, 
thermoplastic paper for packaging and wrapping, 3D-shapeable thermoplastic paper and plastic materials for wrapping 
and packaging, natural fiber-reinforced composite films for wrapping and packaging.

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; cigarette paper, plug-wrap paper.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesale and retail sale 
services relating to paper industry products, namely paper, paper products, cardboard, cardboard products, packaging 
paper, packaging cardboard, plastic packaging and wrapping materials, films for packaging and wrapping, thermoplastic 
paper and films for packaging and wrapping, 3D-shapeable thermoplastic paper and plastic materials for wrapping and 
packaging, natural fiber-reinforced composite films for wrapping and packaging, cigarette paper, plug-wrap paper.
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3252558    13/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1274246]
Individualnyi predprinimatel Aifeld Voldemar Filippovich
ul. Kurmangazy/Ualikhanova, d. 20/122, kv. 17 050000 g. Almaty Kazakhstan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other 
classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; agates; diamonds; amulets [jewellery]; 
anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; bracelets [jewellery]; watch bands; charms 
[jewellery]; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; brooches [jewellery]; alarm clocks; pins [jewellery]; ornamental pins; tie pins; 
beads for making jewellery; pearls made of ambroid [pressed amber]; busts of precious metal; jet, unwrought or semi-
wrought; pearls [jewellery]; copper tokens; tie clips; cuff links; badges of precious metal; gold, unwrought or beaten; 
cloisonné jewellery; ivory jewellery; works of art of precious metal; jewellery; jewellery of yellow amber; iridium; precious 
stones; semi-precious stones; spun silver [silver wire]; necklaces [jewellery]; rings [jewellery]; boxes of precious metal; 
watch cases; clock cases; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; medals; lockets [jewellery]; precious metals, unwrought 
or semi-wrought; movements for clocks and watches; clockworks; coins; gold thread [jewellery]; threads of precious 
metal [jewellery]; silver thread; olivine [gems]; osmium; palladium; platinum [metal]; chronometric instruments; watch 
springs; rhodium; ruthenium; stopwatches; silver, unwrought or beaten; earrings; ingots of precious metals; alloys of 
precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines [statuettes] of precious metal; watch glasses; paste jewellery; clock 
hands [clock- and watchmaking]; ornaments [jewellery]; shoe ornaments of precious metal; hat ornaments of precious 
metal; ornaments of jet; cases for watches [presentation]; cases for clock- and watchmaking; chronographs [watches]; 
chronometers; chronoscopes; chains [jewellery]; watch chains; dials [clock- and watchmaking]; atomic clocks; watches; 
sundials; clocks and watches, electric; control clocks [master clocks]; clocks; wristwatches; jewellery cases [caskets]; 
spinel [precious stones].

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other 
classes; china ornaments; dishes; vegetable dishes; saucers; mugs; candy boxes; bottles; demijohns; busts of porcelain, 
ceramic or glass; vases; epergnes; fruit cups; waffle irons, non-electric; ice buckets; signboards of porcelain or glass; 
flower pots; cruets; decanters; ceramics for household purposes; majolica; works of art of porcelain, ceramic or glass; 
brush goods; cabarets [trays]; glass bulbs [receptacles]; napkin rings; piggy banks; bread baskets, domestic; baskets for 
domestic use; lunch boxes; cookie boxes; cookie jars; tea caddies; beer mugs; tankards; jugs; perfume burners; non-
electric portable coldboxes; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; basting spoons, for kitchen use; scoops [tableware]; pie 
servers; spatulas [kitchen utensils]; butter dishes; bowls [basins]; mosaics of glass, not for building; cooking pot sets; 
fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; toilet cases; cookie [biscuit] cutters; pastry cutters; chopsticks; cocktail stirrers; 
pepper pots; trays for domestic purposes; lazy susans; candelabra [candlesticks]; trivets [table utensils]; coasters, not of 
paper and other than table linen; knife rests for the table; grill supports; pottery; pots; tableware, other than knives, forks 
and spoons; porcelain ware; earthenware; crystal [glassware]; tie presses; clothes-pegs; glass stoppers; powder 
compacts; perfume vaporizers; powder puffs; dusting apparatus, non-electric; services [dishes]; coffee services 
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[tableware]; liqueur sets; tea services [tableware]; tea strainers; soup bowls; table plates; insulating flasks; teapots; 
kettles, non-electric; cups; tea infusers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, including bandanas [neckerchiefs]; neckties; ascots; gloves [clothing]; scarves; 
pocket squares; shawls; sashes for wear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; dominoes; chessboards; draughtboards; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; toy prism 
glasses; toys; stuffed toys; plush toys; mobiles [toys]; parlour games; parlour games; board games; games; building 
games; kaleidoscopes; bingo cards; playing cards; billiard cues; bells for Christmas trees; dice; roulette wheels; 
snowshoes; toy masks; theatrical masks; teddy bears; candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; 
ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; counters [discs] for games; chips for 
gambling; counters [discs] for games; chips for gambling; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; chess games; 
draughts [games]; poles for pole vaulting.
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3252596    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275679]
JoyLabz LLC
1060 River St., Unit 108 Santa Cruz CA 95060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer devices, namely, a kit comprising a computer circuit board and electric connection clips and electric 
wires; circuit boards; computer hardware and software for operating sensor devices; electronic communications systems 
comprised of computer hardware and software for the transmission of data between two points.

Cl.28;Amusement and game apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game 
interactive remote control units.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2015; Application No. : 677130 ;Switzerland 

3253129    28/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274840]
Icewater AG
Steinenberg 19 CH-4051 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.35;Commercial business management, marketing.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
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Priority claimed from 20/04/2015; Application No. : 86603663 ;United States of 
America 

3253308    06/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275493]
Azuqua, Inc.
321 3rd Ave S, Suite 406 Seattle WA 98104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing multiple user access to global computer networks for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range 
of information, providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users in the 
fields of computer operation and networking and information technology in the field of cloud computing.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing training, tutorials, classes and seminars in the field of computers, 
computer software and computer networks and the development and operation of cloud computing networks.

Cl.42;Cloud computing featuring software for integrating data from any application, server or network device; 
consulting services in the field of cloud computing; technical consulting services in the fields of datacenter architecture, 
public and private cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of internet technology and services; 
technical support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, 
administration and management of public and private cloud computing it and application systems.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2015; Application No. : 86622607 ;United States of 
America 

3253432    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275453]
JoyLabz LLC
1060 River St., Unit 108 Santa Cruz CA 95060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer devices, namely, a kit comprising a computer circuit board and electric connection clips and electric 
wires; circuit boards; computer hardware and software for operating sensor devices; electronic communications systems 
comprised of computer hardware and software for the transmission of data between two points.

Cl.28;Amusement and game apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game 
interactive remote control units.
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Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No. : UK00003101830 ;United Kingdom
3253810    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275694]
Prosonix Limited
Magdalen Centre, Robinson Avenue, Oxford Science Park Oxford, Oxfordshire OX4 4GA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; inhalers.
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3254293    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1191741]
BUNSHA
100 rue du Calvaire F-59510 HEM France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.9;Optical goods; spectacles; spectacle cases; sunglasses.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry; jewelry articles; precious stones; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins; trunks [luggage]; suitcases; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; key cases 
(leatherware); briefcases [leatherware]; travel sets [leatherware]; travel sets (leatherware); key cases [leather goods].

Cl.24;Fabrics for textile use; bed and table covers.

Cl.28;Games; toys; plush toys and dolls.
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3257304    07/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275882]
Marketing Dream Team Srl
Via del Commercio, 70/72 I-38121 Trento Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; toothpastes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, sanitary products, food and herbal supplements.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruits drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 15/01/2015; Application No. : 013644448 ;European Union 

3258075    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276005]
ASSA ABLOY AB 
Box 70340 SE-107 23 STOCKHOLM SE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Locks and lock goods, also including lock cases, lock cylinders, striking plates, keys and key blanks; frames, 
hinges and handles; emergency and panic devices for doors and windows; fittings and mountings for doors and windows 
as well as other door and window hardware; parts for all the aforesaid goods being goods in this class; all the aforesaid 
goods being of metal or predominantly of metal; small items of metal hardware.

Cl.9;Electric, electronic and electromechanical locks and lock goods, also including electronic lock cylinders, 
electronic keys, key cards, physical and logical access control systems and device, also including electronic or magnetic 
access control cards and smart cards, key card readers, also including electronic or magnetic access control card 
readers and smart card readers; system control panels for use in opening, monitoring and closing doors; door electronic, 
electric and electromechanical fittings and mountings; near field communication (NFC) technology-enabled readers and 
other short range communication technology-enabled readers; software for use with the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers, computer systems, computer software, technology solutions, mobile 
and web applications in the field of access control; design and development of apparatus and instruments in the field of 
access control; consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Issuance and validation of digital keys and digital certificates for use in NFC tags as well as in tags for other 
short range communication technology; issuance, validation and management of digital keys and digital certificates for 
use in wireless lock technology.
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Priority claimed from 07/04/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 033 845 ;Germany 

3258222    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276452]
Otto Bock HealthCare GmbH
Max-Näder-Straße 15 37115 Duderstadt DE 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Physical therapy equipment; prostheses and artificial implants; orthopedic and mobility aids; orthoses; parts 
and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services with respect to orthopedic articles.

Cl.44;Fitting of orthoses.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 86574840 ;United States of 
America 

3267520    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277422]
Flatirons Solutions, Inc.
17671 Cowan, Suite 200 Irvine CA 926146078 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for content lifecycle management, namely, to manage the creation, classification, retrieval, 
distribution, publication, retention, and destruction of information in electronic form.

Cl.35;Business consultation in the field of content lifecycle management, namely, consultation regarding best 
practices for the creation, classification, retrieval, distribution, publication, retention, and destruction of information in 
electronic form; business advisory services, consultancy and information in the field of content lifecycle management, 
namely, advising on business risk management for the creation, classification, retrieval, distribution, publication, 
retention, and destruction of information in electronic form.

Cl.41;Business training; education services, namely, providing classes, seminars, and web-based training in the use 
and operation of data management systems, digital asset management systems, and electronic publishing; educational 
services, namely, developing curriculum for others for the use and operation of data management systems, digital asset 
management systems, and electronic publishing.

Cl.42;Computer systems integration services; consulting services in the fields of information technology; software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in content management, data management, and digital asset 
management in the fields of aerospace, flight operations, airline maintenance and repair, energy, marine, rail, and military 
logistics; consulting services in the field of identification, support, and implementation of computer-based information 
systems for businesses; technical writing for others; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in 
content lifecycle management, namely, to manage the creation, classification, retrieval, distribution, publication, 
retention, and destruction of information in electronic form.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1709558 1709558 - (1619-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ORDINANCE OF THE HONG 
KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGION (HKSAR) 

1732307 1732307 - (1443-0) 
THE GOODS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED AS PER ORDER DT. 12/02/2015 TO READ AS 
LATEX RUBBER FOR USE IN ASPHALT IN CONNECTION WITH PAVING ROADS. 

2017548 2017548 - (1770-0) 
THE GOOD OF CLASS 43 WILL READ AS RESTAURANT, CAFE, CAFETERIA, SNACK 
BAR, COFFEE BAR AND COFFEE HOUSE, CARRY OUT RESTAURANT, AND TAKE OUT 
RESTAURANT SERVICES; CATERING SERVICES, COFFEE SUPPLY SERVICES FOR 
OFFICES; CONTRACT FOOD SERVICES; FOOD PREPARATION; PREPARATION AND 
SALE OF CARRY OUT FOODS AND BEVERAGES. 

2200902 2200902 - (1562-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- ARRANGING, BOOKING, 
RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL, 
BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES; RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING 
FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; 
HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL, WINE 
LOUNGE; BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS AND RESTAURANT SENICES, 
ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43. 

2245512 2245512 - (1747-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2298603 2298603 - (1744-0) 
THE GOODS OF CLASS 9 AFTER RESTRICTION WILL READ AS Downloadable 
software in the nature of a mobile application for sharing 
information, observations, photos, and videos in the fields of outdoors, nature, plants, 
and wildlife; all of the above mentioned goods only in relation to conservation. 

2303415 2303415 - (1751-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2303416 2303416 - (1751-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2325337 2325337 - (1751-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO 
ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED 
IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER 
DATABASE SOFTWARE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOBBIES, 
COLLECTIBLES AND A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS; COMPUTER GAMES, DIGITAL 
MUSIC, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET; E-
BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE FROM INTERNET; MOBILE PHONES; MP3 AND MP4; 
MICROPHONES; KARAOKE PLAYERS; PLAYERS; SMARTPHONES; TABLET PCS; 
COMPUTERS; BOOM BOX; SELECTOR BOX; VIDEO GLASSES; REMOTE 
CONTROLLERS; VOICE RECORDERS; VOLTAGE STABILIZER; FM RADIO; HI-FI 
SYSTEMS; BABY ALARMS; NOTICE BOARDS (ELECTRONIC -); PUNCHING MACHINES
[PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICES]; ELECTRONIC BABY MONITORING 
[LISTENING]; CALCULATORS; SUNGLASSES; LOCKS; ELECTRIC; CAMERA AND 
MOBILE ACCESSORIES; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS; 

2325352 2325352 - (1751-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2350449 2350449 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2350451 2350451 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO 
ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED 
IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: COMPUTER 
DATABASE SOFTWARE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOBBIES, 
COLLECTIBLES AND A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS: COMPUTER GAMES, DIGITAL 
MUSIC, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET; E-
BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE FROM INTERNET; MOBILE PHONES; MP3 AND MP4: 
MICROPHONES: KARAOKE PLAYERS; PLAYERS: SMARTPHONES; TABLET PCS: 
COMPUTERS: BOOM BOX; SELECTOR BOX; VIDEO GLASSES: REMOTE 
CONTROLLERS: VOICE RECORDERS; VOLTAGE STABILIZER: FM RADIO; HI-FI 
SYSTEMS: BABY ALARMS: NOTICE BOARDS (ELECTRONIC -); PUNCHING 
MACHINESI PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICESI; ELECTRONIC BABY 
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MONITORING [LISTENING]; CALCULATORS: SUNGLASSES; LOCKS: ELECTRIC: 
CAMERA AND MOBILE ACCESSORIES; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS 

2350452 2350452 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND 
VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, EVES AND 
TEETH: ORTHOPEDIC ARTICLES; SUTURE MATERIALS: BABY DUMMIES; BABY 
BOTTLES; BABY TEETHING RINGS; COVERS FOR BABY FEEDING BOTTLES; 
DUMMIES [BABY SOOTHERSH BABY BOTTLE WARMERS 

2350471 2350471 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2350505 2350505 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE 
FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: PRINTED MATTER, 
VISITING CARDS, ENVELOPS, CATALOGUES, LETTER HEADS, POSTERS, 
STATIONERY, STICKERS, PAPER WEIGHTS, GREETING CARDS, PAPER BAGS, 
ARTISTIC MATERIAL AS PART OF STATIONERY; PAINT BRUSHES: ERASERS; 
SHARPENERS; WATER BOTTLES: PEN AND PENCILS: CELLO TAPES; TAPE 
DISPENSES; DUSTERS/ ERASING PRODUCTS: PENCIL BOXES: EXAM PADS; 
CLIPBOARDS; CARD HOLDERS; FILES; FOLDERS; CORRECTION STATIONERY; 
MARKERS; HIGHLIGHTERS; RULERS: ADDRESS BOOKS, TELEPHONE DIARIES AND 
DIRECTORIES, PHOTOGRAPHS, PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT 
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PHOTO ALBUMS, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, 
PASSPORT HOLDERS, PROSPECTUS, POSTCARDS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR 
PACKAGING, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PAPER MATERIALS FOR 
PACKAGING, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: 

2350512 2350512 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- (An Indian Company 
Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956) 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES 
TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS BY OTHERS VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK AND 
PROVIDING EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK AND RATINGS OF SELLERS GOODS AND 
SERVICES, THE VALUE AND PRICES OF SELLERS GOODS, BUYERS AND SELLERS 
PERFORMANCE, DELIVERY, AND OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE IN CONNECTION 
THEREWITH 

2353443 2353443 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2353444 2353444 - (1752-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

2547877 2547877 - (1757-0) Goods are corrected and to be read as, Investment banking, 
financial consultation, financial analysis, private equity fund management and financial 
advisory services in the fields of asset-backed financings, project financings, 
leveraged leases, sale leasebacks, portfolios of leased assets, secured debt, tax-
advantaged financings; Investment banking, financial consultation, financial analysis, 
private equity fund management and financial advisory services in the fields equipment 
purchasing, equipment leasing, and equipment sales. 

2570161 2570161 - (1756-0) TRADEMARK TO READ AS - SUNOCO GREEN CNG 
2617329 2617329 - (1757-0) Conventional Details to be read as Ireland, 2013/01233, 12/07/2013 
3000917 3000917 - (1748-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AN INDIAN 

NATIONAL 
3230486 3230486 - (1766-0) 

THE GOODS OF CLASS 35 WILL READ AS ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; AT-HOME SHOPPING, CATALOG 
AND MAIL ORDER SERVICES BY MEANS OF TELEVISION, CABLE, CATALOGS, 
TELEPHONE, MOBILE PHONE, PORTABLE AND HAND-HELD DIGITAL AND 
ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMPUTERS AND/OR NETWORKS; THE BRINGING 
TOGETHER, FOR THE BENFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS TO ENABLE 
CONSUMERS TO VIEW AND BUY THE GOODS; SALES PROMOTION OF GOODS BY 
MEANS OF TELEVISION, CABLE, CATALOGS, MAIL, TELEPHONE, MOBILE PHONE, 
PORTABLE AND HAND-HELD DIGITAL AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES, COMPUTERS 
AND/OR NETWORKS. 
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten 
Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1112 12 17/06/2016
3596 34 18/08/2016
3604 34 18/08/2016
4540 30 31/08/2016
7752 5 12/11/2016
8700 12 25/11/2016
8701 12 25/11/2016
138483 25 20/04/2016
141602 21 14/12/2026
141602 21 14/12/2026
182634 31 16/12/2016
183065 21 11/01/2017
183067 3 11/01/2017
204748 12 13/09/2010
224653 9 30/09/2016
226330 34 31/12/2016
226333 34 31/12/2016
226334 34 31/12/2016
226336 34 31/12/2016
227831 25 19/03/2017
228393 19 19/04/2017
229038 34 22/05/2007
275182 30 23/09/2016
278362 3 16/02/2017
341521 24 07/10/2016
342197 16 27/10/2016
343014 3 24/11/2016
343266 5 01/12/2016
343273 5 01/12/2016
347036 7 14/03/2017
422832 22 05/06/2015
422833 23 05/06/2015
422834 24 05/06/2015
422835 25 05/06/2015
422836 26 05/06/2015
422837 27 05/06/2015
422838 3 05/06/2015
422839 7 05/06/2015
422840 8 05/06/2015
422841 9 05/06/2015
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422842 15 05/06/2015
422843 16 05/06/2015
422844 17 05/06/2015
422845 18 05/06/2015
422846 19 05/06/2015
422847 20 05/06/2015
422848 21 05/06/2015
422849 28 05/06/2015
422850 29 05/06/2015
422851 30 05/06/2015
422852 31 05/06/2015
422853 32 05/06/2015
422854 5 05/06/2015
422855 10 05/06/2015
422856 11 05/06/2015
422858 13 05/06/2015
422859 14 05/06/2015
422860 1 05/06/2015
422861 4 05/06/2015
422862 2 05/06/2015
422863 5 05/06/2015
439952 5 08/07/2016
439956 5 08/07/2016
439957 5 08/07/2016
439958 5 08/07/2016
439960 5 08/07/2016
439961 5 08/07/2016
441507 16 09/08/2016
443235 1 20/09/2016
443236 6 20/09/2016
443568 5 27/09/2016
443634 1 30/09/2016
443643 5 30/09/2016
443854 16 03/10/2016
443929 9 04/10/2016
443930 7 04/10/2016
444011 19 07/10/2016
444013 16 07/10/2016
444628 5 24/10/2016
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444689 25 25/10/2016
445021 5 01/11/2016
445134 5 05/11/2016
446138 31 28/11/2016
446139 31 28/11/2016
446140 31 28/11/2016
448239 34 15/01/2017
449057 5 31/01/2017
449279 24 05/02/2017
450483 7 03/03/2017
478722 3 21/09/2007
478722 3 21/09/2007
575066 12 11/06/2016
580169 10 01/09/2016
580477 3 04/09/2016
580696 17 08/09/2016
581362 9 18/09/2016
582760 9 12/10/2016
583928 4 02/11/2016
584192 9 05/11/2016
584533 25 11/11/2016
584834 10 16/11/2016
586554 5 11/12/2016
588443 7 13/01/2017
588623 11 15/01/2013
589683 29 01/02/2017
590557 12 11/02/2017
593147 12 22/03/2017
595563 5 27/04/2017
595565 5 27/04/2017
595566 5 27/04/2017
604331 16 17/08/2007
604503 16 19/08/2007
636786 9 12/08/2014
636790 9 12/08/2014
648266 12 09/12/2014
656145 9 20/02/2015
656334 9 21/02/2015
656335 9 21/02/2015
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660814 1 28/03/2015
694326 11 12/01/2016
694326 11 12/01/2016
713869 5 13/08/2016
720064 11 30/10/2016
720204 5 31/10/2016
720206 5 31/10/2016
721772 5 06/11/2016
730070 5 10/10/2016
731569 10 27/01/2017
732356 5 03/02/2017
739970 30 25/04/2017
754076 25 03/03/2017
773762 30 14/02/2007 11:00:00
796923 30 30/03/2015
796924 3 30/03/2015
874178 34 01/09/2016
877129 2 20/09/2009 12:21:39
877688 29 22/09/2016
883445 1 26/10/2016
891647 21 14/12/2009 12:50:56
930589 16 08/06/2010
935722 9 30/06/2010 10:15:07
948893 5 21/08/2010 10:15:03
1007622 30 04/05/2011
1043090 25 07/09/2011
1043091 21 07/09/2011
1102995 9 07/05/2012
1102997 9 07/05/2012
1103024 16 07/05/2012
1103025 16 07/05/2012
1103026 16 07/05/2012
1103027 16 07/05/2012
1151451 34 18/11/2012
1184411 16 21/03/2013
1184412 29 21/03/2013
1265586 30 06/02/2014 12:40:00
1270062 9 03/03/2014
1280500 5 23/04/2014
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1282431 20 06/05/2014
1288086 5 03/06/2014 14:35:00
1295640 9 13/07/2014
1325058 5 10/12/2014
1337879 19 10/02/2015
1337881 19 10/02/2015
1388299 38 29/09/2015 14:49:00
1395836 41 28/10/2015
1418577 5 02/02/2016 16:49:00
1418579 5 02/02/2016 16:49:00
1442564 5 04/04/2016 11:53:00
1442566 5 04/04/2016 11:53:00
1454488 99 16/05/2016
1461961 5 12/06/2016
1463262 41 21/06/2016
1465668 5 29/06/2016
1473805 9 27/07/2016
1473809 25 27/07/2016 15:52:00
1476450 99 04/08/2016
1481366 5 24/08/2016
1481367 16 24/08/2016
1484150 25 04/09/2016
1489692 42 21/09/2016 12:59:00
1496239 30 12/10/2016 16:24:00
1497339 99 17/10/2016
1499039 16 26/10/2016
1499133 39 27/10/2016
1499749 42 31/10/2016
1500465 16 01/11/2016 16:35:00
1500489 9 01/11/2016
1500576 16 02/11/2016
1501084 17 03/11/2016
1501130 99 03/11/2016
1501131 99 03/11/2016
1502205 30 08/11/2016 12:03:00
1502206 30 08/11/2016 12:03:00
1502454 20 08/11/2016 14:50:00
1502455 20 08/11/2016 14:50:00
1502811 99 09/11/2016
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1503252 31 10/11/2016
1503254 31 10/11/2016
1504213 10 14/11/2016
1504368 1 15/11/2016
1505668 41 20/11/2016
1507231 5 24/11/2016 14:06:00
1512371 20 12/12/2016 14:58:00
1512494 99 12/12/2016
1512718 99 12/12/2016
1513919 3 15/12/2016
1515985 6 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1515988 10 22/12/2016
1515991 13 22/12/2016
1515992 14 22/12/2016 12:53:00
1515993 15 22/12/2016
1515995 18 22/12/2016
1515996 19 22/12/2016
1515997 20 22/12/2016
1515999 22 22/12/2016
1516000 23 22/12/2016
1516001 24 22/12/2016
1516002 26 22/12/2016
1516003 27 22/12/2016
1516006 31 22/12/2016
1516009 34 22/12/2016
1516010 36 22/12/2016
1516891 26 02/01/2017
1517313 20 04/01/2017
1517314 20 04/01/2017 13:03:00
1517316 20 04/01/2017 13:03:00
1517317 20 04/01/2017 13:03:00
1517572 25 05/01/2017
1519061 5 08/01/2017
1522518 35 08/01/2017 11:03:00
1522521 17 19/01/2017
1523810 36 23/01/2017
1526624 19 29/01/2017 16:11:00
1531835 24 19/02/2017 12:45:00
1532172 99 19/02/2017
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1533395 42 22/02/2017
1533396 35 22/02/2017
1539526 41 13/03/2017 13:52:00
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SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 2818004 (1751-0) Partners name and principal place of business address amended 

by virtue of Partnership deed dtd. 12.05.2015 as Jitendra somabhai Patel Family 
Trust and Hardik Jitendra Patel. 104/B, Akashganga, 1st floor, Gujarat College 
Road, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380006. 

2 2818006 (1751-0) Partners name and principal place of business address amended 
by virtue of Partnership deed dtd. 12.05.2015 as Jitendra somabhai Patel Family 
Trust and Hardik Jitendra Patel. 104/B, Akashganga, 1st floor, Gujarat College 
Road, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad 380006. 

3 3065929 - (1757-0) SERVICE ADDRESS AMENDED TO READ AS PRAKASH 
SOJITRA, OFFICE 1-3, SILVER PALAM 11, OPP SNEH MILAN GARDEN, 
KADAMPALLI, NANPURA, SURAT 395001 

4 3159871 INFINVENT IP BHAVIK B. PATEL, A/9, AMRUTA SOCIETY, NIZAMPURA, 
VADODARA - 390 002 - GUJARAT Address for service to read as : 

5 3194923 (1763-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 18/11/2016 AND AS PER DEED OF 
ASSIGNMENT DATED 16/11/2016, THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPRIETOR 
IS AMENDED TO READ AS "SAYANTAN PAL, AN INDIAN NATIONAL OF 40A, 
PURBASA, BANKIMPALLY, MADHYAMGRAM, KOLKATA - 700 129, WEST 
BENGAL". 

6 3194922 (1763-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 18/11/2016 AND AS PER DEED OF 
ASSIGNMENT DATED 16/11/2016, THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE PROPRIETOR 
IS AMENDED TO READ AS "SAYANTAN PAL, AN INDIAN NATIONAL OF 40A, 
PURBASA, BANKIMPALLY, MADHYAMGRAM, KOLKATA - 700 129, WEST 
BENGAL". 

7 3115303 (1761-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 04/10/2016 AND AS PER POWER 
OF ATTORNEY DATED 08/08/2016, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IS AMENDED TO 
READ AS "D. SEN & CO.; 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
KOLKATA - 700 001" 

8 3115306 (1761-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 04/10/2016 AND AS PER POWER 
OF ATTORNEY DATED 08/08/2016, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IS AMENDED TO 
READ AS "D. SEN & CO.; 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
KOLKATA - 700 001" 

9 3115307 (1761-0) - BY VIRTUE OF TM-16 DATED 04/10/2016 AND AS PER POWER 
OF ATTORNEY DATED 08/08/2016, THE ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IS AMENDED TO 
READ AS "D. SEN & CO.; 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
KOLKATA - 700 001" 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1204559 - 30, 1237944 - 42: Proprietor Altered to GREEN HOUSE & HESTOFT FOODS PVT. LTD , 
A-152 SARASWATI VIHAR NEW DELHI-110034 
RAFFAELES ITALIANO FOOD CO.

1035507 - 1: Proprietor Altered to DYNEA AS , SVELLEVEIEN 33, N-2001 LILLESTROM, NORWAY. 
DYNEA CHEMICALS OY

556901 - 16: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH CHAND GUPTA , F-14, SECTOR-5, BAWANA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI-110039 
SANGAM PAPER PRODUCTS.

524248 - 30: Proprietor Altered to M/S KRBL LIMITED , 5190 LAHORI GATE, DELHI - 110006. 
KHUSI RAM BEHARI LAL.

636112 - 11: Proprietor Altered to GURDEV GAMBHIR , PLOT NO. 122, POCKET-G, SECTOR-1, 
DSIDC, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039 
SAMURAI ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

1540410 - 99, 1540409 - 99, 1531067 - 99, 636284 - 9: Proprietor Altered to THE NIELSEN 
COMPANY (US), LLC , 85 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10004, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 
CZT/ACN TRADEMARKS, L.L.C.,

515728 - 12: Proprietor Altered to THE TIMKEN COMPANY, , 1835 DUEBER AVENUE,  
S. W., CANTON,  
OHIO 44706, U.S.A. 
TIMKEN US LLC

524796 - 4: Proprietor Altered to M/S FUTURE LUBRICANTS (INDIA) PVT. LTD. , C-1 A, NARESH 
PARK EXTENSION, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NAJAFGARH ROAD, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI-110041 
SHRI RADHA KRISHAN.

627072 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SH. SURINDER TREHAN,SH. SAHIL TREHAN,SMT. CHANDNI 
TREHAN SIKAND,SMT. SONALI VIRMANI trading as M/S. CAPTAIN GEARS & FANS , C-55, 
FRIENDS COLONY (EAST), NEW DELHI-110065 
M/S CAPATAIN GEARS & FANS

627072 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SURINDER TREHAN,SAHIL TREHAN,CHANDNI TREHAN 
SIKAND trading as M/S CAPATAIN GEARS & FANS , D-35, SECTOR-11, NOIDA - 201301 (U.P.) 
CAPTAIN GEARS AND FANS

1226035 - 1, 1035507 - 1: Proprietor Altered to DYNEA CHEMICALS OY , LAUTATARHANKATU 6, 
00580 HELSINKI, FINLAND 
DYNEA OY., DYNEA OY.

1451724 - 39, 1423584 - 39, 1451725 - 39, 1423581 - 39, 1423583 - 39: Proprietor Altered to BALAJI 
RAMAMOORTHY , 16/32, ABM AVENUE, BOAT CLUB ROAD, R.A. PURAM, CHENNAI 600 028, 
TAMIL NADU. 
N. RAMAMORORTHY, N. RAMAMOORTHY

544676 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S. MISCHIEF CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED , 187, 4TH 
CROSS, LAL BAGH ROAD BANGLAORE  
QUEDE (INDIA)

1588371 - 42: Proprietor Altered to COLMAR CONDOMINIUM PVT. LTD. , WARD-4, COLVA 
SALCETTE, GOA-403708 
MAHIMA HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.,

530719 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MAHABIR SINGH,KRISHAN KUMAR trading as PARMA NAND & 
SONS , A-23/A, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035 
RARMA NAD & SONS,

2062142 - 30: Proprietor Altered to KOHJIN LIFE SCIENCES CO., LTD. , 1-3, YURAKUCHO 1-
CHOME, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 100-0006, JAPAN. 
KOHJIN HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

636112 - 11: Proprietor Altered to AVTAR SINGH , 62, GARDEN COLONY, JALANDHAR-144003 
SAMURAI ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

521527 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MAHESH PRAKASH,SMT. PROMILA GOGIA trading as GOGIA 
GRINDERS , 132, RAMTE RAM ROAD, GHAZIABAD 201001 
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GOGIA GRINDERS FIRM REGD.

489479 - 5: Proprietor Altered to LIEBEL-FLARSHEIM COMPANY LLC , 675 MCDONNELL BLVD., 
HAZELWOOD, MO 63042, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
MALLINCKRODT MEDICAL, INC.

1484183 - 25: Proprietor Altered to CWC DIRECT LLC , 175-A BEAL STREET, HINGHAM, MA 
02043 USA 
COLDWATER CREEK INC.

516266 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LALIT GARG , 1727/E, RAM GALI, BHAGIRATH PALACE, DELHI-
110 006. 
BENGAL ELECTRICALS.

509852 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. RARINDAR SINGH DHINGRA,SMT. KAUSHALYA KAUR,MR. 
KULDEEP SINGH DHINGRA,MR. RAJNEET SINGH trading as M/S. DHINGRA MANUFACTURING 
CORPORATION , T-412, AHATA KIDARA, BARA HINDU RAO, DELHI-110006, INDIA  
DHINGRA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION.

494863 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ATLAS COPCO ROCK DRILLS AB , 701 91, OREBRO, SWEDEN. 
SANDOZ LTD.

1405159 - 11: Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC CORPORATION , 1006, OAZA KADOMA, 
KADOMA - SHI, OSAKA 571-8501, JAPAN. 
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD.

421602 - 29: Proprietor Altered to BESTFOODS , INTERNATIONAL PLAZA, ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY 07632, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
CPC INTERNATIONAL INC.

509586 - 9: Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC CORPORATION , 1006, OAZA KADOMA, KADOMA - 
SHI, OSAKA 571-8501, JAPAN. 
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD.

486299 - 6: Proprietor Altered to MOHD. ASLAM , 2916, LAL DARWAJA, SIRKIWALAN, DELHI-
110006 
HAJI HIDAYATULLAH & SONS.

421602 - 29: Proprietor Altered to CONOPCO, INC. , 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey 07632, United States of America 
BESTFOODS

1962317 - 9: Proprietor Altered to INFOR (US), INC , 13560 MORRIS ROAD, SUITE 4100, 
ALPHARETTA, GEORGIA 30004, USA 
INFOR ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.

1483776 - 12: Proprietor Altered to SURESH KUMAR ANAND , 1661/34, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, 
NEW DELHI-5 
ANAND ACCESSORIES

1962317 - 9: Proprietor Altered to INFOR ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS HOLDINGS, INC. , 13560 
MORRIS ROAD, SUITE 4100, ALPHARETTA, GEORGIA 30004, USA 
INFOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS (MICHIGAN), INC.

2065229 - 9: Proprietor Altered to FLIR LOREX INC. , 250 ROYAL CREST COURT, MARKHAM, 
ONTARIO L3R 3S1, CANADA. 
LOREX TECHNOLOGY INC.

576692 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KIS , 7RUE JEAN-PIERRE TIMBAUD, 38130 ECHIROLLES, 
FRANCE  
KIS

535138 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SMT. KAMLA SAHU , NEW MARKET, BANDA (U.P.) 
CHANDRA KAMAL AGENCIES.

1700879 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MR. SUMIT MOHAN SINHA & MS. SHEELA SINHA , 16/4, 
MATHURA ROAD, ADJ. DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, FARIDABAD-121002 
MITHABHI LAMPS PVT.LTD.
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2328804 - 25: Proprietor Altered to TOMMIE COPPER HOLDINGS, INC. , 74 S.MOGER AVENUE, 
MT. KISCO, NEW YORK,10549 USA 
TOMMIE COPPER INC.,

509586 - 9: Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD. , 1048,OAZA-
KADOMA, KADOMA--SHI OSAKA, JAPAN --571--8686 
ANCHOR ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICALS

999135 - 9, 1503266 - 10, 516535 - 1, 516533 - 1, 516534 - 1, 999686 - 1, 516544 - 9, 999687 - 1, 
1014075 - 9, 1180295 - 9, 2340503 - 99, 1004539 - 9, 1004538 - 1, 999685 - 1, 999684 - 9, 1005279 - 1, 
1005278 - 9, 1916868 - 9, 1000235 - 9, 1000236 - 9, 1014077 - 9, 1014076 - 1, 999480 - 9, 1368439 - 1, 
522507 - 9, 522506 - 5, 522505 - 1, 1252698 - 42, 516532 - 1, 1303076 - 99, 1329490 - 9, 998607 - 1, 
998606 - 9, 998605 - 11, 516544 - 9: Proprietor Altered to GE HEALTHCARE BIOPROCESS R&D 
AB. , 30 BJORKGATAN, UPPSALA SE-75184, SWEDEN. 
GE HEALTHCARE BIO-SCIENCES AB, GE HEALTHCARE BIO - SCIENCES AB, AMERSHAM 
PHARMACIA BIOTECH AB, AMERSHAM BIOSSCIENCES AB, APBIOTECH AB., AMERSHAM 
PHARMAACIA BIOTECH AB, GE HEALTHCARE BIO-SCIENCES AB, AMERSHAM BIOSCIENCES 
AB., AMERSHAM BIOSCIENCES AB., AMERSHAM BIOSCIENCES AB., AMERSHAM PHARMACIA 
BIOTECH AB, PHARMACIA BIOSYTEMS AKTIEBOLAG, APBIOTECH AB., AMERSHAM 
BIOSCIENCES AB., APBIOTECH AB., AMERSHAM PHARMACIA BIOSCIENCES AB., AMERSHAM 
PHARMACIA BIOTECH AB, GE HEALTHCARE BIO-SCIENCES AB, GE HEALTHCARE BIO-
SCIENCES AB, APBIOTECH AB, M/S. GE HEALTHCARE BIO-SCIENCES AB, APBIOTECH AB, 
AMERSHAM BIOSCIENCES AB, AMERSHAM BIOSSCIENCES AB

2328804 - 25: Proprietor Altered to TOMMIE COPPER IP, INC. , 74 S.MOGER AVENUE, MT. KISCO, 
NEW YORK,10549 USA 
TOMMIE COPPER HOLDINGS, INC.

2232653 - 35, 2232654 - 41: Proprietor Altered to ASPIRING MINDS ASSESSMENT PVT. LTD , 24, 
PUSA ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, NEW DELHI - 110005 
LETS INTERN CAREER SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD

1668591 - 3, 1883678 - 18: Proprietor Altered to ABG JUICY COUTURE, LLC , 100 WEST 33RD ST. 
SUITE 1007, NEW YORK, NY 10001 USA 
JUICY COUTURE, INC

1656869 - 12, 2091404 - 37: Proprietor Altered to CHONGQING SOKON INDUSTRY GROUP STOCK 
CO., LTD.,NO.61-1, JINQIAO ROAD, SHAPINGBA DISTRICT, CHO , NO.61-1, JINQIAO ROAD, 
SHAPINGBA DISTRICT, CHONGQING, P.R. CHINA 
CHONGQING YUAN INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, CHONGQING CHANGAN SHOCK 
ABSORBER CO LTD

1711933 - 9, 1004449 - 9, 820207 - 9, 581362 - 9: Proprietor Altered to AMPHENOL 
CORPORATION , 358 HALL AVENUE, WALLINGFORD, CONNECTICUT, 06492 
GE INFRASTRUCTURE SENSING, INC, GE INFRASTRUCTURE SENSING, INC.

1525920 - 16, 994897 - 16, 1272426 - 42: Proprietor Altered to YOUREKA CAMPOUTS PRIVATE 
LIMITED , FLAT NO.34B RESIDENCE ST. ANNES CGHS PLOT NO. 8A SECTOR 7 DWARKA NEW 
DELHI 110075 
IDISCOVERI EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED, M/S. IDISCOVERI EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED, 
IDISCOVERI EDUCATION PRIVATE LTD.

868841 - 9, 831920 - 9, 811455 - 9, 1405162 - 17, 662132 - 9, 902967 - 9, 962678 - 9, 1054401 - 9, 
1060724 - 9, 1253748 - 9, 1373082 - 9, 947868 - 11, 902085 - 11, 1060726 - 11, 1061166 - 11, 833434 - 
11, 902083 - 11, 1060723 - 11, 1113604 - 11, 1114507 - 11, 1082778 - 11, 831926 - 11, 902966 - 9: 
Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD. , 1048,OAZA-KADOMA, 
KADOMA--SHI OSAKA, JAPAN --571--8686 
ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, PANASONIC 
ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD., ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, ANCHOR KENWOOD 
ELECTRICALS, ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, 
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD., ANCHOR KENWOOD ELECTRICALS, ANCHOR 
KENWOOD ELECTRICALS

1491490 - 3: Proprietor Altered to A.D. PADMA SINGH ISAAC , No.181/1, 6th Avenue Thangam 
Colony, Anna Nagar West, Chennai-600 040. 
SARAVANA MARKETINGS

1465222 - 42, 1465223 - 9, 1465221 - 42: Proprietor Altered to IGEL TECHNOLOGY GMBH , 
HANNA-KUNATH STR. 31, D-28199 BREMEN, GERMANY 
C. MELCHERS GMBH & CO. KG
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836652 - 2, 836653 - 2: Proprietor Altered to DSM IP ASSETS B.V., , HET OVERLOON 1,6411 TE 
HEERLEN,THE NETHERLANDS 
DSM DESOTECH INC., DSM DESOTECH INC.

585996 - 16: Proprietor Altered to HYLEX TISSUES PRIVATE LIMITED , 26/15, SHAKTI NAGAR, 
DELHI-110007 
R.K. ENTERPRISES

566546 - 12: Proprietor Altered to S. DALBIR SINGH,S.PHUMAN SINGH,S. GULZAR SINGH,S. 
BALWINDER SINGH trading as K.W. ENTERPRISES , OPP. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LINK ROAD, 
LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.) 
K. W. ENTERPRISES

1090084 - 19, 1204126 - 19: Proprietor Altered to J.K. CEMENT LIMITED , KAMLA TOWER, 
KANPUR -208001 
J. K. CEMENT WORKS (A DIVISION OF J.K. SYNTHETICS LIMITED), J.K. CEMENT WORKS (A 
DIVISION OF J.K. SYNTHETICS LTD.)

1204127 - 19: Proprietor Altered to J.K. CEMENT LTD. , KAMLA TOWER KANPUR 208001 
J.K. CEMENT WORKS (A DIVISION OF J.K. SYNTHETICS LTD.)

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER 
OF THE FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1656740 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to ASSOCALZATURIFICI ITALIANI 
ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE CALZATURIFICI ITALIANI A.N.C.I.

1290626 - 28: Proprietor Name Altered to GEOFFREY, LLC 
GEOFFREY INC.

667252 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to AVEX GROUP HOLDINGS INC. 
AVEX . INC.

1226586 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SUMITOMO DAINIPPON PHARMA CO., LTD. 
DAINIPPON SUMITOMO PHARMA CO., LTD.

650825 - 11, 650824 - 11, 458130 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to KESELEC CORP LLP 
K-STREETLITE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

515728 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to TIMKEN US CORPORATION 
THE TORRINGTON CO.

515728 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to TIMKEN US LLC 
TIMKEN US CORPORATION

1599537 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to SRI SAI POOJA SAMAGRI PRIVATE LIMITED 
B. SIVA KUMAR

1981740 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to MARIE BIZARD WINE & SPIRITS FRANCE 
MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER INTERNATIONAL

576692 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to KIS 
KIS

1587533 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SHENZHEN DONJIN TECH CO. LTD. 
SHENZHEN DONJIN COMMUNICATION TECH CO. LTD.

1889163 - 99, 1503765 - 99, 1598679 - 99, 1545345 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SAP SE 
SAP AG

568010 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to CARGILL FLAVOR SYSTEMS (UK) LIMITED. 
DUCKWORTH & CO. (ESSENCES) LIMITED

489479 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MALLINCKRODT LLC. 
MALLINCKRODT MEDICAL, INC.

1347169 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED 
ICICI ONE SOURCE LTD.

568011 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to CARGILL FLAVOR SYSTEMS (UK) LIMITED 
DUCKWORTH & CO. (ESSENCES) LIMITED

1226586 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to DAINIPPON SUMITOMO PHARMA CO., LTD. 
DAINIPPON PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.
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2062142 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to KOHJIN HOLDINGS CO., LTD. 
KOHJIN CO., LTD.

591074 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to THE PIONEER MAGESIA WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED 
THE PIONEER MAGESIA WORKS LIMITED

1096212 - 9, 1096211 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD. 
BHARTI TELE-VENTURES LIMITED

1012124 - 9, 1012114 - 16, 1012122 - 9, 1012113 - 16, 1012121 - 9, 1012120 - 9, 1012117 - 9: 
Proprietor Name Altered to M/S BHARIT AIRTEL LTD. 
BHARTI TELE - VENTURES LIMITED

1256044 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD. 
BHARTI TELE-VENTURES LIMITED,

1798006 - 42, 1798005 - 16, 1798003 - 30, 1798002 - 31, 1798001 - 32, 1798000 - 41: Proprietor 
Name Altered to FIELDFRESH FOODS PVT. LTD 
FIELDFRESH FOODS PVT. LTD

1803219 - 5, 1208297 - 5, 1208298 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to GSK VACCINES S.R.L 
NOVARTIS VACCINES AND DIAGNOSTICS S.R.L.

568010 - 30, 568011 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to KERRY FLAVOURS UK LIMITED 
CARGILL FLAVOR SYSTEMS (UK) LIMITED.

1335793 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED 
A. M. TODD COMPANY INDIA PVT. LTD.

1802502 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S. KOLSITE CORPORATION LLP 
GANGES URETHANE LLP

1335795 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED 
A. M. TODD COMPANY INDIA PVT. LTD.

1335794 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED 
A. M. TODD COMPANY INDIA PVT. LTD.

422853 - 32, 422863 - 5, 796923 - 30, 796924 - 3, 660814 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to NIRMA 
CHEMICAL WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED. 
NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS LTD.

1663104 - 5, 1663106 - 21, 1663107 - 42, 1663108 - 5, 1663109 - 10, 1663110 - 21, 1663111 - 42, 
1663112 - 5, 1663113 - 10, 1663105 - 10, 1663114 - 21, 1663115 - 42, 1663116 - 5, 1663117 - 10, 
1663118 - 21, 1663119 - 42, 1806780 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to PIRAMAL CORPORATE 
SERVICES LIMITED 
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LTD.

1105880 - 16, 1105878 - 9, 1105876 - 9, 1105874 - 9, 1105873 - 9, 1105871 - 9, 1105870 - 9: 
Proprietor Name Altered to M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD. 
BHARTI TELE - VENTURES LIMITED

1333393 - 29, 1333391 - 16, 1333392 - 29, 1333390 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to D-195, 
OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -I NEW DELHI -110020 
FIELDFRESH FOODS PVT. LTD.

636112 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO. 122, POCKET-G, SECTOR-1, DSIDC, 
BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039 
SAMURAI ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

2062142 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 6-1, MARUNOUCHI 2-CHOME, CHIYODA-KU, TOKYO 
100-8086, JAPAN. 
KOHJIN HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

1580986 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to SEALDAH COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, 9th FLOOR,1, 
BELIAGHATA ROAD, KOLKATA- 700 014, WEST BENGAL, INDIA 
METRO DAIRY LIMITED

1335795 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to KALEDONIA (HDIL BUILDING), LEVEL 7, B WING, 
OFFICE NO. 4A, SAHAR ROAD, OPPOSITE VIJAY NAGAR HOUSING SOCIETY, ANDHERI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400069 
WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
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515728 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, SUITE#400, WILMINGTON, 
DELAWARE, 19808, U.S.A 
TIMKEN US CORPORATION

1260868 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO.129, 19 & 20, FLY VIEW, NEAR FLYOVER 
BRIDGE, WARJE, PUNE- 
ACCOLADE ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

1096212 - 9, 1096211 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to BHARTI CRESENT, 1, NELSON 
MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ, PHASE-II. NEW DELHI-110070 
M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD.

554637 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to AHORNSTR. 8A, 82166 GRAEFELFING, GERMANY. 
DR. ING. FUNCK GMBH CO. KG,

440445 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to "No. 12, Lane 61, Section 1, Guangfu Road, Sanchong 
Dist., New Taipei City 241 taiwan (R.O.C)" 
FOUR PILLARS ENTERPRISE CO. LTD.

1467670 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 162, FIRST FLOOR, TAGORE GARDEN EXTN. OLD 
FOUR STOREY QTRS, NEAR VISHAL MARKET SHIV MANDIR NEW DELHI-110027 INDIA 
MRS.MAYA GUPTA

1067842 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to RUE DE GRAVELONE 45, CASE POSTALE 1325,1951 
SION, SWITZERLAND 
QUINTING SA

576692 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 7 RUE JEAN-PIERRE TIMBAUD, 38130 ECHIROLLES, 
FRANCE 
KIS

421602 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to 700 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 
07632, United States of America 
CONOPCO, INC.

1514231 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to F-11, NARODA G.I.D.C. PHASE-2, AHMEDABAD-
382330. 
FAIRDEAL SALES

515728 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1835 DUEBER AVENUE, S.W. CONTON, OHIO 44706, 
USA 
TIMKEN US LLC

1205269 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to BHODWAL MAJRI, SAMALKHA DISTT. PANIPAT, 
HARYANA - 132101 
SSA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

930369 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to Bhodwal Majri Samalakha Distt. Panipat, Haryana- 
132101 
SSA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

173047 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 980 GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX, 
TW8 9GS, ENGLAND 
GLAXO LABORATORIES LIMITED
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1012124 - 9, 1012114 - 16, 1012122 - 9, 1012113 - 16, 1012121 - 9, 1012120 - 9, 1012117 - 9: 
Proprietor Address Altered to BHARTI CRESENT, 1, NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ, 
PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110070 
M/S BHARIT AIRTEL LTD.

930367 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to BHODWAL MAJRI, SAMALKHA DISTT. PANIPAT 
HARYANA -132101 
SSA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

930368 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to BHODWAL MAJRI SAMALKHA DISTT. PANIPAT, 
HARYANA-132101 
SSA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

1256044 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to BHARTI CRESENT, 1, NELSON MANDELA ROAD, 
VASANT KUNJ, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110070 
M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD.

1335794 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to KALEDONIA (HDIL BUILDING), LEVEL 7, B WING, 
OFFICE NO. 4A, SAHAR ROAD, OPPOSITE VIJAY NAGAR HOUSING SOCIETY, ANDHERI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400069 
WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

591074 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to Near Railway Station, Village: Kharagodha-382760, 
Taluka: Dasada, Dist. Surendranagar, (Gujarat) 
THE PIONEER MAGESIA WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED

1326680 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to R-967 B, MIDC TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, RABALE 
MIDC, NAVI MUMBAI- 400 071 
CHEMAC EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.

1868982 - 43: Proprietor Address Altered to 1390 WILLOW PASS ROAD SUITE 300 CONCORD 
CALIFORNIA 94520 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
THE ROUND TABLE FRANCHISE CORPORATION

422856 - 11, 422855 - 10, 422851 - 30, 422848 - 21, 422846 - 19, 422845 - 18, 422858 - 13: Proprietor 
Address Altered to NIRMA HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT, INDIA. 
NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT. LTD.

1335793 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to KALEDONIA (HDIL BUILDING), LEVEL 7, B WING, 
OFFICE NO. 4A, SAHAR ROAD, OPPOSITE VIJAY NAGAR HOUSING SOCIETY, ANDHERI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400069 
WILD FLAVORS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

704163 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 111 LORD DRIVE, CARY, NORTH CAROLINA, NC 27511, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
LORD CORPORATION

728461 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ—DHOLKA 
ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD 382 210, GUJARAT. 
KARNAVATI ENGINEERING LTD.

554636 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to AHORNSTR. 8A, 82166 GRAEFELFING, GERMANY. 
DR. ING. FUNCK GMBH CO. KG,

728464 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to CADILA CORPORATE CAMPUS, SHARKHEJ—
DHOLKA ROAD, BHAT, AHMEDABAD 382 210, GUJARAT. 
KARNAVATI ENGINEERING LTD.

1648713 - 38, 1648714 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Bharti Crescent, 1, Nelson Mandela 
Road, Vasant Kunj, Phase II, New Delhi- 110070, 
BHARTI INFRATEL LTD

1981740 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to 19 Boulevard Paul Valliant Couturier 94200 Ivry Sur 
Seine, France 
MARIE BRIZARD & ROGER INTERNATIONAL

568010 - 30, 568011 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to KERRY BRADLEY ROAD, ROYAL 
PORTBURY DOCK, BRISTOL, UNITED KINGDOM, BS20 7NZ. 
KERRY FLAVOURS UK LIMITED

1415987 - 99, 1415938 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to VERLOREN ENGH 15, 1261 CP, 
BLARICUM, THE NETHERLANDS 
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OGER LUSINK

422863 - 5, 422862 - 2, 422861 - 4, 422860 - 1, 422859 - 14, 422854 - 5, 422853 - 32, 422852 - 31, 
422850 - 29, 422849 - 28, 422847 - 20, 422844 - 17, 422843 - 16, 422842 - 15, 422842 - 15, 422841 - 9, 
422840 - 8, 422839 - 7, 422838 - 3, 422837 - 27, 422836 - 26, 422835 - 25, 422834 - 24, 422833 - 23, 
422832 - 22: Proprietor Address Altered to NIRMA HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD,AHMEDABAD-380009, 
GUJARAT, INDIA. 
NIRMA CHEMICAL WORKS PVT. LTD.

1105880 - 16, 1105878 - 9, 1105876 - 9, 1105874 - 9, 1105873 - 9, 1105871 - 9, 1105870 - 9: 
Proprietor Address Altered to BHARTI CRESENT, 1, NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ, 
PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110070 
M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LTD.

1347108 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to FLAT NO.10, ARISTOCRAT CHS LTD. PLOT NO.139, A 
PRABHAT COLONY,ROAD NO.1, NR. YOGA ASHRAM, SANTACRUZ EAST, MUMBAI-400 055 
BALAJI TRADERS

1340367 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to III C 2, GUNDECHA ONCLAVE, KHERANI ROAD, SAKI 
NAKA, ANDHERI EAST,MUMBAI 400 072. 
SWIFT FREIGHT (I) PVT. LTD.

1347169 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 5 TH FLOOR, PARADIGM B, NEW LINK ROAD, 
MINDSPACE, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400 064 
FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED

779288 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to GALA NO-F/31, 1ST FLOOR, TOP CLASS ENCLAVE, 
BOIDAPADA, SATAVALI, VASAI EAST 
IRONY CLOTHING PVT. LTD.,

419208 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 3 Glenlake Parkway, Atlanta, GA, 30328, USA 
THE GILLETTE COMPANY.

1663104 - 5, 1663105 - 10, 1663106 - 21, 1663107 - 42, 1663108 - 5, 1663109 - 10, 1663110 - 21, 
1663111 - 42, 1663112 - 5, 1663113 - 10, 1663114 - 21, 1663115 - 42, 1663116 - 5, 1663117 - 10, 
1663118 - 21, 1663119 - 42, 1806780 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to PIRAMAL TOWER, G. K. 
MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013 
PIRAMAL CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED

1333393 - 29, 1333391 - 16, 1333392 - 29, 1333390 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to C 2, FIRST 
FLOOR, PLOT NO. 16, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE IV, GURGAON , HARYANA 
FIELDFRESH FOODS PVT. LTD.

1333393 - 29, 1333391 - 16, 1333392 - 29, 1333390 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to ARAVALI 
CRESCENT, 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ PHASE II, NEW DELHI-110070 
FIELDFRESH FOODS PVT. LTD.

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE 
MARK  
1531066 - 99: the goods/Service details pertaining to class(s) 41,30,42,5 has been deleted. 
 

509586 - 9: Address for Service is altered to STATE BANK BUILDINGS, N.G.N. VAIDYA MARG, 
MUMBAI - 400 023.

1465221 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANK,CHAKALA ROAD,ANDHERI 
(EAST) MUMBAI- 400 099

1405162 - 17, 831926 - 11, 1082778 - 11, 1114507 - 11, 1113604 - 11, 1060723 - 11, 902083 - 11, 
833434 - 11, 1061166 - 11, 1060726 - 11, 902085 - 11, 947868 - 11, 1373082 - 9, 1253748 - 9, 1060724 
- 9, 811455 - 9, 831920 - 9, 1054401 - 9, 962678 - 9, 868841 - 9, 902967 - 9, 662132 - 9, 902966 - 9: 
Address for Service is altered to STATE BANK BUILDINGS, N.G.N. VAIDYA MARG, MUMBAI - 400 
023.

1303240 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1289103 - 37, 1289107 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, 
J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.
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1197954 - 7, 1197955 - 7, 1197953 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR 
SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

1184411 - 16, 1184412 - 29: Address for Service is altered to INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 
176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 
560 078, KARNATAKA

211705 - 12, 269793 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 878,1ST FLOOR,PUNJABI 
COLONY,CLOCK TOWER,DELHI-110007,INDIA

2304973 - 31, 2304974 - 31, 2323527 - 31, 2304976 - 31, 2323510 - 5, 2304977 - 31, 2304975 - 31, 
2304978 - 31, 2304979 - 31, 2304980 - 31, 2323529 - 31, 2304985 - 5, 2323530 - 31, 2304986 - 5, 
2304982 - 31, 2323525 - 5, 2304983 - 31, 2304984 - 31, 2343526 - 31, 2343527 - 31, 2343528 - 31, 
2343525 - 31, 2304981 - 31, 2380130 - 31, 2380145 - 5, 2380148 - 5, 2380150 - 5, 2323511 - 5, 
2323512 - 5, 2323513 - 5, 2323515 - 5, 2323528 - 31, 2323516 - 5, 2323517 - 5, 2323518 - 5, 2323519 - 
5, 2323520 - 5, 2323531 - 31, 2323532 - 31, 2323521 - 5, 2323522 - 5, 2323523 - 5, 2656527 - 5, 
2323524 - 5, 2323533 - 31, 2323526 - 5, 2323534 - 5, 2343537 - 5, 2343534 - 5, 2343533 - 5: Address 
for Service is altered to 17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001

1187754 - 3, 1187753 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI 
SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

1303659 - 3, 1303661 - 3, 1303662 - 3, 1303663 - 3: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya 
House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

2343542 - 35, 2343535 - 5, 2380149 - 5, 2380140 - 31, 2380135 - 31, 2380123 - 31, 2380129 - 31, 
2380134 - 31, 2656532 - 31, 2380141 - 5, 2380142 - 5, 2380147 - 5, 2380146 - 5, 2380144 - 5, 2380143 
- 5, 2380132 - 31, 2380120 - 31, 2380124 - 31, 2380122 - 31, 2380138 - 31, 2380137 - 31, 2380128 - 
31, 2380136 - 31, 2380127 - 31, 2380121 - 31, 2380126 - 31, 2380125 - 31, 2380133 - 31, 2343532 - 5, 
2343529 - 31, 2343541 - 35, 2343543 - 44, 2343531 - 5, 2343530 - 31, 2343544 - 44, 2656524 - 5, 
2656525 - 5, 2656533 - 31, 2656531 - 31, 2656530 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 17/18, 
S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, COIMBATORE 641 001

1303738 - 99, 1303739 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 
003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1346248 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1226035 - 1, 1035507 - 1: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI 
ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1663104 - 5, 1663105 - 10, 1663106 - 21, 1663107 - 42, 1663108 - 5, 1663109 - 10, 1663110 - 21, 
1663111 - 42, 1663112 - 5, 1663113 - 10, 1663114 - 21, 1663115 - 42, 1663116 - 5, 1663117 - 10, 
1663118 - 21, 1663119 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, 
V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

1677160 - 42, 1677167 - 42, 1771102 - 16, 1771108 - 38, 2712385 - 38, 2712387 - 41, 2712388 - 16, 
2712389 - 35, 2712393 - 41, 2712394 - 38, 1900700 - 38, 1907712 - 42, 2035090 - 9, 2035091 - 16, 
2035103 - 16, 2035144 - 9, 2035145 - 16, 2035150 - 9, 2035151 - 16, 2035157 - 16, 2035108 - 9, 
2035132 - 9, 2035133 - 16, 2035163 - 16, 2035953 - 9, 2057622 - 42, 2057624 - 35, 2057625 - 42, 
2124297 - 16, 2035092 - 35, 2035106 - 41, 2035107 - 42, 2035136 - 41, 2035141 - 38, 2035142 - 41, 
2035143 - 42, 2035149 - 42, 2035152 - 35, 2035153 - 38, 2035155 - 42, 2035164 - 35, 2035956 - 38, 
2035957 - 41, 2035961 - 35, 2035962 - 38, 2035964 - 42, 2124298 - 35: Address for Service is 
altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1338589 - 42, 1338588 - 41, 1338587 - 40, 1338585 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 6/B 
SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1346247 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1346246 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1959512 - 11, 1959514 - 15, 1959515 - 18, 1959516 - 20, 1959517 - 21, 1959518 - 24, 1959520 - 28, 
1959523 - 31, 1959510 - 3, 1959511 - 9, 1957532 - 36, 2269130 - 17, 2269133 - 1, 2269137 - 2, 
2269139 - 26, 2269132 - 13: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1333682 - 16, 1333686 - 6: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, 
MUMBAI - 400 036.
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419208 - 16: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA, 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, BOMBAY-
400036

1295640 - 9, 1270062 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.

547473 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1346249 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1347169 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1328692 - 20: Address for Service is altered to MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 
41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

1346957 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1342414 - 30: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

402999 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1335295 - 19: Address for Service is altered to K-201, 2ND FLOOR, `K" WING, WESTERN CITY 
APARTMENT, NR.L.P.SAVANI SCHOOL, PAL-ADAJAN, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT, INDIA.

1337302 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

173047 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1503765 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1503765 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1503765 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

402999 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1334945 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

1339226 - 1: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 
400 036.

1354823 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1293516 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, 
MUMBAI-400013

1473806 - 9, 1473807 - 18, 1473812 - 28, 1473811 - 28, 1473810 - 25, 1473809 - 25, 1473805 - 9, 
1473808 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

2232653 - 35, 2232654 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

439949 - 5, 439952 - 5, 439955 - 5, 439956 - 5, 439957 - 5, 439958 - 5, 439960 - 5, 439961 - 5: 
Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

1735526 - 99, 2228700 - 37, 1825331 - 32: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. 021, 
MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

930367 - 30, 930368 - 30, 930369 - 30, 1205269 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 1/B STREET 
NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092

1043093 - 16, 1043089 - 19, 1043091 - 21, 1043090 - 25, 1043092 - 30, 1043097 - 14, 1007621 - 16, 
1007622 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

2058372 - 5, 2058375 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

1418575 - 5, 1418577 - 5, 1418579 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH 
NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

1454000 - 17: Address for Service is altered to M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR 
PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

1508425 - 41: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

1508427 - 9: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

582805 - 3, 1493680 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, 
NEW DELHI-1120 025.

1473248 - 25, 1473249 - 25, 1473250 - 25: Address for Service is altered to E-48, 3RD FLOOR, 
JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095

1483713 - 24: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

582130 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

2101890 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

896456 - 7, 896457 - 9: Address for Service is altered to K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI 
- 110 049.

1679588 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1501207 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1677450 - 99, 1677451 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, 
Mumbai-400018
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751064 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1491138 - 7, 1491139 - 7, 728846 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, 
Worli, Mumbai-400018

582690 - 32, 582692 - 30: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, 
BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050

1593228 - 42, 1593230 - 35, 1593232 - 36, 1593233 - 36, 1623144 - 42, 1623145 - 41, 1744709 - 9, 
1744698 - 16, 1744705 - 28, 1744704 - 29, 1744703 - 31, 1744701 - 35, 1744700 - 36, 1744699 - 37, 
1744707 - 38, 1744708 - 39, 1744702 - 41, 1744706 - 42, 1744694 - 38: Address for Service is 
altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

1514494 - 31, 1514495 - 42, 1514492 - 29, 1514493 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 2337, 
DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

2532555 - 9, 2517585 - 9, 2393422 - 38, 2390361 - 41, 2427657 - 9, 2365776 - 42, 2365775 - 42, 
2366664 - 45, 2352661 - 42, 2351927 - 9, 2301838 - 41, 2252510 - 9, 2246306 - 28, 2231443 - 35, 
2202971 - 41, 2158255 - 9, 2122141 - 9, 2122140 - 9, 2124111 - 9, 2067416 - 9, 2067417 - 9, 2067418 - 
41, 2054746 - 9, 2045318 - 9, 2039345 - 42, 2035323 - 35, 2029822 - 9, 2055367 - 28, 2055366 - 9, 
2021552 - 9, 1999877 - 9, 2022875 - 9, 1976122 - 42, 1955300 - 42, 1956810 - 9, 1947952 - 9, 1940333 
- 9, 1914574 - 35, 1955301 - 42, 1938780 - 9, 1912779 - 9, 1906551 - 9, 1905941 - 9, 1889102 - 35, 
1889101 - 9, 1855389 - 16, 1810825 - 9, 1810304 - 9, 1810305 - 41, 1810306 - 9, 1794848 - 39, 
1757745 - 35, 1750660 - 42, 1747993 - 9, 1750630 - 42, 1748097 - 42, 1747498 - 42, 1747497 - 9, 
1730345 - 9, 1728984 - 9, 1726970 - 9, 1719934 - 42, 1710194 - 42, 1665716 - 9, 1665019 - 9, 1665023 
- 9, 1665022 - 9, 1665712 - 9, 1665696 - 9, 1665016 - 9, 1665018 - 9, 1665020 - 9, 1665021 - 9, 
1665714 - 9, 1665715 - 9, 1637724 - 42, 1619707 - 9, 1619706 - 9, 1589851 - 9, 1592279 - 42, 1551650 
- 41, 1551649 - 41, 1547528 - 42, 1529751 - 9, 1501430 - 9, 1500689 - 9, 1498253 - 9, 1460169 - 9, 
1454914 - 9, 1401949 - 41, 1372361 - 9, 1372360 - 9, 1335369 - 9, 1322987 - 42, 1307913 - 9, 1299899 
- 41, 1294578 - 41, 1290203 - 38, 1245993 - 9, 1248032 - 9, 1210628 - 9, 1196750 - 9, 1170394 - 9, 
1170393 - 16, 1236625 - 41, 1157317 - 9, 1236750 - 35, 1236751 - 42, 1236626 - 42, 1236704 - 38, 
1002983 - 16, 1002984 - 9, 986707 - 9, 978314 - 9, 918607 - 9, 903017 - 9, 873109 - 9, 854562 - 9, 
771973 - 9, 788661 - 9, 782355 - 9, 767366 - 9, 747167 - 9, 710813 - 9, 643434 - 25, 1794730 - 9, 
1399978 - 35, 2247158 - 9, 2242388 - 42, 2209333 - 41, 1915940 - 42: Address for Service is altered 
to 113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
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1520913 - 23, 1520914 - 23, 1520920 - 29, 1520921 - 29, 1520929 - 30, 1520930 - 30, 1520938 - 31, 
1520939 - 31: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1507756 - 30: Address for Service is altered to GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 
38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR 
P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 
WEST BENGAL 
Email - legal@goldfinn.com 
Mobile - 9874710123

1485120 - 30: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1454488 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1488448 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1510567 - 5, 1510569 - 5, 1510571 - 5, 1510570 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2337, 
DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

581362 - 9, 1711933 - 9, 820207 - 9, 1004449 - 9: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, 
SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1495081 - 11: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1536663 - 9: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1498379 - 8: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

746184 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

746154 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

746190 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1520184 - 34: Address for Service is altered to LEX ORBIS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI 110001

1505829 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA 
SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022. GUJARAT - INDIA.

554636 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 31/42 PUNJABI BAGH (W) NEW DELHI 110026

746191 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1505830 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA 
SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022. GUJARAT - INDIA.

1492812 - 19: Address for Service is altered to H No 901, Sector 70 
MOHALI 160071 
(Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

1288230 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 
006.

1868982 - 43: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1491490 - 3: Address for Service is altered to III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE 
ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.

1401348 - 38: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW 
DELHI - 110 062.
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1476790 - 5: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-
110 048

1595647 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026.

1350071 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1194647 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1463589 - 22: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

1899171 - 40: Address for Service is altered to 36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI 
AGRA 282003 UP

1373295 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS 
TOWERS, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, SECTOR -65, GURGAON-122005, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA), INDIA.

656334 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW 
DELHI-110 005.

448518 - 23: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 
(PUNJAB)

1484207 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

180928 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
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1678255 - 29: Address for Service is altered to ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP 
AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS 
BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

1508428 - 35: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

341522 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

364692 - 29: Address for Service is altered to F-63 B GANGOTRI ENCLAVE ALAKNANDA NEW 
DELHI

1883678 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1485364 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, 
Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

338895 - 12, 338894 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, 
WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1350072 - 35: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1544140 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, 
OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

1495993 - 39: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

1349301 - 30: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1476438 - 99: Address for Service is altered to A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, 
Ahmedabad 380009. India

1495994 - 42: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

1106467 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

2110587 - 32, 1333393 - 29, 1333392 - 29, 1333390 - 16, 1333391 - 16: Address for Service is 
altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

1478305 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

340580 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 
(PUNJAB)

1467670 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D 1A-26, JANAK PURI DELHI-58

1472361 - 5: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

581689 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1442566 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-
133001, HARYANA

1067842 - 14: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

1495996 - 42: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

1446258 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 
(PUNJAB)

1495995 - 39: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013
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521527 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

1157370 - 30: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1544334 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1463592 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

449185 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 
(PUNJAB)

1331884 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1510062 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1349299 - 30: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1476055 - 37: Address for Service is altered to A-75, VILLAGE, P.O. CHHAWLA , NEW DELHI-71.
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2328466 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR 
DELHI 110092

444510 - 3: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

1506256 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA 
SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022. GUJARAT - INDIA.

1487413 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

1508803 - 99: Address for Service is altered to ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP 
AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS 
BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

1332504 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1498496 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1416508 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 15E, POCKET 2, M.I.G. FLATS, MAYUR VIHAR, 
PHASE-3, NEW DELHI 110096

263386 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1332505 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

750658 - 25: Address for Service is altered to M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR 
PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

1491694 - 99: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

704163 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

568011 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

271175 - 7: Address for Service is altered to A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, 
Ahmedabad 380009. India

1493205 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1289986 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1196585 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1226586 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

734793 - 21: Address for Service is altered to N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM 
ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

1506561 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

1393987 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, 
Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

1485363 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, 
Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

1067842 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY 
MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1348664 - 4: Address for Service is altered to MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 
41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

494863 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1290028 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
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001. (PB.).

1289504 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

568010 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1349300 - 30: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

412263 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza MG Road, Gurgaon 
122022, National Captial Region, India

1332877 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1503765 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1545345 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1598679 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1598679 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1598679 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1598679 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1889163 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

575066 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1598679 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1290528 - 39: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1290534 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1665183 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI 
AGRA 282003 UP

1551706 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

1598679 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1357399 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

2190083 - 6: Address for Service is altered to TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, 
RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

1587533 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1291032 - 99: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

1552474 - 31: Address for Service is altered to T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS 
STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

1503765 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

421602 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

636112 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1299650 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI- 110 025.

1197952 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

745179 - 9: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1503765 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

579057 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

509586 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
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INDIA.

1859481 - 25: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

1305456 - 25: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
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1522280 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

1330812 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW 
DELHI-110065

2062142 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM 
VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

1508426 - 42: Address for Service is altered to D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 
110049

1536369 - 11: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

842959 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX 
CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT 
STATE, INDIA.

1509160 - 3: Address for Service is altered to H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

1501787 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

1463590 - 23: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

1483712 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1405159 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

748453 - 30: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

588623 - 11: Address for Service is altered to F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL 
MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

1648713 - 38, 1648714 - 9: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

1256049 - 38, 1327609 - 9, 1327610 - 16, 1327611 - 35, 1327612 - 37, 1327613 - 38, 1327614 - 41, 
1327615 - 42, 1291327 - 38: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

1509976 - 5, 1509975 - 5, 1509437 - 5, 1509974 - 5, 1509973 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.

1442564 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-
133001, HARYANA

316941 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1346213 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1471719 - 30: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1808044 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD 
KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

1297110 - 9: Address for Service is altered to K-201, 2ND FLOOR, `K" WING, WESTERN CITY 
APARTMENT, NR.L.P.SAVANI SCHOOL, PAL-ADAJAN, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT, INDIA.

1481006 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1491959 - 25: Address for Service is altered to G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN 
WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

1331409 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW 
DELHI-110065

554637 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 31/42 PUNJABI BAGH (W) NEW DELHI 110026

1331619 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
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1476450 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1331846 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1418298 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1328693 - 17: Address for Service is altered to MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 
41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

1463591 - 24: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

437915 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

656335 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005
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1487473 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

445036 - 12: Address for Service is altered to L.S. DAVAR & CO., 
PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 
5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

1490430 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

667252 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1289983 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, 
GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

1289412 - 26: Address for Service is altered to 59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-
4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078

1360195 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1290043 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1290626 - 28: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1299230 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1291275 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1304183 - 6: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1303208 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1290877 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

1299506 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK 
FARMS NEW DELHI-62

1302695 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1302696 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1301088 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1288851 - 16: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

1303741 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1302813 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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498079 3 08/12/2016 15:11:53
498082 3 08/12/2016 15:12:24
498085 3 08/12/2016 15:12:58
498089 3 08/12/2016 15:13:27
498091 3 08/12/2016 15:11:21
503736 34 07/12/2016 17:53:17
503932 17 07/12/2016 17:54:00
515423 11 07/12/2016 17:56:24
518977 34 07/12/2016 17:57:50
519390 5 07/12/2016 17:58:21
519498 16 07/12/2016 17:58:49
525873 3 07/12/2016 17:59:20
526609 9 07/12/2016 17:59:49
531646 29 07/12/2016 18:00:24
564920 30 07/12/2016 18:01:31
565010 25 07/12/2016 18:01:59
565236 34 07/12/2016 18:02:26
565345 30 07/12/2016 18:04:46
565346 5 07/12/2016 18:07:37
565347 5 07/12/2016 18:08:03
565349 3 07/12/2016 18:08:25
565350 5 07/12/2016 18:08:47
565352 5 07/12/2016 18:09:14
565358 30 07/12/2016 18:09:40
565359 3 07/12/2016 18:10:06
565406 30 07/12/2016 18:10:31
565646 24 07/12/2016 18:10:57
565846 17 07/12/2016 18:11:24
566262 33 07/12/2016 18:14:17
566263 33 07/12/2016 18:15:44
692862 3 08/12/2016 15:16:07
993630 9 05/12/2016 16:22:14
993631 9 05/12/2016 16:29:32
993633 9 05/12/2016 16:38:38
993639 9 05/12/2016 16:53:07
993649 3 05/12/2016 16:58:01
993670 9 06/12/2016 12:31:55
993709 4 06/12/2016 12:56:29
993715 32 06/12/2016 13:05:51
993722 9 06/12/2016 14:34:09
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993726 5 06/12/2016 14:42:51
993728 21 06/12/2016 15:12:25
993732 5 06/12/2016 15:35:30
993765 16 06/12/2016 15:40:56
993773 21 06/12/2016 15:50:13
993774 5 06/12/2016 16:29:19
993839 16 06/12/2016 16:35:10
993840 16 06/12/2016 16:50:05
993841 16 06/12/2016 16:57:28
993843 16 06/12/2016 17:11:26
993884 16 07/12/2016 11:31:40
993886 5 07/12/2016 11:41:45
993888 5 07/12/2016 11:48:54
993985 5 07/12/2016 11:52:40
993990 5 07/12/2016 11:59:44
994071 5 07/12/2016 12:05:44
994079 6 07/12/2016 12:12:34
994080 6 07/12/2016 12:20:43
994082 11 07/12/2016 12:27:45
994083 19 07/12/2016 12:49:02
994084 19 07/12/2016 14:28:31
994096 33 07/12/2016 14:33:22
994097 33 07/12/2016 14:38:41
994098 33 07/12/2016 14:44:25
994102 16 07/12/2016 14:48:58
994103 12 07/12/2016 14:54:09
994104 9 07/12/2016 15:08:08
994105 12 07/12/2016 15:18:06
994106 16 07/12/2016 15:22:22
994107 9 07/12/2016 15:30:53
994114 16 07/12/2016 15:37:47
994118 19 07/12/2016 15:42:03
994119 19 07/12/2016 15:45:36
994125 24 07/12/2016 16:27:18
994126 24 07/12/2016 16:31:32
994127 25 07/12/2016 16:35:58
994129 24 07/12/2016 16:39:58
994130 34 07/12/2016 16:44:27
994131 31 07/12/2016 16:49:39
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994132 31 07/12/2016 16:52:38
994136 24 07/12/2016 16:58:12
994138 30 08/12/2016 11:41:59
994188 5 08/12/2016 11:52:17
994235 9 08/12/2016 11:57:54
994236 16 08/12/2016 12:08:42
994237 9 08/12/2016 12:19:06
994238 16 08/12/2016 12:30:02
994281 25 08/12/2016 12:48:49
994286 3 08/12/2016 15:01:40
994287 21 08/12/2016 14:57:55
994288 16 08/12/2016 15:10:01
994298 16 08/12/2016 15:25:47
994299 25 08/12/2016 15:30:08
994300 9 08/12/2016 15:45:49
994303 12 08/12/2016 16:34:44
994305 12 08/12/2016 16:37:25
994306 12 08/12/2016 16:43:28
994316 5 08/12/2016 16:49:06
994513 11 08/12/2016 16:53:29
994530 5 09/12/2016 10:29:27
994532 10 09/12/2016 10:33:56
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614545 884733 1009945 1331878 1640546
1652971 1727771 1739869 1776459 1780478
1781974 1787741 1807256 1830827 1830828
1830829 1830831 1830832 1830833 1830834
1830836 1866640 1884615 1900323 1902964
1926524 2001250 2001254 2001260 2004700
2005401 2005625 2005782 2005802 2007153
2008846 2010364 2010369 2010370 2011016
2013867 2013871 2013876 2014248 2014253
2014700 2014701 2015954 2016966 2017062
2017821 2018308 2018873 2019227 2019284
2019285 2019857 2020558 2020599 2020603
2021558 2021732 2022398 2022811 2022986
2023143 2028783 2046017 2046019 2047933
2062846 2063429 2077347 2090780 2099582
2112420 2116183 2120317 2120318 2122014
2123580 2130622 2130623 2134582 2139661
2141594 2144823 2144824 2145752 2147592
2148719 2151692 2151695 2151696 2151698
2151701 2151702 2155905 2157458 2157461
2157652 2160196 2164603 2169214 2171274
2173747 2175313 2177558 2177564 2178873
2183337 2188312 2202040 2205097 2207376
2207377 2211528 2214035 2214360 2236103
2251211 2255247 2274306 2275560 2298603
2305534 2316260 2317314 2317376 2317440
2318686 2318691 2318692 2318693 2318694
2318695 2318697 2318698 2318699 2318702
2318704 2318705 2318707 2354524 2358259
2358641 2358662 2358665 2358669 2358673
2358786 2358787 2358883 2359020 2359079
2359092 2359244 2359283 2360027 2360089
2360256 2360318 2361836 2361852 2362096
2362097 2362098 2362261 2363286 2364389
2364416 2364508 2364554 2364846 2365506
2365631 2365774 2365777 2366600 2367063
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2367198 2367280 2368234 2368358 2368361
2371807 2373574 2374168 2374208 2374545
2374935 2374936 2375154 2375223 2375230
2375374 2375440 2375461 2375556 2375558
2375565 2375566 2375567 2375570 2375576
2375719 2375827 2376027 2376205 2376262
2376448 2376482 2376640 2376653 2376673
2376730 2376953 2376962 2377093 2377098
2377172 2377175 2377430 2377523 2377900
2378091 2378493 2379124 2379152 2379324
2379378 2379380 2379413 2379517 2379561
2379565 2379640 2379775 2379840 2379859
2379911 2379912 2379916 2379998 2379999
2380000 2380001 2380002 2380003 2380004
2380005 2380178 2380374 2380541 2380619
2380622 2380630 2380644 2380652 2380653
2380696 2380781 2381096 2381098 2381146
2381149 2381153 2381168 2381170 2381172
2381204 2381222 2381299 2381300 2381306
2381328 2381442 2381480 2381490 2381556
2381559 2381587 2381634 2381892 2381942
2381946 2381947 2381951 2381983 2381987
2381989 2382005 2382042 2382050 2382053
2382055 2382057 2382071 2382073 2382079
2382080 2382082 2382083 2382086 2382087
2382161 2382170 2382197 2382200 2382204
2382248 2382339 2382346 2382358 2382359
2382364 2382381 2382443 2382526 2382527
2382529 2382549 2382552 2382592 2382593
2382594 2382596 2382614 2382618 2382624
2382626 2382628 2382631 2382634 2382636
2382638 2382653 2382696 2382700 2382916
2382945 2382947 2382954 2382962 2383110
2383111 2383116 2383117 2383161 2383164
2383167 2383171 2383172 2383173 2383177
2383178 2383181 2383182 2383192 2383194
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2383198 2383199 2383200 2383219 2383231
2383276 2383282 2383287 2383288 2383289
2383294 2383296 2383332 2383335 2383338
2383367 2383369 2383385 2383392 2383401
2383402 2383403 2383474 2383483 2383496
2383505 2383516 2383519 2383521 2383531
2383544 2383545 2383560 2383564 2383571
2383577 2383578 2383586 2383589 2383592
2383594 2383595 2383597 2383618 2383622
2383623 2383644 2383645 2383647 2383677
2383679 2383685 2383686 2383689 2383690
2383694 2383700 2383709 2383802 2383832
2383833 2383864 2383871 2383872 2383873
2383874 2383880 2383885 2383890 2383906
2383912 2383964 2383965 2383989 2384175
2384177 2384201 2384207 2384209 2384217
2384221 2384233 2384236 2384252 2384376
2384377 2384415 2384418 2384419 2384472
2384478 2384482 2384485 2384491 2384780
2384786 2384788 2384801 2384819 2384822
2384887 2384889 2384890 2384892 2384893
2384895 2384896 2384899 2384913 2384924
2384928 2384938 2384972 2384978 2384981
2385084 2385085 2385086 2385089 2385103
2385115 2385311 2385356 2385361 2385371
2385372 2385418 2385431 2385432 2385434
2385445 2385447 2385448 2385449 2385453
2385460 2385471 2385476 2385505 2385507
2385680 2385682 2385707 2385713 2385717
2385718 2385726 2385727 2385732 2385736
2385746 2385750 2385820 2385823 2385828
2385847 2385937 2386003 2386023 2386030
2386064 2386065 2386066 2386067 2386069
2386073 2386094 2386107 2386125 2386126
2386127 2386131 2386138 2386220 2386234
2386236 2386240 2386241 2386304 2386317
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2386318 2386319 2386320 2386344 2386345
2386347 2386348 2386656 2386658 2386737
2386805 2386849 2386953 2387070 2387100
2387122 2387135 2387139 2387166 2387191
2387192 2387200 2387202 2387203 2387211
2387212 2387383 2387384 2387418 2387419
2387420 2387451 2387526 2387539 2387571
2387574 2387577 2387580 2387659 2387668
2387676 2387688 2387690 2387764 2387765
2387774 2388175 2388176 2388228 2388235
2388310 2388314 2388322 2388364 2388421
2388603 2388610 2388612 2388690 2388730
2388834 2388864 2388923 2388924 2389120
2389124 2389127 2389132 2389141 2389154
2389196 2389247 2389249 2389255 2389256
2389259 2389404 2389406 2389407 2389408
2389424 2389429 2389436 2389463 2389488
2389489 2389492 2389520 2389565 2389566
2389567 2389601 2389641 2389643 2389644
2389645 2389646 2389647 2389648 2389649
2389650 2389652 2389653 2389701 2389757
2389758 2389760 2389762 2389765 2389885
2389918 2389926 2389941 2389971 2389984
2390063 2390079 2390096 2390097 2390099
2390113 2390114 2390115 2390129 2390130
2390177 2390203 2390222 2390223 2390264
2390265 2390295 2390309 2390317 2390333
2390339 2390348 2390350 2390360 2390385
2390441 2390500 2390521 2390531 2390533
2390559 2390645 2390672 2390673 2390699
2390702 2390703 2390704 2390705 2390713
2390776 2390787 2390789 2390790 2390792
2390795 2390798 2390799 2390819 2390939
2391040 2391041 2391044 2391126 2391169
2391209 2391219 2391220 2391227 2391286
2391287 2391289 2391290 2391321 2391325
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2391411 2391426 2391436 2391442 2391557
2391558 2391565 2391566 2391650 2391656
2391661 2391664 2391700 2391825 2391885
2391896 2391928 2391947 2391965 2391974
2392006 2392008 2392019 2392031 2392052
2392053 2392054 2392085 2392086 2392087
2392216 2392217 2392242 2392290 2392352
2392634 2392682 2392693 2392694 2392695
2392701 2392703 2392705 2392706 2392722
2392729 2392763 2392764 2392767 2392777
2392780 2392797 2392798 2392902 2392903
2392904 2392909 2392912 2392913 2392914
2392916 2392918 2392921 2392923 2392929
2392931 2392942 2392946 2392956 2392971
2392983 2393058 2393060 2393061 2393084
2393085 2393088 2393091 2393093 2393094
2393096 2393097 2393098 2393101 2393102
2393104 2393105 2393107 2393133 2393134
2393136 2393138 2393166 2393168 2393169
2393178 2393184 2393189 2393195 2393197
2393198 2393209 2393212 2393214 2393220
2393242 2393256 2393266 2393273 2393394
2393444 2393450 2393458 2393465 2393467
2393469 2393486 2393515 2393517 2393619
2393680 2393716 2393736 2393737 2393738
2393740 2393741 2393743 2393764 2393772
2393774 2393805 2393808 2393810 2393812
2393816 2393817 2393839 2393860 2393861
2393862 2393863 2393864 2393870 2393871
2393872 2393886 2393893 2393894 2393896
2393898 2393899 2393900 2393902 2394019
2394020 2394024 2394073 2394106 2394123
2394164 2394173 2394174 2394175 2394178
2394179 2394182 2394183 2394184 2394192
2394229 2394230 2394239 2394278 2394279
2394285 2394286 2394287 2394294 2394313
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2394328 2394329 2394330 2394358 2394411
2394435 2394436 2394437 2394443 2394445
2394446 2394501 2394539 2394545 2394591
2394639 2394642 2394643 2394644 2394645
2394647 2394653 2394654 2394659 2394660
2394662 2394664 2394667 2394668 2394670
2394675 2394676 2394677 2394678 2394853
2394872 2394940 2394995 2395001 2395013
2395022 2395027 2395044 2395073 2395074
2395075 2395079 2395080 2395098 2395114
2395117 2395139 2395140 2395141 2395148
2395193 2395204 2395228 2395230 2395231
2395232 2395238 2395278 2395279 2395304
2395306 2395308 2395310 2395311 2395314
2395327 2395332 2395338 2395340 2395347
2395348 2395409 2395423 2395449 2395477
2395478 2395479 2395494 2395496 2395516
2395518 2395519 2395557 2395571 2395637
2395654 2395655 2395698 2395701 2395775
2395780 2395787 2395789 2395790 2395796
2395807 2395808 2395822 2395826 2395945
2395955 2395988 2395990 2395993 2396125
2396127 2396129 2396157 2396159 2396187
2396204 2396249 2396254 2396297 2396302
2396303 2396307 2396323 2396334 2396341
2396345 2396365 2396367 2396368 2396415
2396421 2396424 2396434 2396439 2396441
2396447 2396524 2396533 2396536 2396549
2396691 2396747 2396903 2396906 2396907
2396911 2396976 2397074 2397078 2397079
2397080 2397081 2397083 2397089 2397090
2397091 2397092 2397097 2397132 2397134
2397177 2397181 2397189 2397190 2397252
2397255 2397258 2397367 2397386 2397388
2397407 2397408 2397410 2397436 2397448
2397449 2397542 2397560 2397595 2397623
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2397627 2397629 2397671 2397691 2397698
2397722 2397723 2397724 2397726 2397730
2397812 2397813 2397923 2397925 2397926
2397946 2397952 2397953 2397954 2397957
2397958 2397960 2397972 2397974 2397976
2397978 2397992 2397994 2398001 2398005
2398049 2398050 2398052 2398055 2398057
2398058 2398059 2398063 2398065 2398066
2398067 2398069 2398070 2398071 2398072
2398075 2398076 2398089 2398094 2398095
2398096 2398177 2398178 2398363 2398374
2398375 2398377 2398378 2398399 2398401
2398407 2398410 2398436 2398508 2398510
2398528 2398541 2398545 2398546 2398645
2398650 2398663 2398667 2398669 2398849
2398853 2398856 2398866 2398867 2398868
2398870 2398881 2398883 2398886 2398890
2398891 2398897 2398898 2398899 2398904
2398929 2398932 2399013 2399029 2399040
2399041 2399042 2399045 2399049 2399058
2399060 2399064 2399065 2399066 2399071
2399075 2399085 2399099 2399105 2399110
2399112 2399115 2399123 2399126 2399127
2399128 2399129 2399137 2399157 2399159
2399160 2399167 2399170 2399176 2399180
2399186 2399187 2399188 2399192 2399193
2399199 2399200 2399209 2399210 2399214
2399215 2399219 2399228 2399234 2399236
2399238 2399240 2399241 2399243 2399244
2399301 2399390 2399399 2399402 2399427
2399436 2399469 2399470 2399471 2399472
2399554 2399558 2399559 2399560 2399562
2399579 2399580 2399619 2399691 2399706
2399707 2399711 2399712 2399729 2399735
2399844 2399853 2399864 2399868 2399869
2399876 2400006 2400016 2400048 2400127
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2400135 2400162 2400190 2400193 2400206
2400210 2400257 2400324 2400326 2400330
2400336 2400337 2400342 2400343 2400344
2400345 2400348 2400352 2400354 2400355
2400375 2400376 2400389 2400394 2400399
2400415 2400417 2400437 2400452 2400455
2400459 2400462 2400536 2400539 2400584
2400602 2400629 2400630 2400681 2400729
2400732 2400763 2400767 2400887 2400892
2400896 2400905 2400913 2400923 2400925
2400926 2400928 2400929 2400932 2400977
2401031 2401037 2401038 2401043 2401044
2401051 2401053 2401059 2401065 2401073
2401075 2401252 2401310 2401349 2401356
2401357 2401370 2401467 2401468 2401469
2401470 2401483 2401486 2401496 2401591
2401603 2401612 2401613 2401618 2401640
2401731 2401741 2401742 2401743 2401745
2401749 2401755 2401761 2401763 2401768
2401774 2401777 2401780 2401788 2401818
2401819 2401851 2401852 2401887 2401944
2401955 2401999 2402081 2402119 2402125
2402136 2402198 2402199 2402225 2402228
2402229 2402260 2402269 2402311 2402312
2402325 2402344 2402345 2402346 2402347
2402348 2402359 2402360 2402363 2402364
2402365 2402416 2402417 2402418 2402419
2402420 2402421 2402422 2402467 2402502
2402523 2402524 2402531 2402537 2402548
2402565 2402579 2402607 2402608 2402622
2402625 2402637 2402642 2402645 2402656
2402705 2402710 2402711 2402712 2402753
2402811 2402812 2402870 2402900 2402961
2402993 2403016 2403028 2403051 2403052
2403062 2403103 2403104 2403105 2403124
2403140 2403222 2403232 2403253 2403254
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2403362 2403371 2403372 2403377 2403393
2403398 2403399 2403402 2403423 2403426
2403463 2403486 2403568 2403697 2403698
2403699 2403719 2403746 2403761 2403793
2404023 2404025 2404026 2404027 2404030
2404033 2404064 2404065 2404066 2404067
2404068 2404069 2404071 2404072 2404075
2404119 2404122 2404181 2404204 2404258
2404259 2404264 2404290 2404360 2404397
2404400 2404448 2404449 2404454 2404455
2404524 2404525 2404526 2404552 2404586
2404589 2404612 2404621 2404623 2404661
2404671 2404683 2404755 2404777 2404828
2404830 2404845 2404846 2404881 2404882
2404897 2404898 2404920 2404921 2404928
2404929 2404931 2404933 2404983 2404985
2404986 2404992 2404998 2405001 2405056
2405064 2405085 2405086 2405087 2405089
2405099 2405101 2405181 2405186 2405253
2405279 2405280 2405299 2405348 2405349
2405364 2405366 2405375 2405376 2405419
2405420 2405422 2405433 2405435 2405436
2405443 2405453 2405454 2405458 2405459
2405460 2405463 2405465 2405466 2405467
2405486 2405492 2405501 2405506 2405507
2405512 2405516 2405584 2405589 2405590
2405592 2405594 2405597 2405598 2405601
2405602 2405605 2405610 2405613 2405617
2405657 2405738 2405742 2405743 2405746
2405769 2405777 2405778 2405780 2405809
2405810 2405811 2405908 2405945 2405954
2406007 2406023 2406071 2406085 2406087
2406120 2406121 2406153 2406165 2406169
2406173 2406175 2406178 2406239 2406245
2406252 2406258 2406259 2406265 2406266
2406267 2406282 2406289 2406299 2406310
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2406315 2406317 2406348 2406365 2406368
2406381 2406430 2406461 2406510 2406512
2406514 2406617 2406773 2406778 2406821
2406882 2406927 2406943 2406951 2406952
2406957 2406959 2406964 2406969 2406994
2406995 2406996 2407000 2407107 2407110
2407121 2407123 2407136 2407151 2407153
2407154 2407156 2407157 2407158 2407160
2407161 2407163 2407164 2407195 2407200
2407212 2407215 2407216 2407217 2407221
2407223 2407230 2407234 2407235 2407386
2407472 2407475 2407510 2407516 2407523
2407675 2407731 2407732 2407733 2407743
2407752 2407757 2407758 2407760 2407767
2407816 2407817 2407846 2407847 2407858
2407878 2407880 2407884 2407910 2407912
2407914 2407959 2407960 2407969 2408056
2408139 2408204 2408210 2408211 2408223
2408260 2408261 2408262 2408264 2408297
2408298 2408338 2408343 2408344 2408345
2408353 2408366 2408369 2408400 2408421
2408427 2408434 2408443 2408445 2408448
2408500 2408522 2408535 2408536 2408537
2408540 2408595 2408600 2408615 2408677
2408702 2408703 2408704 2408705 2408717
2408770 2408771 2408810 2408861 2408950
2408985 2408990 2409041 2409052 2409053
2409054 2409104 2409137 2409140 2409162
2409164 2409165 2409169 2409259 2409454
2409455 2409461 2409465 2409470 2409479
2409481 2409482 2409506 2409517 2409532
2409558 2409592 2409599 2409646 2409690
2409692 2409697 2409746 2409770 2409774
2409891 2409894 2409924 2409951 2409977
2409991 2409992 2409993 2410065 2410066
2410069 2410073 2410196 2410197 2410198
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2410199 2410229 2410303 2410304 2410457
2410458 2410545 2410622 2410640 2410643
2410655 2410709 2410848 2410852 2410859
2410888 2410893 2410921 2410937 2411054
2411122 2411233 2411383 2411398 2411404
2411405 2411483 2411490 2411521 2411530
2411576 2411594 2411599 2411837 2411838
2411841 2411847 2411861 2411906 2412038
2412039 2412042 2412062 2412150 2412226
2412322 2412488 2412526 2412550 2412582
2412589 2412612 2412744 2412772 2412816
2412824 2412825 2412826 2412856 2412866
2412872 2412906 2412930 2413043 2413053
2413138 2413139 2413147 2413285 2413302
2413332 2413425 2413457 2413461 2413466
2413469 2413470 2413471 2413497 2413498
2413531 2413549 2413551 2413554 2413556
2413558 2413682 2413718 2413778 2413783
2413801 2413943 2413988 2414014 2414049
2414085 2414096 2414114 2414146 2414178
2414393 2414404 2414416 2414418 2414428
2414430 2414455 2414469 2414470 2414481
2414513 2414527 2414529 2414532 2414536
2414567 2414584 2414586 2414638 2414642
2414666 2414712 2414713 2414759 2414768
2414782 2414829 2414830 2414862 2414864
2414865 2414866 2414883 2414961 2415035
2415121 2415149 2415150 2415161 2415212
2415255 2415286 2415336 2415493 2415506
2415650 2415674 2415675 2415676 2415677
2415678 2415679 2415680 2415681 2415683
2415684 2415685 2416036 2416167 2416182
2416192 2416249 2416271 2416275 2416374
2416377 2416378 2416380 2416381 2416411
2416475 2416504 2416505 2416596 2416599
2416631 2416698 2416710 2416730 2416752
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2416755 2416764 2416780 2417795 2417885
2417887 2418169 2418236 2418259 2418269
2418293 2418301 2418302 2418391 2418399
2418479 2418569 2418589 2418600 2418601
2418688 2418823 2418852 2418855 2418866
2418887 2418913 2419086 2419196 2419200
2419263 2419472 2419812 2419998 2419999
2420000 2420001 2420002 2420003 2420004
2420005 2420011 2420013 2420016 2420017
2420019 2420089 2420101 2420510 2420548
2420683 2420709 2420844 2420845 2420957
2421011 2421013 2421055 2421058 2421086
2421089 2421092 2421093 2421109 2421248
2421360 2421371 2421375 2421420 2421430
2421431 2421432 2421433 2421436 2421481
2421715 2421794 2421926 2421936 2421962
2422020 2422111 2422134 2422169 2422173
2422181 2422186 2422188 2422212 2422217
2422252 2422344 2422472 2422479 2422492
2422498 2422499 2422513 2422546 2422585
2422593 2422646 2422661 2422746 2422822
2422856 2422869 2422894 2422897 2422909
2422916 2422925 2422927 2422929 2422931
2422933 2422950 2423019 2423099 2423102
2423143 2423148 2423171 2423172 2423181
2423182 2423190 2423191 2423192 2423193
2423359 2423380 2423386 2423388 2423390
2423393 2423394 2423395 2423450 2423451
2423502 2423515 2423527 2423712 2423714
2423723 2424282 2424287 2424429 2424545
2424548 2424738 2424739 2424776 2424790
2424791 2424793 2424860 2424936 2424985
2424997 2424999 2425007 2425056 2425102
2425300 2425371 2425492 2425541 2425581
2425733 2425734 2425811 2425812 2425929
2425933 2425973 2425974 2425985 2426096
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2426163 2426165 2426227 2426247 2426255
2426256 2426336 2426341 2426342 2426343
2426344 2426347 2426360 2426370 2426389
2426394 2426395 2426397 2426451 2426453
2426520 2426580 2426581 2426582 2426637
2427168 2428069 2428072 2429608 2434032
2434901 2436121 2436484 2436882 2436939
2440669 2441563 2441564 2441565 2442201
2443195 2444577 2450975 2461264 2467621
2470298 2472805 2474182 2474764 2478921
2480606 2482049 2484402 2487011 2488049
2490390 2506141 2514141 2514441 2517781
2533477 2533480 2556335 2571175 2582355
2591779 2592274 2600900 2604084 2628547
2628549 2683273 2684179 2685629 2686286
2696987 2721118 2721542 2721543 2721544
2729700 2729707 2729708 2729709 2729715
2729722 2730488 2735921 2739156 2740128
2743428 2745379 2746583 2749165 2749527
2749907 2752742 2753400 2769224 2769377
2769445 2769501 2770125 2770384 2771083
2771084 2775399 2775400 2775401 2777493
2779066 2779170 2780790 2781939 2781995
2782772 2783894 2784234 2784700 2784910
2787283 2787452 2787578 2787664 2787666
2788401 2788575 2788955 2789019 2789480
2789481 2789482 2789483 2789484 2789485
2789486 2793857 2795382 2795386 2796590
2798169 2798171 2798190 2798833 2801361
2802600 2803782 2805224 2805237 2805242
2805243 2806949 2807420 2807588 2807595
2807601 2807606 2807607 2807608 2807612
2807614 2807615 2807635 2807701 2807769
2807825 2807828 2807832 2807833 2808061
2808062 2808063 2808114 2808266 2808298
2808354 2808396 2808397 2808400 2808401
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2808415 2808431 2808443 2808450 2808454
2808465 2808485 2808486 2808518 2808519
2808522 2808525 2808579 2808582 2808585
2808677 2809059 2809324 2809326 2809327
2809330 2809331 2809332 2809333 2809365
2809378 2809391 2809394 2809395 2809398
2809399 2809404 2809405 2809452 2809471
2809535 2809539 2809541 2809543 2809570
2809831 2809833 2809845 2809854 2809856
2809865 2809871 2809930 2809984 2810160
2810448 2810576 2810577 2810578 2810579
2811313 2811503 2811784 2811817 2812014
2812016 2812021 2812075 2812151 2812221
2812224 2812271 2812342 2812966 2812974
2813355 2813357 2813359 2814490 2814511
2815283 2815284 2815287 2815295 2815298
2815320 2815321 2815333 2816056 2816071
2816072 2816077 2816103 2816184 2816199
2816200 2816201 2816202 2816510 2816514
2816569 2817086 2817093 2817101 2817105
2817344 2817836 2817899 2818176 2819324
2819785 2822082 2824621 2828779 2829780
2831105 2831136 2831624 2831634 2832875
2832918 2833095 2833547 2833553 2833676
2833720 2834044 2834460 2834571 2834575
2834578 2835353 2835693 2835702 2838194
2843112 2843471 2844277 2844619 2844836
2848415 2849058 2849062 2849128 2849131
2849736 2849907 2851826 2853607 2853608
2854530 2854838 2855000 2855146 2855153
2855187 2855316 2856585 2857802 2858334
2858469 2858808 2859393 2859445 2860068
2862223 2862409 2862414 2863802 2863842
2864145 2864212 2864444 2864513 2864518
2864985 2865388 2865389 2865582 2865602
2866282 2866283 2866914 2866915 2866950
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2867188 2867190 2867638 2868912 2869497
2869510 2869581 2869582 2869870 2869871
2870102 2870119 2870295 2870296 2870298
2870317 2870375 2870434 2870435 2871222
2871740 2872348 2872475 2872886 2873145
2873353 2875669 2877130 2878658 2879543
2879849 2879920 2879922 2879923 2879946
2879956 2879957 2879966 2880191 2880197
2880198 2880230 2880231 2880233 2880236
2880237 2880242 2880247 2880254 2880284
2880285 2880307 2880308 2880309 2880310
2880311 2880313 2880949 2880971 2880974
2881032 2881035 2881112 2881113 2881114
2881140 2881141 2881142 2881143 2881148
2881149 2881152 2881155 2881160 2881167
2881185 2881187 2881220 2881221 2881254
2881297 2881300 2881301 2881311 2881314
2881315 2881390 2881424 2881512 2881566
2881652 2881924 2881951 2881957 2881958
2881972 2881974 2881975 2881976 2881977
2881983 2881990 2882003 2882008 2882022
2882023 2882099 2882140 2882196 2882419
2882481 2882500 2882547 2882553 2882554
2882557 2882636 2882637 2882640 2882677
2882739 2882772 2882799 2882803 2882808
2882814 2882830 2882962 2882996 2882997
2883017 2883019 2883026 2883201 2883211
2883215 2883261 2883282 2883329 2883447
2883460 2883478 2883480 2883526 2883568
2883577 2883746 2883784 2883785 2883787
2883841 2883907 2883925 2884071 2884072
2884073 2884081 2884095 2884145 2884176
2884208 2884211 2884330 2884331 2884332
2884333 2884366 2884373 2884375 2884384
2884399 2884405 2884407 2884408 2884411
2884412 2884417 2884419 2884455 2884459
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2884463 2884471 2884485 2884486 2884487
2884488 2884489 2884490 2884491 2884578
2884582 2884630 2884631 2884636 2884637
2884638 2884743 2884786 2884787 2884882
2884893 2884894 2884917 2884987 2884994
2885008 2885052 2885089 2885128 2885129
2885215 2885216 2885269 2885303 2885339
2885670 2885676 2885739 2885752 2885754
2885755 2885756 2885758 2885771 2885804
2885827 2885829 2885843 2885882 2885893
2885898 2885946 2885949 2886163 2886177
2886216 2886226 2886230 2886866 2886867
2886868 2886870 2886887 2887269 2887472
2887473 2888110 2888111 2888924 2889287
2889575 2890149 2890229 2890496 2890551
2890623 2890743 2890746 2890747 2890883
2890886 2890890 2890913 2891220 2891351
2891536 2891979 2891985 2892079 2892232
2892333 2892435 2892636 2892637 2892648
2892649 2892652 2892744 2892936 2892952
2892955 2893007 2893011 2893013 2893047
2893305 2893398 2893399 2893406 2893849
2895412 2895763 2895939 2897142 2897791
2897795 2897927 2897933 2898120 2898213
2898389 2898450 2898938 2899644 2901357
2901500 2902125 2902214 2902308 2903100
2903281 2903515 2903768 2903811 2903812
2904427 2904691 2904758 2904759 2904838
2904920 2905101 2905104 2905224 2905920
2906096 2906274 2906278 2906279 2906283
2906368 2906379 2906380 2906407 2906413
2906510 2906554 2906556 2906559 2906560
2906596 2906597 2906635 2906979 2906996
2907216 2907231 2907249 2907268 2908126
2908771 2909139 2909465 2910000 2910035
2910067 2910089 2910101 2910339 2910365
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2910386 2910448 2910528 2910530 2911582
2912112 2912621 2912874 2912964 2913943
2914813 2914814 2914831 2914837 2916180
2916333 2916532 2916606 2916626 2916629
2916687 2916778 2916894 2916895 2916945
2916948 2916949 2917013 2917050 2917058
2917059 2917065 2917066 2917095 2917097
2917112 2917139 2917159 2917193 2917217
2917229 2917244 2917246 2917251 2917277
2917313 2917314 2917345 2917353 2917429
2917440 2917443 2917444 2917447 2917476
2917500 2917501 2917547 2917549 2917554
2917558 2917560 2917568 2917572 2917627
2917630 2917695 2917698 2917712 2917715
2917718 2917751 2917753 2917807 2917844
2917845 2917846 2917883 2917897 2917901
2917903 2917907 2918011 2918167 2918196
2918197 2918205 2918226 2918227 2918250
2918280 2918283 2918300 2918302 2918303
2918335 2918354 2918356 2918455 2918467
2918473 2918625 2918670 2918689 2918718
2918727 2918853 2918931 2918963 2919027
2919030 2919128 2919129 2919130 2919131
2919152 2919179 2919180 2919202 2919203
2919225 2919240 2919243 2919248 2919254
2919263 2919265 2919266 2919267 2919268
2919269 2919270 2919271 2919274 2919275
2919276 2919277 2919278 2919279 2919280
2919281 2919282 2919283 2919284 2919285
2919287 2919297 2919298 2919299 2919300
2919301 2919302 2919303 2919304 2919305
2919306 2919378 2919472 2919581 2919684
2919768 2919773 2919817 2919827 2919830
2919888 2920058 2920164 2920172 2920173
2920198 2920234 2920779 2920887 2921047
2921048 2921060 2921076 2921210 2921211
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2921257 2921315 2921316 2921360 2921495
2921497 2921499 2921587 2921620 2921622
2921750 2921752 2921812 2921818 2921866
2921896 2921955 2921961 2922039 2922080
2922158 2922206 2922207 2922307 2922321
2922343 2922354 2922401 2922411 2922412
2922428 2922458 2922463 2922466 2922467
2922554 2922560 2922825 2922826 2922827
2922828 2922829 2922908 2922957 2922959
2923033 2923258 2923706 2923713 2923942
2924101 2924119 2924122 2924130 2924133
2924135 2924175 2924408 2924428 2924429
2924437 2924484 2924666 2924995 2924996
2925025 2925070 2925105 2925180 2925291
2925358 2925360 2925365 2925366 2925368
2925423 2925460 2925468 2925547 2925554
2925564 2925631 2925804 2925808 2925901
2926022 2926024 2926061 2926110 2926202
2926513 2926970 2926971 2926998 2927173
2927240 2927470 2927501 2927655 2927761
2928342 2928821 2929121 2929167 2929169
2930973 2930974 2930986 2931581 2931583
2931721 2931723 2931725 2931968 2932010
2932027 2932033 2932241 2932243 2932265
2932358 2932735 2932737 2932738 2932739
2932742 2932827 2932855 2932859 2933040
2933236 2933482 2933677 2933694 2933695
2933837 2933838 2934270 2934272 2934274
2934276 2934277 2934286 2934291 2934486
2934561 2934565 2934567 2934625 2934645
2934646 2934676 2934984 2934985 2935103
2935414 2935415 2935440 2935441 2935442
2935443 2935445 2935446 2935467 2935870
2935880 2935887 2935899 2935900 2935901
2935903 2935904 2936127 2936131 2936155
2936389 2936565 2936573 2937157 2937171
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2937172 2937173 2937182 2937270 2937271
2937272 2937273 2937274 2937276 2937277
2937278 2937279 2937363 2937445 2937672
2937674 2938018 2938118 2938195 2938821
2938824 2939027 2939113 2939169 2939172
2940905 2941404 2941405 2941406 2941471
2941527 2941640 2942954 2943019 2943275
2943279 2943284 2943711 2944387 2945187
2945326 2945369 2945374 2945550 2945702
2945825 2945940 2945946 2945947 2946007
2946253 2946701 2946702 2946774 2947217
2947218 2948062 2948075 2948916 2948919
2948983 2948985 2948988 2949518 2949519
2949893 2949894 2949922 2949924 2949950
2950203 2950268 2950472 2950480 2950482
2950766 2950893 2950896 2950897 2950906
2950908 2951001 2951015 2951210 2951235
2951505 2951506 2951512 2951513 2951514
2951515 2951518 2951749 2951779 2951780
2951781 2951783 2951836 2951837 2951849
2951879 2951880 2952027 2952029 2952030
2952031 2952034 2952255 2952309 2952310
2952440 2952449 2952452 2952453 2952456
2952460 2952462 2952468 2952469 2952470
2952484 2952488 2952489 2952600 2952622
2952623 2952654 2952655 2952679 2952680
2952706 2952711 2952717 2952718 2952722
2952723 2952754 2952758 2952760 2952761
2952763 2952764 2952766 2952771 2952774
2952776 2952777 2952824 2952828 2952838
2952884 2952885 2952925 2952950 2952951
2952952 2952953 2952954 2952958 2953055
2953057 2953115 2953116 2953135 2953140
2953187 2953188 2953191 2953257 2953258
2953266 2953267 2953269 2953270 2953272
2953303 2953312 2953316 2953454 2953474
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2953492 2953495 2953503 2953515 2953525
2953526 2953528 2953535 2953536 2953579
2953584 2953587 2953592 2953718 2953722
2953724 2953725 2953726 2953727 2953728
2953729 2953730 2953731 2953732 2953911
2953962 2954088 2954115 2954118 2954195
2954199 2954200 2954243 2954305 2954365
2954366 2954407 2954414 2954415 2954416
2954417 2954419 2954432 2954433 2954434
2954440 2954444 2954636 2954701 2954714
2954717 2954718 2954724 2954726 2954727
2954736 2954865 2954867 2954872 2954882
2954890 2954926 2955064 2955065 2955066
2955092 2955103 2955104 2955105 2955106
2955424 2955729 2955733 2955766 2956199
2956387 2956729 2956730 2956731 2956732
2956817 2956843 2956879 2956887 2956891
2957000 2957013 2957044 2957045 2957047
2957048 2957057 2957076 2957077 2957079
2957083 2957114 2957115 2957123 2957165
2957166 2957169 2957263 2957264 2957265
2957269 2957271 2957368 2957371 2957388
2957402 2957403 2957431 2957440 2957443
2957641 2957642 2957644 2957646 2957799
2957832 2957848 2957858 2957943 2957944
2957945 2957957 2958088 2958091 2958204
2958234 2958247 2958333 2958347 2958362
2958365 2958366 2958501 2958504 2958506
2958808 2958823 2958826 2958893 2958942
2958983 2958986 2958987 2958993 2958995
2958996 2959006 2959013 2959016 2959019
2959023 2959025 2959060 2959062 2959063
2959259 2959263 2959277 2959291 2959307
2959381 2959417 2959420 2959423 2959424
2959515 2959564 2959565 2959567 2959569
2959571 2959590 2959630 2959642 2959650
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2959666 2959669 2959852 2959853 2959896
2960025 2960026 2960040 2960060 2960090
2960091 2960100 2960131 2960133 2960147
2960155 2960171 2960172 2960173 2960176
2960177 2960178 2960183 2960250 2960251
2960297 2960298 2960299 2960440 2960462
2960464 2960465 2960474 2960481 2960483
2960493 2960590 2960593 2960611 2960616
2960683 2960725 2960774 2960776 2960787
2960788 2960822 2960831 2960832 2960834
2960835 2960892 2960899 2960913 2960949
2960956 2960967 2960968 2960971 2960991
2961109 2961130 2961161 2961190 2961201
2961202 2961233 2961236 2961258 2961262
2961264 2961265 2961365 2961367 2961378
2961392 2961429 2961430 2961432 2961440
2961489 2961490 2961516 2961598 2961599
2961608 2961632 2961641 2961643 2961655
2961686 2961687 2961741 2961762 2961768
2961783 2961785 2961793 2961803 2961810
2961824 2961826 2961828 2961976 2961977
2962123 2962134 2962198 2962249 2962277
2962307 2962353 2962356 2962490 2962552
2962592 2962593 2962629 2962632 2962690
2962691 2962900 2962904 2962906 2962908
2962910 2962929 2962992 2962994 2963081
2963098 2963099 2963129 2963140 2963145
2963192 2963352 2963357 2963377 2963682
2963759 2963786 2963798 2963814 2963826
2963827 2964023 2964053 2964065 2964066
2964253 2964254 2964255 2964257 2964259
2964260 2964263 2964270 2964271 2964273
2964283 2964287 2964295 2964429 2964451
2964452 2964532 2964543 2964544 2964546
2964627 2964630 2964686 2964689 2964690
2964695 2964701 2964705 2964715 2964736
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2964767 2964774 2964783 2964787 2964836
2964850 2964875 2964937 2964940 2964949
2964951 2964976 2964977 2964978 2964994
2965011 2965012 2965031 2965092 2965093
2965104 2965121 2965123 2965129 2965210
2965212 2965213 2965219 2965265 2965294
2965295 2965307 2965501 2965593 2965613
2965626 2965627 2965635 2965639 2965650
2965651 2965652 2965655 2965670 2965675
2965692 2965739 2965769 2965782 2965917
2965921 2966003 2966009 2966011 2966013
2966014 2966015 2966016 2966060 2966149
2966181 2966185 2966186 2966189 2966190
2966216 2966301 2966312 2966315 2966316
2966317 2966318 2966320 2966321 2966322
2966323 2966324 2966325 2966326 2966328
2966336 2966339 2966344 2966349 2966361
2966362 2966363 2966364 2966366 2966392
2966512 2966517 2966526 2966531 2966559
2966593 2966596 2966625 2966672 2966675
2966683 2966684 2966685 2966687 2966689
2966690 2966736 2966752 2966754 2966897
2966950 2966974 2966976 2967004 2967006
2967007 2967008 2967009 2967069 2967073
2967093 2967105 2967110 2967119 2967120
2967237 2967246 2967248 2967250 2967252
2967254 2967255 2967262 2967264 2967268
2967270 2967271 2967274 2967327 2967502
2967505 2967530 2967565 2967601 2967658
2967746 2967810 2967811 2967812 2967905
2967954 2967955 2967980 2967981 2968007
2968008 2968009 2968020 2968021 2968022
2968024 2968279 2968292 2968469 2968473
2968474 2968579 2968580 2968581 2968586
2968609 2968615 2968617 2968618 2968619
2968622 2968623 2968629 2968637 2968669
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2968683 2968689 2968753 2968758 2968759
2968763 2968769 2968816 2968818 2968870
2969058 2969064 2969211 2969538 2969539
2969642 2969656 2969687 2969890 2969891
2969892 2969893 2969894 2969895 2969945
2970062 2970068 2970069 2970101 2970102
2970103 2970107 2970109 2970110 2970111
2970129 2970170 2970174 2970193 2970246
2970271 2970302 2970374 2970380 2970428
2970517 2970518 2970519 2970520 2970525
2970587 2970588 2970590 2970598 2970604
2970663 2970713 2970714 2970761 2970762
2970779 2970780 2970782 2970792 2970824
2970826 2970858 2970863 2970864 2970904
2970971 2971399 2971439 2971449 2971450
2971461 2971502 2971981 2972140 2972161
2972295 2972300 2972303 2972348 2972363
2972428 2972431 2972434 2972532 2972534
2972535 2972537 2972545 2972548 2972549
2972550 2972553 2972689 2972772 2972890
2973011 2973018 2973085 2973086 2973087
2973171 2973172 2973178 2973201 2973207
2973222 2973223 2973225 2973424 2973453
2973455 2973467 2973469 2973470 2973471
2973472 2973473 2973726 2973730 2973732
2973733 2973735 2973742 2973746 2973747
2973749 2973872 2973898 2973900 2973901
2973902 2973903 2973904 2973905 2973906
2973907 2973908 2973909 2973918 2973920
2973938 2973942 2973943 2973946 2973950
2974029 2974063 2974069 2974132 2974143
2974149 2974212 2974237 2974253 2974285
2974415 2974495 2974563 2974656 2974662
2975098 2975100 2975102 2975103 2975106
2975122 2975129 2975132 2975156 2975172
2975232 2975234 2975266 2975268 2975269
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2975276 2975285 2975286 2975371 2975372
2975379 2975380 2975381 2975382 2975441
2975444 2975447 2975448 2975449 2975451
2975464 2975468 2975469 2975478 2975481
2975482 2975510 2975511 2975513 2975514
2975518 2975556 2975559 2975742 2975745
2975772 2975900 2975901 2975902 2975906
2975907 2976046 2976047 2976058 2976093
2976123 2976240 2976252 2976254 2976258
2976466 2976467 2976468 2976473 2976522
2976635 2976649 2976656 2976662 2976679
2976694 2976707 2976745 2976747 2976748
2976761 2976791 2976792 2976793 2976794
2976796 2976797 2976798 2976799 2976800
2976801 2976817 2976818 2976819 2976830
2976836 2976920 2976922 2976983 2976986
2976988 2976989 2977090 2977258 2977259
2977260 2977263 2977264 2977265 2977266
2977456 2977457 2977490 2977508 2977603
2977632 2977633 2977753 2977754 2977755
2977771 2977774 2977776 2977781 2977782
2977797 2977824 2977835 2977931 2977932
2978029 2978033 2978036 2978120 2978122
2978127 2978128 2978129 2978132 2978133
2978135 2978137 2978138 2978156 2978274
2978275 2978276 2978277 2978281 2978333
2978492 2978972 2979020 2979032 2979153
2979157 2979158 2979162 2979197 2979207
2979259 2979335 2979350 2979425 2979455
2979821 2979830 2979831 2979833 2979924
2980303 2980327 2980329 2980414 2980458
2980476 2980479 2980481 2980482 2980483
2980532 2980585 2980595 2980596 2980597
2980598 2980600 2980658 2980662 2980693
2980694 2980697 2980737 2980771 2980833
2980929 2980972 2980974 2980991 2981067
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2981103 2981108 2981122 2981124 2981129
2981322 2981353 2981372 2981375 2981376
2981386 2981392 2981403 2981410 2981625
2981627 2981653 2981654 2981725 2981729
2981731 2981861 2981862 2981863 2981882
2981889 2981948 2981953 2981977 2982245
2982294 2982321 2982512 2982515 2982626
2982627 2982667 2982702 2982705 2982706
2982707 2982708 2982709 2982710 2982711
2982713 2982714 2982756 2982761 2982952
2982963 2982964 2982965 2982969 2982970
2983055 2983516 2983553 2983575 2983581
2983803 2983849 2983852 2984000 2984003
2984006 2984009 2984010 2984012 2984030
2984075 2984103 2984165 2984166 2984167
2984218 2984219 2984530 2984531 2984782
2984835 2984863 2985246 2985248 2985250
2985278 2985280 2985284 2985287 2985289
2985293 2985474 2985475 2985477 2985480
2985505 2985507 2985508 2985577 2985578
2985834 2985869 2985873 2985874 2985879
2985891 2985908 2985914 2986173 2986176
2986179 2986286 2986287 2986294 2986412
2986427 2986503 2986505 2986506 2986507
2986716 2986717 2986720 2986725 2987113
2987151 2987468 2987793 2988100 2988531
2988548 2988572 2988587 2989119 2989120
2989121 2989510 2989750 2989751 2989759
2989760 2989902 2989903 2989904 2989905
2989906 2989907 2989952 2989972 2989973
2989974 2989975 2990084 2990257 2990261
2990280 2990465 2990583 2990692 2990716
2990717 2990719 2990720 2990730 2990731
2990732 2990773 2990926 2991408 2991682
2991692 2991697 2991720 2991743 2991748
2991749 2991762 2992278 2992450 2992478
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2992512 2992537 2992788 2993629 2993630
2993634 2993825 2994133 2994135 2994136
2994140 2994147 2994149 2994151 2994529
2994548 2994696 2994766 2994767 2994834
2994836 2994950 2994954 2995023 2995255
2995555 2996341 2996343 2997021 2997057
2997414 2997417 2997418 2997423 2997746
2997754 2997764 2997768 2997771 2997773
2997777 2998013 2998016 2998017 2998093
2998094 2998104 2998109 2998114 2998363
2998365 2998366 2998481 2998493 2998503
2998504 2998512 2998739 2998741 2998900
2998904 2999230 2999231 2999233 2999237
2999238 2999329 2999546 2999548 2999550
3000405 3000406 3000424 3000433 3000439
3000440 3000678 3002071 3002084 3002119
3002120 3002121 3002122 3002123 3002124
3002125 3002126 3002454 3002456 3002461
3002682 3002683 3002923 3003190 3003194
3003348 3003349 3003350 3003656 3003657
3004147 3004155 3004190 3004328 3004411
3004414 3004565 3004566 3004614 3004616
3004617 3004618 3004619 3004620 3004621
3004622 3004623 3004940 3004942 3004943
3005177 3005178 3005180 3005181 3005183
3005184 3005185 3005210 3005242 3005261
3005478 3005498 3005505 3005511 3005526
3005715 3005737 3005892 3005893 3005898
3005920 3005936 3006667 3006673 3006883
3007170 3007565 3007679 3007894 3007895
3007896 3007897 3007898 3007900 3007901
3007903 3008059 3008060 3008064 3008065
3008067 3008069 3008070 3008071 3008125
3008150 3008243 3008303 3008328 3008498
3008699 3008747 3008748 3008749 3009278
3009279 3009350 3009796 3009826 3009906
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3009966 3010183 3010184 3010364 3010729
3010730 3010731 3010934 3010936 3010937
3011445 3011543 3011545 3011547 3011592
3011593 3011594 3011595 3011671 3011725
3011726 3011727 3011728 3011848 3012111
3012384 3012882 3012941 3012948 3012983
3013337 3013338 3014202 3014204 3014207
3014208 3014406 3014436 3014439 3014469
3014474 3014475 3014477 3014485 3014486
3014707 3015020 3015021 3015022 3015090
3015091 3015092 3015094 3015097 3015106
3015107 3015108 3015207 3015210 3015220
3015585 3015702 3015743 3015802 3015881
3016034 3016038 3016039 3016238 3016378
3016530 3017195 3017196 3017197 3017296
3017315 3018438 3018439 3018730 3019141
3020158 3020164 3020455 3020502 3020506
3020507 3020810 3021066 3021191 3021194
3021242 3021269 3021275 3021280 3021298
3021363 3021403 3021406 3021428 3021496
3021538 3021540 3021550 3021620 3021669
3021687 3022269 3022271 3022286 3022365
3022453 3022624 3023049 3023243 3023506
3024745 3025246 3026329 3026512 3026528
3026733 3026988 3027334 3027360 3027581
3027598 3027793 3027794 3027795 3027796
3027878 3027882 3027922 3028034 3028277
3028287 3028297 3028547 3028664 3028675
3028690 3028697 3028713 3028714 3028715
3029048 3029053 3029055 3029058 3029063
3029688 3029692 3029902 3029904 3030554
3030558 3030838 3031214 3031521 3031667
3031672 3031678 3031775 3031776 3031779
3031780 3032430 3033086 3033132 3033196
3033280 3033281 3033298 3033308 3033310
3033311 3033312 3033314 3033624 3033674
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3033806 3033807 3033808 3033809 3033884
3033887 3033893 3033990 3034031 3034040
3034206 3034263 3034499 3034766 3034771
3034800 3034803 3034864 3034873 3035353
3035545 3035546 3035810 3035818 3035823
3036012 3036018 3036293 3036339 3036423
3036737 3036880 3037093 3037095 3037335
3037396 3037398 3037714 3037715 3037716
3037886 3037887 3037888 3037889 3037891
3037941 3038101 3038523 3038527 3038529
3038530 3039061 3039291 3039294 3039306
3039307 3039324 3039539 3039601 3040156
3040157 3040166 3040167 3040168 3040169
3040335 3040400 3040405 3040406 3040455
3040516 3040518 3040520 3040523 3040838
3041124 3041128 3041129 3041131 3041132
3041133 3041135 3041172 3041177 3041429
3041692 3041716 3041739 3041791 3041804
3041833 3041920 3041923 3041937 3042027
3042031 3042602 3042642 3042643 3042648
3042659 3042690 3042741 3042809 3043236
3043360 3043361 3043559 3043574 3043859
3043866 3043872 3044035 3044188 3044190
3044192 3044193 3044196 3044197 3044198
3044578 3044580 3044581 3044657 3044709
3044713 3044717 3044720 3044726 3044731
3044950 3044954 3044956 3045411 3045782
3045783 3045785 3045787 3045788 3045789
3046352 3046359 3046379 3046527 3046545
3046546 3046548 3046665 3046949 3047041
3047359 3047367 3047424 3047438 3047512
3047513 3047569 3047640 3047908 3047909
3047910 3048104 3048113 3048183 3048300
3048390 3048391 3048392 3048395 3048396
3048397 3048398 3048527 3048529 3048530
3048531 3048563 3048648 3048683 3048940
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3049012 3049013 3049173 3049207 3049209
3049210 3049215 3049224 3049234 3049274
3049673 3049675 3049773 3049782 3050097
3050187 3050281 3050282 3050706 3050820
3050862 3050928 3050929 3050941 3050995
3050996 3050997 3050998 3050999 3051217
3051221 3051224 3051752 3051775 3051778
3051781 3051866 3051867 3051869 3051870
3051872 3051876 3051877 3051883 3051884
3051887 3051888 3051894 3052094 3052095
3052141 3052173 3052459 3052675 3052685
3052688 3052689 3052703 3052793 3052838
3052839 3052840 3052841 3053142 3053147
3053354 3053356 3053381 3053559 3053570
3053825 3053861 3053862 3053913 3054113
3054166 3054175 3054187 3054245 3054246
3054247 3054248 3054249 3054250 3054251
3054252 3054253 3054318 3054958 3054959
3054960 3055412 3055613 3055622 3055623
3056919 3057017 3057124 3057309 3057527
3057583 3057658 3057816 3057914 3061811
3061891 3061892 3061893 3062829 3063032
3063160 3063161 3063162 3063470 3063867
3064090 3064091 3064093 3064094 3064095
3064598 3064599 3064719 3064804 3064805
3064806 3064807 3064808 3064809 3064810
3065511 3065516 3065524 3065558 3066749
3066751 3066752 3066826 3066829 3066830
3066831 3066841 3066850 3066857 3066859
3067095 3067386 3067392 3067790 3068050
3068053 3068054 3068059 3068060 3068754
3068846 3068905 3068906 3069045 3069046
3069112 3069151 3069216 3069217 3069218
3069329 3069363 3069468 3069472 3069474
3069506 3069526 3070013 3070014 3070306
3070307 3070480 3070505 3071062 3071158
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3071234 3071237 3071268 3071270 3071274
3071275 3071277 3071385 3071396 3072022
3072148 3072150 3072154 3072155 3072156
3072805 3072807 3072949 3072962 3072963
3073056 3073084 3073134 3073136 3073137
3073349 3073533 3073534 3073648 3073652
3073653 3073654 3073655 3073657 3073658
3073660 3073661 3073689 3073883 3074276
3074286 3074344 3074533 3074534 3074535
3074536 3074653 3075033 3075141 3075150
3075153 3075220 3075279 3075289 3075292
3075330 3075468 3075487 3075737 3075743
3075769 3075770 3075776 3075778 3075782
3075783 3075784 3075920 3075925 3075931
3075958 3076027 3076090 3076092 3076230
3076334 3076343 3076347 3076348 3076350
3076469 3076470 3076475 3076481 3076653
3076654 3076659 3076661 3076714 3076725
3076934 3076935 3076939 3077044 3077045
3077155 3077166 3077209 3077261 3077262
3077336 3077477 3077540 3077541 3077551
3077629 3077748 3077749 3077751 3077835
3077909 3077913 3077992 3078007 3078042
3078348 3078517 3078683 3078702 3078735
3078787 3078793 3078805 3079044 3079045
3079046 3079047 3079048 3079144 3079226
3079252 3079401 3079403 3079406 3079459
3079460 3079510 3079514 3079625 3079626
3079627 3079804 3079831 3079836 3079839
3079934 3080070 3080084 3080185 3080236
3080448 3080449 3080450 3080469 3080470
3080607 3080709 3080858 3080926 3080928
3080966 3081041 3081048 3081052 3081053
3081404 3081405 3081523 3081535 3081536
3081649 3081710 3081724 3081906 3081912
3082122 3082321 3082322 3082323 3082324
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3082325 3082326 3082327 3082328 3082329
3082330 3082359 3082361 3082362 3082484
3082485 3082489 3082490 3082491 3082492
3082498 3082499 3082551 3082564 3082565
3082566 3082567 3082571 3082572 3082575
3082576 3082577 3082578 3082579 3082580
3082581 3082775 3082785 3082787 3082801
3082805 3082809 3082887 3082890 3082962
3083026 3083027 3083028 3083030 3083032
3083458 3083459 3083786 3083808 3084111
3084112 3084113 3084115 3084117 3084119
3084825 3084830 3084869 3085003 3085149
3085150 3085347 3085352 3085354 3085587
3085588 3086287 3086288 3086289 3086291
3086292 3086438 3086895 3086896 3086897
3086902 3087402 3087439 3087440 3087442
3087456 3087457 3087458 3087459 3087526
3087527 3087529 3087530 3087579 3087580
3087989 3087990 3088155 3088215 3088283
3088467 3088495 3088528 3088530 3088531
3089208 3089419 3089447 3089655 3089710
3089776 3089796 3089857 3089860 3089951
3089990 3090081 3090216 3090505 3090527
3090910 3090954 3090955 3090956 3090957
3090961 3090963 3091080 3091113 3091118
3091134 3091984 3092205 3092224 3092225
3092580 3092617 3093166 3093167 3093314
3094708 3094709 3094711 3094714 3094715
3094716 3095151 3095417 3095419 3095506
3095796 3096832 3096833 3096857 3096911
3097151 3097275 3098151 3098166 3098167
3098410 3098458 3098459 3098786 3100713
3100733 3100789 3100790 3100794 3101905
3102850 3102851 3104353 3105796 3105974
3106368 3106402 3106403 3106404 3108378
3108788 3108789 3109081 3109249 3109322
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3109634 3113411 3114334 3114347 3114832
3117385 3117429 3117520 3117642 3119715
3119760 3119896 3121338 3122880 3124057
3125332 3125770 3127022 3127440 3131760
3133212 3133377 3134223 3134859 3134860
3134963 3134973 3134974 3135619 3135641
3135711 3136858 3136860 3136861 3137335
3137369 3137391 3137574 3137576 3137730
3137732 3137821 3138015 3138077 3138189
3138218 3138219 3138231 3138232 3138233
3138234 3138235 3138280 3138282 3138553
3138654 3138664 3138665 3138728 3139009
3139308 3139357 3139442 3139485 3140408
3140774 3140809 3140810 3231122 3231123
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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